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PREFACE 

Akdamut, a liturgical poem recited on the Jewish Holiday of Shavuot, was 

composed by Rabbi Meir in the 11th century. Shortly thereafter, Rabbi Meir and 

his son were murdered in Worms, Germany for resisting conversion to 

Christianity. The poem reads in part: 

"If the heavens were parchment, all the trees were quills, the 

oceans were ink and the inhabitants of the earth were scribes, it 

would not be possible to fully describe the mystery of creation and 

its creator." 

It could be said that this verse could apply equally to the history and mystery of 

the Holocaust where six million Jews, thousands of Gypsies and many others 

were murdered. It was a colossal tragedy which does not lend itself to any 

known human description, measurement or comprehension. 

Throughout history Jews were subjected to expulsions, inquisitions, 

pogroms and executions. Yet no one in his wildest imagination could ever 

conceive a diabolical state plan to annihilate the Jewish people for no reason, 

except they were born Jews. It is difficult to comprehend and more difficult to 

convey the perverted nazi murderous mentality capable of implementing a 

systematic program of individual and mass murder. This includes infants, 

children, teen-agers, young adults, middle aged, men, women without exception. 

Anyone who was identified as a Jew under the Nazi genealogical calculations 

regardless of appearance, education, achievements or contributions to society 

became a subject of annihilation. 

The atrocities against the Jews were not confined to a small group of SS 

or Gestapo who were trained to kill Jews. With some noted exceptions, the 

destruction of Jews was wide spread and with popular support. Millions of 

Germans actively participated in the destructive process, while the vast majority 

were lending its inactive support by having silently acquiesce. The Germans 





came to believe in the daily headlines of the German propaganda paper "Der 

Shturmer" that "Yuden sint unser unglick" (Jews are our misfortune).. 

During my five and a half years excposure to Germans, military and 

civilians, I did not encounter a single German who did not manifest some form of 

hostility toward Jews. Prisoners were frequently moved in open cattle cars from 

camp to camp sometimes passing through towns and cities. "Periodically the 

train stopped on a side track under an overpass outside a city. On several 

occasions, people from nearby cities gathered on top of the overpass greeting us 

by throwing stones at us prisoners, while we were busy throwing overboard 

those who have expired during the trip." Just like the pious Christians during the 

Spanish Inquisition some 500 years ago, who believed in the sacred mission of 

the inquisition. They considered it a religious duty to contribute flaming wood to 

the auto-da-fe that burned Jews who refused to convert and embrace the 

Christian religion of the time. 

It is extremely difficult to adequately describe and convey to others the 

full extent of the cruel methods and atrocities the Nazis used and applied, from 

psychological deception to the then most current scientific and technological 

advances in the mass murder program. 

It is extremely difficult to adequately describe, convey or measure the 

pain, agony, anguish and suffering of the victims. Some from prolonged periods 

of hard work, starvation in the ghettos and concentration camps, while others 

who met a sudden death in the many slaughter fields throughout Germany, 

Poland and Russia while the vast majority of the victims were exterminated in 

the gas chambers and crematoriums at Auschwitz/Birkenau. 

There are no words that could adequately describe and convey to others 

the painful agony. When infants were torn away from their mothers' arms and 

murdered; parents were murdered while the children looked on; children were 

murdered while the parents looked on or when the victims were squeezed into 

the gas chambers to be gassed and suffocated. 





Trying to understand and feel the painful experience of another person is 

difficult for all of us. The problem becomes extremely difficult when the 

agonizing experiences of the innocent victims was the result of incomprehensible 

callous brutality, so repugnant and degrading to the ordinary human spirit. 

It is extremely difficult to imagine and much less to convey to others the 

pain, agony and anguish of a mother who is helplessly watching the brutal 

murder of her child. "One mother was trying to protect and save her infant baby 

from the reach by the SS at the arrival to Auschwitz when and where the Nazi 

made the selection to determine who is to live and who is to die. The mother 

hid the infant in a suitcase, the suitcase was interwoven of rushes-twigs to allow 

air to enter for the baby to breathe (I imagine) during the crucial moments. By 

way of introduction to Auschwitz the SS ordered that the new arrivals be 

arranged in rows of five abreast, separating each row from the other. Then the 

SS ordered that each row, beginning with the first row, take several steps 

forward and leave all baggage, suitcases, bundles where they were standing. 

The arrivals were told that the baggage would be placed in their barracks. The 

mother with the suitcase and the baby inside was attempting to position herself 

behind or between others, with her suitcase in her hand tightly holding on to it. 

Unfortunately and tragically, the SS guard saw her with the suitcase in her hand. 

The SS ordered her to drop the suitcase. The mother refused to heed the order 

of the SS. He stepped forward towards the mother with his revolver in his hand 

and kicked the suitcase with his heavy boot. The suitcase dropped from the 

mother's hand. The suitcase opened and a bundled up crying baby infant rolled 

out of the suitcase. The enraged SS guard then violently, callously trampled on 

the baby covering its tiny stomach, chest and head with his big heavy boot. The 

mother with a screaming voice pleaded with the SS don't kill my baby, while 

throwing herself at the baby trying to protect the baby from more brutelization. 

But the mother's pleading did not move the SS guard. The SS instead pulled the 

trigger of his revolver and shot several times at the mother and her baby. The 
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blood of the mother and the baby were coming out of their bodies as did their 

souls." 

I as well as the other thousands of newly arrivals to Auschwitz stood there 

watching the tragic episode in a stupefied, stultified state speechless motionless 

with dreadful thoughts. We do not know and we probably never will know how 

many similar tragic murders took place by the brutal hands of the Nazis, during 

the holocaust. We do know, however, that among the 6 million Jews who 

perished during the holocaust about one million were Jewish children and about 

several hundred thousand might have been Jewish infants. 

Auschwitz/Birkenau has been the greatest mass extermination center of 

Jews. It had four huge gas chambers and four huge crematoria operating day 

and night around the clock. It is known that about 1,500,000 men, women and 

children were murdered at the rate of 20,000 per day. 

This book is not intended to detail the extent of the tragedy; it could 

never be done. Nor is it intended to lament the tragedy. The primary purpose in 

writing the memoirs is to share my limited personal experience and to add to the 

already existing Holocaust history so that current and future generations can 

learn from it. The Holocaust demonstrated that man is capable of madness and 

civility, gross brutality or human compassion. It is therefore incumbent on any 

survivor to record his/her Holocaust experience thereby contributing to the study 

of the consequences of hate, bigotry and prejudice against others who are 

different in looks, beliefs and attitudes. 

I rely on my own memory on the content of this book. It is not a story of 

great heroic deeds or sacrifices to save others. However, when an opportunity 

presented itself to help others, I did so at risk. Helping others to survive a single 

day in a concentration camp was a heroic defiance of the nazi objective. 

Trying to be or to behave humanely in an inhuman environment that in 

itself took extraordinary courage, effort and risk. To maintain a human frame of 

mind, and not to surrender to despair was helpful to my survival. My motto, 





which I shared with other prisoners, was that the Nazis will not get us down and 

we will survive them. 

Of course, there were many daily critical situations or confrontations 

beyond prediction and control and only a quirk of fate or miracle could make the 

difference between life and death, with no rational explanation why only one in 

about ten thousand Jews under the Nazi domain survived. 

"A few days later my optimism began to wane, as I became a target of a 

ferocious and beastly SS, who was known to brag that he was not able to eat 

breakfast unless or until he killed a few dirty Jews. For weeks this beast came 

out from somewhere, every morning and his target was whoever happened to be 

in his way. He with a deadly weapon in his hand a revolver, a gun with a 

bayonet, a shovel, a pick or a plain piece of metal he randomly used to kill a 

Jewish prisoner. Only after his murderous act was he able to eat his breakfast. 

One tragic morning I happened to be in his path. While I was feverishly trying to 

work and to avoid him, unfortunately, nothing saved me this time. I was 

bending down trying to dislodge a piece of tangled metal from a pile of rubbish 

that I was to clean up. This SS, in his usual rage, approached me from behind 

and stabbed me with a sharp instrument twice on the right side of my upper 

back and once in the lower right shoulder. I dropped to the ground motionless. 

He presumed that I am dead and left me, while he went to eat his breakfast. A 

couple of prisoners were ordered to pull me to the side. They pulled off my 

bloody jacket and shirt. Then they covered the three holes with my shirt and put 

some dirt on top of the shirt to help cover the open wounds to stop the bleeding. 

I was lying the entire day on my stomach in truly agonizing pain. Two prisoners 

had to carry me back to the camp after work. The wounds became infected, red 

and swollen. I was unable to move or lift my right arm. Every movement was 

excruciatingly painful. However, I had to continue to go to work. I was afraid 

that if I would seek to get off work and go to the infirmary, I certainly could 

become the target of being transferred for liquidation. I desperately wanted to 

avoid this possibility. I wanted to live and survive the Nazis/' 
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Chapter 1- Early Childhood 

The city of Lodz, where I was bom, was the second largest city in Poland with nearly one million 

inhabitants including about 250,000 Jews before World War II. It was one of the second largest 

centers of the textile industry, which was dominated by Jewish manufacturers, business and 

artisans. There was a thriving Jewish community, economically culturally and spiritually. 

Inspite of the limitations and restrictions imposed by the dominant Polish government and 

society. 

I grew up in a family of modest means, religious yet closely knit of seven members, two older 

sisters, two older brothers, our parents and myself. I was the youngest in our family. My father 

being a teacher in a Hebrew school and my mother was a full time homemaker like most Jewish 

mothers of her age and time. The prevailing atmosphere at home was guided by mutual respect, 

shared responsibility by each member and love for each other. With the outbreak of World War 

II and the brutal German occupation of our city, Jewish life as well as our family life rapidly 

transformed into a desperate often-futile struggle for survival. 

My father was bom in a small eastern Polish town of Klimantov. It had about 10,000 

inhabitants, including about 2000 Jewish families. The nearest bigger city was Sandomierz, 

where my father came from and where he had family and friends. My grandparents operated a 

lumber mill. They had two sons and one daughter, my father being the youngest. At age 14 my 
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father was sent to Tamov to study in a well-known Yeshiva, an institution of advanced Hebrew 

education. The school provided dormitories only and the city’s well to do Jewish families 

provided the meals. These families voluntarily agreed to accommodate one student in their 

homes for one day per week with three meals per day, so the students had to go to a different 

family each day for meals. This family support system helped perpetuate higher Jewish 

education in the past. This educational support system was available to rich and poor students 

alike. The students lived on “kest” as it was known. It was a community rather than the 

parents’ responsibility for a student of higher Jewish education the “ yeshiva”. Following 

father’s completion of his education at about age 20, he married a young lady from a nearby 

small town, Osiek, about 10 kilometers north of Klimantov. He obtained a teaching position in 

an advanced Hebrew school in Lodz, which he held until the Nazi’s destroyed Jewish education 

in Poland. 

Mother’s family in Osiek consisted of four children, two boys and two girls. My mother, Sara, 

was the oldest in the family. My grandfather, Mordechi, after whom I was named was engaged 

in the grain business. He bought the grain from nearby farmers and sold it in the big cities. At 

one time he delivered a load of grain and he encountered some financial problems, and did not 

return home. Instead, he went to the USA, unbeknown to his family. He settled in Utica, 

NewYork. And two years later sent for his family. My religious parents refused to go with them 

to the USA for fear the children would become less religious in the American social melting pot 

with limited Jewish religious content. As a young child I recall receiving money and packages 

of clothes from my grandparents for the Jewish holidays. In the early thirties, of course, no one 
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could predict what the Germans intended or planned to do to the Jews in Europe. Anti-Semitism 

was not new to the Polish Jew. We learned to live with it and survive despite of it. At that tine 

if a religious Jew went to the United States, it was an act of disgrace or desperation. I actually 

never met my grandparents as they left before I was bom and passed away before I arrived in the 

USA. During the depression of the 1930’s they had extreme financial difficulties and lost 

everything, including their house. 

I do vividly remember my grandparents on my father’s side. We used to make periodic visits 

and they came to visit us. Whenever they came, I recall they brought candies, chocolate, nuts, 

and other goodies. I was the youngest in the family and their favorite, so they treated me with 

special favors. In our family of five children, Rebecca and Esther were my older sisters, and my 

older brothers were Layzer and Hanan. I was born in 1930. We lived in a three- story apartment 

complex with about 150 tenants. Poles and Jews lived next to each other but had very little 

contact with each other. Both groups had their own religious practices, customs, language, and 

social and cultural activities. As a child I did not play or interact with Polish children, as their 

favorite activity was to harass Jewish children, so we kept a safe distance. 

My mother, Sara, was a religious wife and mother who took care of her family with an abiding 

love and compassion. She was well versed in Elebrew, Yiddish and Polish literature. She used 

to read to me stories from the Tzena Vrena (a Yiddish rendition of Biblical stories). These 

stories imbued in me the idea that the Jewish people were given a special mission by God to 

serve God and mankind: to be humble before God, to be considerate and respectful of others. 





particularly the elders at all times, a concept. Which is expressed in two Yiddish words, 

Yiddishkeit and Menchlichkeit. 

Mother was a caring and sensitive person, and I remember one incident when I got in trouble for 

playing too rough with some other boys. The boys’ mother came to our house with her 

complaint, but before she could start, my mother said to wait a minute and she told us boys to sit 

down and share some cookies. Then my mother turned to the lady and asked if she would like 

some tea. The lady agreed and they started talking about other issues and never got to the 

complaint. When we finished the cookies, mother asked us if we had any problems to discuss 

and no one had any. Mother asked the lady to come again and that ended the complaint. She 

was an astute and compassionate person while limited in formal education. In her time women 

were not encouraged to pursue a formal education, only to become good wives and mothers. 

Father Benzion was a well-educated modest man who was always ready to go an extra mile to 

help others. In good times and bad times he was always there, in the family as well as outside 

the family. He spoke Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, and Russian and was well versed in religious and 

secular literature. He was dedicated to his family and his students. He revealed his knowledge in 

various areas through frequent quotes from different scholars on topics of discussion. Besides 

his full time teaching, he devoted most of his time studying at home alone or with others. When 

one of his students did poor work, he put extra effort to help that student. He wrote and directed 

Purim plays, which were widely acclaimed. He also was very devoted to us children, always 

encouraging us to study. He once told us at a Shabbos dinner table not to waste any valuable 
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time, explaining that between birth and death we have limited time allowed to each of us and 

that we have an obligation to use it beneficially to our best advantage. 

7 

Father was a religious, observing Jew, but not too extreme. He wore a beard and always wore a 

long black coat and hat, which marked his Jewish identity. The house was kept kosher and 

Jewish holidays were carefully observed. He worked Sunday through Friday noon. On Friday 

afternoon he prepared for Shabbat. He went to the ritual bath and occasionally took me along. 

When I was about three or four years old, I attended Hebrew Elementary School (Chedder) 

where I learned Hebrew and Yiddish. I learned the Yiddish alphabet and was taught 

composition. The teacher wrote a fictitious letter to a family member and I had to copy it over 

and over until I learned it by heart. When this was achieved, the teacher prepared a more 

difficult letter and I had to memorize it. I recall the date of these fictitious letters. It was 1935 

when I was five. 

We learned Hebrew directly from the Torah. The teacher translated the Hebrew text into 

Yiddish and we had to memorize what he translated. In addition to my father testing me on what 

I had learned on Friday afternoons, we had to be tested by the superintendent of the school. If 

we did well, we received a cookie as a reward. When I was six, I bet my father a dime that I 

could recite the Amida, the eighteen daily prayers by heart. I won the bet and in addition to 

buying a bagel with my dime, my parents were very proud of my achievement and, of course, 

they boasted about it too to neighbors and friends. 
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Shabbos and the holidays were the central focus of most Jews’ lives in Poland. We counted the 

days and looked forward to Shabbos and counted the months until the arrival of the holidays, 

which were always filled with joy and contentment. Mother started preparing for Shabbos at 11 

A.M. on Friday mornings since it was forbidden to cook after sundown. She began by grocery 

shopping Thursday after dinner. She prepared gefilte fish by taking the meat off the skin, then 

chopping the meat and filling the skin. The chicken was ritually killed, salted for an hour, then 

rinsed and soaked in water for a half hour to make it kosher (pure). Mother also made braided 

challah (Jewish bread), one for Friday night dinner and another for Saturday lunch. The cooking 

and the baking did not start until Friday before noon so everything could be fresh and hot for the 

evening dinner. A pleasing, exotic aroma filled the entire house during the preparation for 

Shabbos. 

The house had to be cleaned on Friday also. The kitchen floor had to be washed, the bronze 

candlesticks had to be polished, and a carafe was filled with wine. The table was covered with a 

white tablecloth and holiday utensils giving it a serene atmosphere. If Company dropped in on a 

weekday during mealtime, the custom was that you had to ask the uninvited visitor to dinner and 

he would decline, but on Shabbos, this ritual took on a serious tone. You invited the guest and 

he had to accept. 

At sundown the family gathered standing around the dinner table while mother lighted the 

Shabbos candles, covered her eyes with her palms so as not to see anything that may distract her 

while she made a prayer blessing the children. At this point, my father who was a heavy smoker 
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gave the final puff of his cigarette. He did not touch any cigarettes during the Shabbos until after 

he made the prayer at the conclusion of the Shabbos, following the lighting of the Havdalah (a 

ritual that separates Shabbos from week days) candles. The males of the house, father, two 

brothers and myself, went to the synagogue for the Friday night service. My father had a great 

passion for music, particularly of cantorial music. We periodically attended the local 

symphony’s Jewish theater and musicals. I suppose I acquired a passion for music from my 

father, and I joined the shul choir. The cantorial melodies I learned then still linger in my 

memory and I often sing them. As we returned home from the synagogue father, in his special 

Shabbos and holiday coat, welcomed the Shabbos with a song praising the Shabbos and mother 

for their comparative virtues. 

Father made the prayer over the wine and the meal was served. Each serving was preceded with 

a song. Before the appetizer, the gefilte fish, the chicken soup, the chicken and the dessert, 

everyone at the table sang a song before anyone could touch the food. Usually at the close of the 

meal following the after-meal blessing, friends of my older sisters and brothers came to join us 

either in more singing or discussion initiated by father. At those dinner tables I learned a great 

deal. I was not old enough or knew enough to participate, but I was able to absorb most of what 

was discussed, whether it was religion, politics, or literature. We subscribed to two Zionist and 

Yiddish papers on Friday only. On Sunday he purchased the Forwards, an American Yiddish 

newspaper. On Saturday father got up early to rehearse the portion of the Torah for the week 

then we all went to shul, including mother. In the afternoon Father had a session with us 

brothers in Pirke Avot (the Father’s Saying). This was followed by a completely peaceful period 
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of Shabbos rest that lasted until sundown when we made the Havdallah prayer which concluded 

our joyful family Shabbos at home. 

In a family like ours, open rebellion by teenagers against parents or society was unheard of On 

the contrary, showing respect for parents and authority was paramount. Arguing with parents or 

going against their will was rare indeed in that environment, yet some kids resisted and tried to 

break or loosen some of the social and religious restrictions. My older brothers began a slow 

progression by crossing the strict religious line of the morning service from a half-hour to twenty 

minutes, later to ten minutes. They let their hair grow long and cut the sideburns shorter. They 

also went to the synagogue for the Shabbos services but sneaked out as soon as they got there. 

They joined a non-religious Zionist organization, not the one my parents wanted them to join. 

They dated girls first secretly, later openly. My older brother enlisted in the Hackshara, a trial 

period of hard labor and an austere existence for six months to a year, under the auspicious of 

the Zionist organization. This was required in order to qualify for a certificate to go to Israel. 

During that period my sisters were trained to become dressmakers. My oldest brother was 

working in a sweater factory, which was a popular and widespread Jewish occupation in Lodz, 

and my other brother was learning to be a cabinetmaker. We had a modest and comfortable life. 

Of course, our demands and expectations were also modest. In short, we had experienced a 

healthy, comfortable and satisfying life. 

At age seven I was enrolled in public school with Jews and non-Jews, but there was little 

interaction between the two groups. We lived our lives and they lived theirs, and the difference 
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in religion created a major stumbling block for coming together as people, causing a major 

distrust, hostility and antagonism. Up to this time I attended Hebrew school (cheder), where all 

of my friends were Jews, but in public school, two-thirds were non-Jews. We were in the 

minority. Most of my teachers were not Jewish, and I grew up in fear of being physically hurt by 

the non-Jewish students. This fear of Poles was not unfounded. Anti-Semitism was an all- 

pervasive reality in Poland going back hundreds of years. Even in the same class, the Polish 

students kept away from us and we kept away from them, yet intermittent rivalry and violence 

took place, and the Jewish kids usually got hurt, perhaps because we were the minority. The 

school system allowed several hours a week for religious instruction taught by a Catholic priest 

whose teaching consisted primarily of blaming and bashing the Jews for killing Christ, and 

holding all Jews, including me, responsible. This was, I believe, the seed for Polish and 

European hatred and anti-Semitism against the Jews for the last 2000 years. 

And so I grew up in Poland in a modest close-knit family committed to religious and spiritual 

values. The Jewish community had family bonds that made them a dynamic and creative entity 

in Poland. Most were satisfied with their limited material possessions. The concept of rags to 

riches was not part of our aspirations. Upper mobility was limited, but families were bound by 

loving parents and a caring community. As a child I received an adequate supply of emotional 

and spiritual nourishment that would sustain me well in the horrifying years ahead. 
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Chapter 2 - German Occupation of Lodz 

In the summer of 1939, the world's two most ruthless dictators, Adolph Hitler and Josef Stalin, 

aligned, signed a pact, invaded, divided, and occupied Poland. The Russians occupied the 

eastern half of Poland. The Germans occupied the western part of Poland, including Lodz, where 

I lived. Within the first few days after the German invasion of Poland, the Polish army and, 

indeed, the Polish government were demoralized, collapsed, and virtually disintegrated. 

For nearly two days, thousands of Polish soldiers marched through the city, running from the 

German army haphazardly without a goal or specific destination. The soldiers appeared 

disillusioned and defeated even though they had not confronted the German Army. After the 

Polish Army passed through, the governing body of the city disappeared, leaving the city of 

nearly a million people in a vacuum, void of any governmental authority, control or supervision, 

thereby, giving a free hand to looters, killers, and mob violence. Thousands of Poles took to the 

street and broke into Jewish stores, taking out whatever could be removed -- merchandise, 

jewelry, clothing, shoes, furniture, appliances-- as much as they could carry. 

Endless mobs of Poles, men and women, carried heavy bundles on their arms and some on 

wagons, filled with a variety of merchandise they had stolen openly from the Jewish stores. No 

one stopped them. "The moment of joy finally arrived, we got our share of revenge from the rich 

Jewish exploiters," was often heard expressed by them as justification for the plundering of 
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Jewish property. The Poles felt justified by saying that they owned the streets, but the Jews had 

owned the houses, the stores and factories, and Hitler had turned this around in their favor. By 

the second day of the German invasion of Poland, while the Polish army was still passing 

through the city, German planes sporadically flew over the city, dropping bombs 

indiscriminately on civilian neighborhoods, destroying private homes, and killing hundreds of 

people. This caused a great panic among the inhabitants. 

Rumors spread among the people in Lodz like wild fire-- that the Germans would take away all 

men over eighteen years old and send them to work in Germany. In response to these rumors, 

thousands of Jewish men began a mass exodus from the city on foot, going in the direction of the 

Russian-occupied zone of Poland. Many followed in the footsteps of these forerunners without 

even knowing where they were going, what the destination was, or how are they were going to 

reach the destination. They only hoped to keep out of the German reach. Within a few days of 

this mass exodus, the main roads, side roads, and fields leading from Lodz were choked with 

thousands of people from all walks of life-rich, poor, educated, less educated, professional and 

laborers-all had a common goal: to get away from the German invaders. The German Luftwaffe 

found the escapees an easy target. Dozens of low-flying planes began to spray bullets. Thousands 

of those who were seeking to escape the grip of the German army were killed or maimed by the 

shrapnel from machine guns. The roads were scattered with corpses and the injured that could no 

longer continue their escape. 

My father, who in the early twenties had served in the Polish army, reasoned that it would not be 
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safe to follow the road of the escaping Polish army who were being chased by the German army, 

as a battle between the two armies would eventually take place. We could end up in the middle 

of the crossfire between the two armies. Nonetheless, the prevailing mass hysteria and fear of the 

German invaders, eventually he decided to go with the masses. My father and my oldest brother 

left, taking very little. Traveling on foot, they could not be encumbered with excess baggage 

except some food and water for the road. They took a non-direct route, going in the same general 

eastward direction, trying to avoid the masses. Within a few days some of the runaways and 

survivors of the exodus began returning home, telling of the horrors they had seen. The Germans 

were gunning down hundreds of the civilians. Wounded and dead civilians were spread 

throughout the roads leading to the Russian-occupied zone of Poland. After two anxiety-filled 

days, my father and my older brother, who had been hit by shrapnel, returned home. Shrapnel, 

causing him severe pain had injured the big toe of my brother’s left foot, as no medical help was 

available. 

The mass and indiscriminate shooting from the German planes left hundreds of people spread 

over the fields and roads- some dead and some still alive, injured and unattended. However, 

Poles from the nearby villages and towns roamed around, looting the bodies, taking everything 

they found from the dead and injured. It was another field day for the Poles. Watches, rings, 

wallets, and any other items including clothes and shoes became free for the taking. 

On September 8, 1939, the German Army entered and occupied Lodz, my hometown. The city of 

about one million inhabitants of whom one-third were mostly religious Jews. From the first days 
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of German occupation, they began issuing order after order designed to restrict and control and 

destroy Jewish life. A dusk to dawn curfew was imposed under the threat of death for any 

violators of the curfew. Regardless of age, sex, and status in life, all Jews were required to wear 

an arm band and later a yellow patch, with a printed word "JUDE" in the shape of a star of David 

on the left side of the coat chest, for easy identification. Jewish schools, synagogues, and other 

institutions were ordered to close. Jews were prohibited from engaging in occupational, 

commercial, and educational activities. They were ordered to turn over to the Germans all of 

their holdings of value, their money, jewelry, furs, leather goods and other material and 

merchandise that could be useful to the German Army. 

From day one, when the Germans entered Lodz, the Poles eagerly collaborated with the Nazis, 

helping to identify the Jews, particularly the rich, the educated, and the prominent leaders of the 

Jewish community. These Jews were picked out immediately and arrested. They detained the 

Jewish elite, demanding extremely high ransom payments for their release. They demanded gold, 

dollars, furs, leather, etc. Once the ransom was collected and paid, the captives were not 

released. Instead, the Germans killed all those arrested. They simply disappeared to eternal 

obscurity. Every few hours a new notice and announcements with new demands or restrictions 

were posted on the street comers in the Jewish neighborhoods. This was the way the Gentians 

communicated their orders. There were no radios or television to disseminate their orders. The 

notices were like ransom notes from a kidnapper. The notices designated a place where the 

ransom was to be placed and by a certain time or the captive would be executed. 
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Abducting Jewish people from the street was a daily occurrence. The Jewish people stopped 

going out of their homes except in emergencies. The Gestapo grabbed dozens of people allegedly 

for work, but they were tortured. Many were beaten, killed, or shipped away and were never 

heard from again. Within a few days following the occupation, all three major synagogues were 

destroyed, the Deutsche synagogue, the Wilker synagogue and the Altshtatishe synagogue. They 

all were magnificent structures, architecturally and spiritually similar to the style and beauty of 

the Plum Street Temple in Cincinnati, Ohio, but much larger. The Altshtatishe synagogue had 

beautifully painted and sculptured walls and ceilings marble walls and a carved arc where the 

Torahs were stored. It seated nearly 1000 people, with two balconies for women. 

The Altshtatishe synagogue was in our neighborhood, within walking distance from where we 

lived. One day we saw the Gestapo unloading about a dozen black hundred-gallon barrels in and 

around the synagogue. That very same evening we heard explosions and saw, through our living 

room windows, huge red flames reaching toward heaven, consuming everything inside, including 

a dozen Holy Scrolls-- the Torahs. The next day we tried to see if the destruction really 

happened. We saw dozens of Gestapo guarding the vicinity, which was roped off so that no one 

could get near the tragedy. We looked from a distance at the pile of charred rubble, marble 

stone, cement blocks, all that was left of the synagogue. I felt that a part of me had been 

destroyed, as every Friday night and Saturday morning, with abiding regularity, my father, my 

brothers and I walked to the synagogue to attend religious services there. It had a large male 

choir and a great cantor. I was a member of the synagogue choir, participating in the Saturday 

services. I developed a deep appreciation for cantorial music, melodies that have been ingrained 
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in my memory. I periodically sing these enchanting religious melodies and prayers. 

Within a few weeks of the German occupation, normal life for the Jews in Lodz came to an 

abrupt end. Jews were virtually confined to their homes, and most professional, business, 

educational and vocational activities were forbidden. Jewish institutional activities were ordered 

to close, the staff arrested, and the physical facilities and their contents burned to ashes. Most of 

the Jewish leaders were arrested, killed or deported. Many of our non-Jewish neighbors 

presumed to be Polish before the war turned out to be folksdeutchen (German nationals) who 

joined, collaborated with and assisted the Gestapo. They actively participated in seeking out the 

Jews, who they believed to be in possession of material wealth or those who were the leaders 

and had leadership status in the Jewish community. 

The constant brutalizing and terrorizing of the Jews and the restrictions on free movement and 

activities made it impossible for a Jew to earn a living. In addition, we were faced with a 

constant, invisible enemy -- hunger. Masses of people were brought into Lodz from other Jewish 

communities in Europe, and the food supply began to shrink. A continuous state of hunger 

plagued the Jewish population of Lodz. Illness, diseases, and death overtook more and more 

people. Many had to spend hours in a bread or potato distribution line, and many times when 

they reached the store, the supply was gone. The food rations were grossly inadequate and 

frequently unavailable, making it nearly impossible to sustain life for any length of time. 

One Saturday morning, my father was on his way to a neighbor's home where ten people (a 
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minyan) were supposed to meet secretly for the Shabbos morning services. He stepped out of 

the house and a Gestapo with a Polish assistant grabbed him and pushed him to march faster and 

faster for about one mile until they reached a church where about a dozen other abductees were 

already assembled. Within a half- hour, a truck came, picked them up, and drove them to a 

public square where a monument of Tadeusz Kosciuszko had once stood proudly. The Nazis had 

destroyed it a few days earlier. The abductees were told to clean up the pile of rubble left by the 

destruction. 

Before they could start cleaning and loading the rubble on the trucks, the Nazis ordered the 

abductees to take off their coats. As my father removed his coat, the Gestapo noticed a bag with 

a tallith (prayer shall) tucked halfway into his trousers. The Gestapo grabbed the bag, took out 

the tallith, cut it, tore it, trampled it, and then took father to the side where two other Gestapo 

waited. They started beating, kicking and hitting him all over his face and body. They cut and 

pulled the hair from his beard. They were eager to find out where he was going to hold the 

service. My father, fearful of jeopardizing the others, refused to reveal the place where he was 

actually supposed to meet for the morning Shabbos services. Instead, he told the Gestapo that he 

intended to go to the Altshtatishe Synagogue, knowing full well that the synagogue was already 

destroyed and no services were being held there anymore. The Nazis laughed at father’s 

explanation, and from the Nazis’ reaction, father believed that they also knew that the synagogue 

was destroyed and Shabbot services can no longer be held there. However, this explanation 

satisfied them. Father loaded the piles of rubble on trucks until it was almost dark. He could 

barely make it home. We were happy to see him, although the beard was gone and his face was 
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bloody and swollen. At least our fear and worry for his life came to an end. We were glad to see 

him alive indeed. 

During the early period of their occupation of Lodz, the Nazis began a program of evacuating 

certain sections of the Jewish residents from the more prestigious neighborhood to a "slum" area 

called the Balut area, where the Lodz Ghetto was later established. Within the same time period, 

the Germans deported Jews from their homes and exported Jews from other communities and 

countries to Lodz. It became clear that the Nazis planned to concentrate all the Jews into the 

Balut area from all other parts of the city where Jews lived. The Poles who lived in the ghetto 

area had to leave and take over the places the Jews had left. The Poles were allowed to take 

along all their belongings, while the Jews were not allowed to take anything except the clothes 

they wore. All the Jews in the area plus those resettled from the other parts of the city and other 

Polish cities and European countries were forced into this already overcrowded area. My parents 

accommodated two families into our three-room apartment. One family was a Viennese couple 

who was both famous violinists, and the other couple was from Lodz. My parents felt a sacred 

duty to accommodate the others in this tragic period in Jewish history. 

There seemed to be no way out from the Nazi grip. Then rumors kept spreading that Nazis 

would take away all children under five. As there was no food for them in the ghetto, the Nazis 

told us that they would place them in institutions where they would be fed properly with 

adequate milk, which was not available in Lodz. In response to this rumor, the family decided 

that my oldest sister, Rivke (Rebecca) should take her two children, Sara, four years old and 
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Esther, two years old, to a small town, Klimantov. Where our grandparents lived and had Polish 

friends who would provide shelter and protection for my sister and her children. The hope was 

that in a small community my sister Rivke and the two children would be safer, out of the Nazi 

reach. 

We believed that my grandfather, Shimon Weisman, who operated a wood mill, had good 

contacts and would be able to secure the safety of his granddaughter and the two children. 

Unfortunately, after the war I found out from survivors of that area that the wanton violence 

against the Jews by the Nazis in cooperation with the Poles throughout Poland was not any better 

in the smaller towns and communities. Indeed, in the early months of the occupation, the entire 

Jewish community in the town had been deported and liquidated. The very Poles who pretended 

to save her murdered my sister who was hiding out at a Polish farm. However, I have never 

found out the fate of the two children, Sara and Esther. I frequently dream that they may be 

alive. It is possible that the children were placed in a Catholic monastery and raised as Catholic 

nuns and may be alive. After the liberation, I lived in Paris, and I made inquiry to the city 

officials in Klimantov about the fate of my nieces, Sara and Esther. I received a reply from a 

Mr. Jan Potecki that if I send him 500 American dollars, he would tell me everything I wanted to 

know about my sister and her children. I consulted the Paris Jewish agency who take care of 

children, Ouvre Osecure Les Enfant (O.S.E). who responded to the request, promising him to 

deposit the money in a Swiss Bank and when we receive credible information leading to the 

recovery of my sister and the two girls, he would be able to receive the money. We never heard 

from Jan Potecki again. 
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During the late months of 1941, the Nazis’ actions were very confusing. One week they 

deported blocks of people from Lodz, and the next week they imported Jews from other Polish 

towns and from communities in Germany and Austria to combine them all in the Lodz ghetto. 

By then they had completely destroyed Jewish communal and institutional life. Instead, they 

established a Judenret (Jewish council) appointing Mordechai Chaim Rumkowski as the head of 

the council. He had responsibility for the internal affairs of the ghetto. He appointed Jewish 

police, who were responsible for keeping order in this horrible, chaotic, and miserable 

environment. He later issued ghetto paper money, the official currency in the ghetto, and postage 

stamps. On the surface, it looked as if it was an autonomous government. Rumkowski was in 

charge of distribution of the little food that was made available by the Nazis. He began 

organizing workshops to put people to work to produce goods for the German army, hoping they 

would get better treatment and more food and perhaps a chance to survive. He rode around in a 

horse and buggy coach, making speeches on the street comers, transmitting orders to us that the 

Germans required of him. He was the one who rode around in the ghetto making demands of 

Jewish mothers to give up their infants and children under five years old in order to save the rest 

of us. 

My older brother, Lazar, who had the bitter experience of losing his left toe while trying to 

escape the Nazis reach. He refused to part with his wife Rachel and their two-year-old baby boy. 

He believed that it was safer to stay at home and look for hiding places in the area familiar to 

him. Unfortunately he was not able to hide from the Nazis. The home was not safe as he 

thought it to be. The Nazis had no compunction to invade Jewish homes and force people from 
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their home for whatever purpose either for work deportation or annihilation. My brother, 

Hennick, who survived the Lodz Ghetto and deported to Auschwitz where he was liberated, told 

me about the tragedy. In late 1941 the Nazis engaged in a ruthless campaign to deport the 

section where Lazar, his wife and the son lived. The Nazis invaded their home and abducted the 

mother and child. Todate we have no trace of their whereabouts. However, there is no mystery 

what had happened to my sister-in-law and my little nephew. The belief is that they were taken 

to Chelmo, an extermination center not too far from Lodz and were exterminated. 

Among all these tragic events, there was a group of Jewish street singers in the ghetto who 

composed songs to entertain the people in the ghetto. One of the songs they frequently sang was 

about Rumkowski Chaim. The refrain in Yiddish goes: 

"Rumkowski Chaim git unz chlayim gits unz 

gropen and get unz mam fartzitness hoben 

yiden gegesen mann heint est shon yeder 

wieb ihr man..." 

In English it means: Rumkowski Chaim gives us pulp and gives up Kasche (porridge) and gives 

us seeds. In the past when Jews lived in the desert, Jews ate Manna. Today wives are eating 

their husbands. (There were rumors that a hungry woman ate the flesh of their dead husband.) 

While the total atmosphere in the ghetto was hopeless and depressing, the group sang this and 

other Jewish songs to provide a little relief to the troubled and miserable existence of those in 
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the ghetto. Listeners enjoyed the singing and often threw coins to the singers. 

The preparation to close in the ghetto went at full speed. A double barb wire fence gradually 

encircled the circumference of the ghetto. Wooden bridges were built to bypass a street that was 

excluded from the ghetto. It was anticipated that any day the ghetto would be closed sealed with 

no possibility of escape. Between the double fence there was Gestapo with machine guns 

guarding to make sure that no one got out of the ghetto alive or came into the ghetto unseen. 

Many Jews erroneously believed that with the closure of the ghetto the Nazis would stay out and 

no longer abduct people and take them to work or that they would stop deporting Jews to an 

unknown destination. However, deportation of the Jews was an ongoing tactic of the Nazis, 

which had a devastating impact on the victims as well as the family and relatives of the deported. 

As the ghetto was about to be closed, a Nazi, Hans Biebow, became in charge of administering 

the ghetto. He spoke fluent Yiddish and gave orders to Rumkowski. How to keep order, how to 

put people to work, how to distribute the food, and how to get rid of the undesirable Jews, that 

is, the children, the older people, the sick etc. When he wanted a transport of Jews to be 

deported, he ordered Rumkowski to make an announcement in his traveling coach, with a horse 

and buggy. He requested that all Jews over twelve years of age assemble next morning at Jone 

Pilzer’s Platz, a public square which used to be a farmers' market place of fruit and vegetables 

for both wholesalers and retailers. Rumkowski threatened the Jews by saying that if they 

wouldn't go voluntarily to the Platz, the Gestapo would come and take them by force and kill 

many in the process. 
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Many, fearful of the consequences of not showing up went to the place; then Biebow arrived in 

civilian clothes. He began to speak to the people in Yiddish, telling them that the Jews from 

Lodz were famous for their productive work, for their skills and that the German army needed 

that good work force to produce goods for them. "We, the German government, want you to 

come to Germany and work in the factories that are vacated by the men who serve in the army, 

he said. We will treat you well with adequate food clothing and shelter. Take along your 

diplomas and other professional licenses that qualify you for a given profession. You do not 

have to take along anything else, as we will provide you with everything you need. However, 

you should bring along your kosher dishes, as we do not have any. And finally, each volunteer 

who will be here tomorrow will get whole bread. If you don’t want to volunteer we, of course, 

can force your deportation- turn around and you see many Gestapo with machine guns now 

surrounds you. If we would want to harm you, we could do it right here and now. But we won’t 

do it because we need you, and we want you to go to Germany and fill our factories voluntarily. 

At this point, many Jews were dying from starvation and epidemics of typhus fever, cold, 

overcrowding, in addition to the continued terrorization of the population. They saw no other 

way to survive any longer under these horrible conditions. Many were eager and chose to 

believe what Biebow promised and came the next morning to the Jone Pilzer’s Platz. 

As the voluntary transfer failed to meet the established quota of deportees, the Germans 

proceeded with forced deportation. From time to time announcements were published that 

certain sections of the ghettos would be deported. All people from a designated section would be 
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ordered to report next morning. At the same time the announcements were made, hundreds of SS 

encircled the sections to be deported and did not allow anyone to leave. In the early morning the 

SS ordered everybody to leave their homes, and they searched the homes to make sure that no 

one was hiding. Once the established quota was gathered in the street --the young, the old, the 

women, the children, the sick, the healthy, the educated, the less educated, the professionals, the 

workers- -all were pushed together in one human mass without discrimination. No 

differentiation was made between a professor of mathematics and a janitor or shoe repairman. 

Most carried a bundle with their precious possessions. Women, in addition to the bundle of 

possessions, carried their infants. Orthodox Jews carried their tallith and tefillin in the hope that 

they would find a quiet, private place to make the morning prayers. 

The SS held guns in their hands and the higher-ranking SS had pistols ready to pull the trigger. 

They kept screaming at the top of their voices, Shneller, shneller, you shmicike yuden, (Faster, 

faster you dirty Jews) while kicking, pushing, hitting the people to move forward faster and 

faster toward the railroad station several miles ahead. Where they would board the train that 

would take them to factories in Germany. Some, the very weak and sick who could not keep up 

with the march, were mercifully shot by the SS. The dead were left behind while the rest 

continued the march to an unknown destination. 

In addition to the suffering from starvation, typhus epidemics, abductions to work - which turned 

out to be a Gestapo exercise in torture - the Jews in the ghetto were subjected to frequent actions 

of deportation with its devastating impact on both those who were deported and those who were 
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left behind. My family lived in one of the designated blocks for deportation. One late afternoon, 

we heard that our block among others would be deported the next morning. My parents, my 

sister Dina, and I were at home. My brother, Henrik, stayed with my older brother, Laizer, who 

had lost his wife and two-year-old son in a previous deportation campaign of children under five 

years old. There was no telephone and the curfew prohibited us from walking on the street. 

Even if it were only a fifteen-minute walk, we dared not risk our lives breaking the curfew 

ordinance. We were hoping that the section where my brother lived would not go through a 

second deportation action, that it was a safer place for them to be. 

My parents started to discuss among themselves what to take and what to leave. Heavy items 

were out of the question, as they did not know how far they would have to carry them. 

Valuables, such as jewelry, they thought would be safer to hide in the house, so they would be 

sure to have them when they returned home. After all, the Germans would not have them work 

forever in Germany’s factories. Wherever they would take us, they eventually would let us 

return to our house sooner or later, was the thinking. The house was in disarray. Some of our 

wooden furniture had already been used as fuel to cook and keep the house warm, as by the end 

of November the temperature in Lodz was already freezing. We went through the clothes trying 

to pick what to take with us. No one thought of going to sleep with the apprehension and 

anticipation of the next morning’s expected ordeal hanging over us. Each tried on several suits 

of underwear, several pairs of socks, pants, a coat and an overcoat to shelter us from the 

prevailing icy cold, eastern winds. We also thought that during a long march to the train station, 

we might become uncomfortably warm, so we would then have to take off some of the excess 
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clothes. My mother sewed a back sack for each member of the family to carry over our shoulders 

so that we would have our hands free to carry other items. It was believed that once we got to 

Germany to a place where we would settle down, the Germans would provide things for us. My 

father insisted on taking his tefillin (phylacteries) and siddur (a prayer book) along with some 

additional clothes and a blanket. The Nazis had taken his tallith (prayer shawl) in a previous 

confrontation when they abducted him for work several months earlier, and it was impossible to 

obtain another tallith, but he did not want to leave without the tefillin and the siddur. 

While 1 could observe the devastation, frustration, and apprehension my parents felt of the 

deportation, I did not fully realize the seriousness entailed in this extraordinary action. Deep 

inside me, I felt a boy's sense of adventure connected with leaving home and going to an 

unknown far away place, seeing and doing new and different things. I thought that I would have 

a lot of surprising things to tell to my teacher and friends when I returned. The idea of never 

returning, the pain and suffering that we would experience before we reached our destination. 

The thought that this could be a one-way trip with a dead end never entered in my mind. When I 

asked my parents, where are we going, where will we be sleeping or eating, when will we be 

back, would my friend Shaye be coming too with his parents, would our teacher Zavek come too. 

Will there be lots of people, suppose that we get separated and lost how will I find you? My 

parents responded to a few of my questions. Many questions, however, they did not and could 

not answer. They told me that G-d only knows when we would be returning. They told me the 

things I had to carry and not lose --some underwear, pants, a sweater, a spoon and cup, a Yiddish 

book I was in the middle of reading, a toothbrush, towel, and a pocketbook with five zlotes or 
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about two dollars in change. I also wanted to take my pillow, but my mother said it was too big 

and clumsy and would not fit into the back sack. I also took a pencil and paper to write. I had 

learned from my father a habit of writing summaries of books that I read. I thought I would need 

to write a summary of the current book I was reading. 

We tried to go to sleep to get a few hours rest, but no one could actually fall asleep. My parents 

kept talking, speculating about the family and Jews' destiny. Would a miracle take place and the 

deportation is called off and the war ended? My mind and fantasies were mixed. On one hand, I 

thought the whole deportation could be an adventurous experience; while on the other hand, I 

getting frightened of the unknown - and there were many unknowns to be frightened about. On 

one hand, I was feeling that the night would go on forever and the hour of departure would never 

come. On the other hand, I was anxious that the hour of departure would arrive too soon. At 

5:00 A.M., we all started getting dressed in the several layers of clothes, one on top of the other, 

putting on the sack, trying the weight, estimating how far we would be able to walk with it. We 

tried to make adjustments, taking off some items and adding others to make each one suitable 

for its carrier. 

Precisely at 6:00 A.M., we heard lots of noise and commotion. The Nazis kept screaming, Rous 

rous shneller rous (out, out faster). We heard shouts. The Nazis were next to our block. 

Suddenly, we heard a neighbor jumping for joy -- they had enough people and our block would 

not be deported. Thank G-d, we were saved from deportation this time. "A real miracle from 

G-d," said my mother. With the good news that our block was saved from this deportation, the 
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frantic atmosphere subsided but was not entirely gone. The dark clouds continued to hang above 

our heads as to when the next deportation would take place. Nonetheless, we tried to put some 

order to our house by straightening it, and we returned to the abnormal normality of misery, fear, 

and desperation about an uncertain future. We frequently talked about the unknown fate of my 

older sister and her two children. We had not heard from them since they left nearly two months 

earlier. Nor did we hear about the fate of my older brother’s wife, Rushki and her beautiful baby 

boy who were deported in an earlier campaign. No mail was incoming or outgoing so we were 

shut out from the outside world. 
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Chapter 3 - Capture and Deportation 

While we were spared from the November deportation, it was no guarantee that we would 

escape another deportation action or for that matter a random capture on the street or an invasion 

of our home by the Gestapo that would deport the family to an unknown destination and fate. 

This was an all-persuasive fear. My parents erroneously believed that the Gestapo who 

abducted people to work wouldn’t take a young boy for work. So my parents allowed me to go 

outside and try to buy bread from a nearby bakery. We lived on the third floor of the U shaped 

courtyard building, which had just one doorway to the outside but we could not see outside of 

our block. The bakery was on the next block, so I went out the door leading to the next street 

where the bakery was located. Most days there was a line of people waiting for the bakery to 

open. This time no one was there waiting for the bakery to open because there was nothing to 

buy. 

When I went to the bakery to inquire about purchasing bread, I was told by the baker that a sack 

of flour was to be delivered that afternoon, and they would bake the bread overnight to be 

available early the next morning. I returned home and told my parents what the baker told me. 

Similar stories in the past several months turned out to be false, disappointing rumors. Because 

we were subjected to an extended period of hunger and starvation with its devastating, 

debilitating impact on our physical and emotional health, our normal judgment and reasoning 

were impaired. We ignored the fact that in the past these stories turned out to be false rumors, 

and we chose to believe that the next morning the baker would have fresh bread available. 
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In the early morning on a cold winter day in February or March when the curfew was not in 

effect, I was dressed and on my way to the bakery to buy bread. We lived at Francziszkanski 36 

and the bakery was Francziszkanski 38, one block up the street. A block had several hundred 

residences closed in with one huge door to the street. As soon as I walked out on the street, I 

observed the Gestapo with guns in their hands, positioned directly across the street from me. 

One soldier directed me to go in the opposite direction of the bakery. I was reluctant to change 

my direction then he approached me and began pushing me with his gun on my back. It was 

about three blocks to the comer. On each block on both sides of the street, the Gestapo were 

stationed, and as someone came out from a house, they were forced under the gun to the comer 

where a truck was waiting to be filled. Everyone who stepped out onto the street became an 

abductee. As I was near the truck, I tried to explain to another armed Gestapo who was guarding 

the truck that I was going to the next door bakery to buy a loaf of bread. Opening my hand and 

showing the money my parents gave me to buy the bread, verifying my claim. The guard hit me 

with the gun on my left side and my change fell on the street. He then pushed me into the 

waiting truck. I climbed into the truck. It took about half an hour for the truck to be filled to 

capacity- standing room for about fifty men including some young boys. We ranged in age from 

about ten to sixty. I recognized some from my neighborhood, but most I did not recognize. I 

knew none by name except a few boys from my school. 

While on the truck, I was very concerned that the money given me to bring home bread was 

gone. I was supposed to be back at home within an hour at the most. The hour past, I was still 

on the truck with no idea when they would let me go home to get more money to buy the 
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expected loaf of bread. I was worried that if they kept me much longer, my parents, my brother 

and sisters would worry about me. There was no way to tell them what happened to me — that 

the delay in purchasing the bread and coming home with the bread was beyond my control. I 

was concerned that my parents would think me irresponsible for not returning home within the 

expected hour. On the other hand, I believed that soon the news of my abduction would reach 

my family, and then they would realize what had happened and feel awful for allowing me to 

leave home to purchase the bread. 

Four Gestapo officers were stationed in four comer booths of the truck facing us with hand 

machine guns, ready to shoot anyone making any attempt to jump the truck. The truck started to 

move in a direction away from the city. In the first fifteen to twenty minutes there was no 

communication among the forced passengers. I am sure that their thoughts like mine were 

directed towards their homes, families, parents, wives, children and what impact their sudden 

disappearance would have on the remaining family members. Who would take care of the 

unfinished interrupted activities at home? At this the time the Yuden Elteste Rumkowsky was 

beginning to establish workshops in the ghetto, to produce uniforms and other hardware for the 

German army, and many of the forced passengers may already have had job assignments. 

After awhile the shock of the sudden abduction subsided, and fear of the unknown began to 

overtake our thoughts and emotions. The silence was broken and people began asking each 

other questions - where would this journey lead to, what was our fate going to be? The travelers 

began to speculate and make predictions about our destiny. Some believed that we were going 
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to Germany. Perhaps, we thought, we were going to work in German factories as we had talked 

about at home. Another passenger added that it seemed that if they needed us to work in their 

factories, they would not hurt or kill us as they did with many of the abductees in the city. 

Another passenger added that if they wanted us to be productive, they would have to feed us 

better than they fed us in the ghetto. After traveling an hour our truck stopped as did nine other 

trucks loaded with similar forced travelers, abductees. Momentarily, we felt a relief from the icy 

cold winds blowing in our faces. I was smaller than most of the people around me. The taller 

people provided me with some protection from the cold wind. 

We stopped in a field known as Marashin, which was covered with a thick layer of white snow. 

To the left side of the field was a railroad track with a long line of cattle wagons. There was no 

railroad station, just plain frozen land. When the trucks stopped, the Gestapo formed a 

semicircle surrounding the trucks and the wagons, preventing any possible escape of the 

abductees. The Gestapo with machine guns in their hands began yelling, "Out, out, out, faster, 

faster. Those who did not or could not go fast climbing into the railroad wagons were beaten 

and kicked, and some were shot fell to their death. Once the survivors entered the wagons, the 

door was slammed closed, locked and sealed. Some of the cattle wagons were already packed 

with passengers captured in other Polish cities. We could not talk to them and did not know 

where they had come from. We were confined to the stationary, sealed railroad train until dark 

without food, without water, without toilet facilities or opportunity to empty oneself. There was 

no space to sit down on the floor. No one had the vaguest idea what our destination or destiny 

was going to be. A very desperate and hopeless feeling of fear and uncertainty prevailed. 
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The trains began moving in the darkness of the night towards Germany. There were some limited 

open spaces in some of the wagon walls through which some fresh air could enter. Those who 

were positioned around the wagon walls could benefit from the fresh air. Those who were 

positioned in the center of the wagon were suffocating. The people in the wagons were tightly 

squeezed with fifty to eighty people in a cattle wagon. We had no food, no water, nor toilet 

facilities. We were suffering from hunger, thirst and exhaustion. It was difficult to stand up 

straight. Many people started to lean on and burden others or simply fell to the floor of the 

wagon which was soiled with human excretion. The extended period of restricted confinement in 

the closed crowded railroad car, the severe pangs of hunger and thirst, the lack of breathing air 

adversely impacted my physical and mental balance. I could not remain standing. My urge to 

lie down was prevented by the lack of space. My involuntary leaning towards my contiguous 

neighbor met with resistance as they too experienced the same intolerable conditions and could 

barely stand up. 

Being small placed me at a disadvantage. The taller people around me were in a better position 

to breathe the incoming air from the small opening in the railroad cars. I felt like I was being 

crushed, squeezed in a small closed container and would not survive if the conditions continued 

much longer. My thoughts drifted towards my home, parents, sister and brothers. If I died on 

the train, how would the survivors of the trip ever find out what my name was, who my parents 

were? I had no identification — how would they find out what had happened to me? What 

would they think of me for not returning home in the first place? Where would they look for 
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me? How nice would it be, I thought, if when the train stopped, my parents would be waiting for 

me and I could explain to them that I did not try to run away from home. I could tell them the 

truth about how the whole thing happened and that I was an unwilling victim of the Nazi 

unmitigated cruelty. I did not volunteer for this unexpected ordeal! I was sure they would 

believe me and forgive me. These thoughts went through my mind while I was in twilight, 

half-sleep and half-awake. Suddenly, a screeching noise of the stopping train woke me up. For 

many long hours the train traveled and stopped intermittently. We traveled for several hours and 

then stopped on a sidetrack in order to give the priority rights of passage to military trains 

traveling or about to be traveling on the same railroad track. Finally in the late afternoon the 

train stopped in a wooded area not far from a small town in the eastern part of Germany. 
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Chapter 4 - Selchov 

As the doors of the railroad wagon were opened, we noticed a dense forest divided by the 

railroad track. It was early morning. The landscape was covered with white snow and it was 

quite cold. A large contingent of military in dark blue uniforms and civilian guards equipped 

with guns, clubs, and whips were stationed at the door of the railroad car. I was frightened, 

thirsty and hungry. I was confused and disoriented as to what was happening to me. 

The guards started to yell, "Get out, get out, you lazy, dirty Jews," and began clubbing the people 

to speed the disembarking process. Being in confinement for many hours in the overcrowded 

railroad cars without food and water weakened, slowed and dulled our responses. Our legs 

became stiff and could not move; they could not carry our bodies. Those who were able to jump 

and to run faster from the wagons were able to avoid the flying blows from the guards. Many 

who were slower in getting away from the wagon doors or who fell down were beaten 

mercilessly. Three people were shot dead in the embarking process. 

Once the human cargo was unloaded, we had to form a long line, five people abreast. The 

length of the line seemed infinite. The guards, some in civilian clothes and some in military 

dark blue uniforms, walked with us as we marched down an unpaved road covered with snow for 

about one-half to three-quarters of an hour until we reached a huge area fenced in with barbed 

wire. Outside the fence, guards with guns on their shoulders were patrolling the campsite. 

Inside the fenced-in area were huge tents and several wooden barracks. As we approached the 
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camp, the double doors were opened manually, and we marched into the camp in segments of 

about one hundred people units. All this was accompanied with screams, insults and blows with 

guns and sticks. Inside we had to stand while we were given orders to empty all our possessions 

- wallets, watches, pencils, knives combs, wedding rings. “If we find anything hidden by 

anyone, you will be shot,” one of the guard shouted. We had been brought here to work; anyone 

who refused to work would be shot. This place was in a wooded area about fifteen miles from 

the village of Selchov. 

As we stood at attention, empty barrels were placed in front of us, and we had to throw in 

everything we had. We could keep only the clothes we were wearing. Any other item was 

considered unlawful contraband. We went through emptying the few personal possessions; my 

possessions consisted of a hand watch and a pencil. I cherished both. My maternal grandparents 

in the United States of America sent them to me. I threw my pencil in the barrel with a great 

deal of hesitation because without a pencil I would not be able to write my parents and tell them 

what was happening to me. But I dared not take the risk. I threw both the watch and the pencil 

into the barrel, as both became irrelevant in the brutal world under the Nazi regime. 

By the time we went through with the welcoming routine, it was evening. I was hungry, cold, 

and exhausted. We were directed towards a huge pile of straw and burlap sack and were ordered 

to fill a sack with straw which was suppose to serve as a mattress. When the sacks were filled, 

we were directed to a tent. As we entered the tent, we could pick up a blanket. All this took 

place under a continuous hail of blows, screams of insults of "lazy, dirty Jews," etc. Finally, I 
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found a spot in the tent, placed the straw mattress on the frozen ground, and lay down shivering 

from cold. As soon as I lay down, one guard with a dog conducted an inspection to check 

whether we smuggled in items considered contraband. The dog was jumping on top of us 

randomly sniffing and pulling off the blankets. Several of the prisoners, including myself, fell 

victims of the ferocious dog. The dog grabbed my left leg, bit into my thigh, breaking the skin 

with its big teeth. As he let loose, the cut started to bleed causing excruciating pain. The 

prisoner next to me (I do not recall his name) advised me to put urine on the open laceration to 

prevent infection (a standard remedy at that time). He gave me a piece of cloth, I urinated on it, 

then placed it on the open wound. Fortunately, I did not get an infection. It took about a month 

for the dog bite wound to heal. I still have the scar on my left thigh from the dog bite. Until this 

bitter experience, I had been lucky and had avoided the frequent blows the guards repeatedly 

delivered to other victims. 

The dog bite was my first direct personal exposure to the cruel physical, painful experience. The 

hunger pangs and the shivering cold were compounded by the misery of the first night at the 

labor camp, Selchov. I quickly realized that this place was not a children’s playground, rather a 

place where hard work, torture and suffering were the norm and focus of the camp. 

As the inquisition stopped, the lights in the tent went off. I lay on my side with pain from the 

dog bite; my knees were bent towards my chest, covered with a blanket. It took a long while to 

warm my cold feet, and no sooner had I fallen asleep it seemed, that somebody blew a whistle 

giving orders to get up and straighten the blanket on the straw mattress. "You have five minutes 
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to get ready for an 'anstellen' (roll call) inspection," someone shouted. At the roll call we had to 

stand at attention, five abreast, for a thorough inspection, which took about one hour. It was still 

night and dark outside, and my eyes could hardly open from lack of sleep. Yet I forced myself to 

wake up and get dressed quickly, as others were already dressed, ready to straighten their 

blankets. The space between the straw mattresses was so narrow and crowded together that two 

people could not be in the same aisle without bumping into each other. 

A couple hundred feet to the left of the tent was the toilet and washroom facility. The facilities 

consisted of a roof supported by wooden posts with no walls or partitions. Four faucets with 

cold running water were on one side, and on the other side of this wall-less structure was an 

elevated board for use as stalls. The facility could accommodate ten to twelve people on each 

side for washing on one side and for personal elimination use on the other side. We had to wait 

in line until dozens of people before were finished. We had no towels, toothbrushes or 

toothpaste, no soap, no toilet paper. We were deprived of the basic rudimentary human 

necessities and human dignity. At the same time rumors were spreading that a cleanliness 

inspection would be held and those who were found not to be clean would not get breakfast-the 

thin slice of bread and ersatz coffee. Each of us was faced with a challenge from the beginning. 

How does one keep himself clean under these unusual circumstances? I was young and did not 

need to shave, but the pain in my leg slowed me down. However, those who appeared unshaven 

were worried whether they would be considered unclean and thus be deprived of the promised 

breakfast. I do not recall how the older prisoners with growing beards shaved. I do remember a 

barber who cut our hair. Each hair cut was more pulling the hair rather than cutting. Each hair 
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cut was like going through an inquisition. 

It was still dark outside and people were running in all directions, bumping into each other trying 

to get ready to be clean for the inspection. Suddenly we heard screaming "anstellen.” In front of 

the tents there was an assembly place where we had to gather in a formation of five rows of one 

hundred in each row. We were referred to by a new name, Heflinger. We were arranged by 

height with the tallest beginning at the right and the shorter to the left. We were inspected and 

counted by the guards. They reported to the commander of the camp, who stood a couple yards 

removed from us, “There are 586 dirty Jews.” The commander then stepped forward towards us 

and made a speech that we were brought here to Germany to work and we must behave. Those 

who will not perform or who misbehave will suffer severe consequences. 

Then he asked that those who's vocation is an iron worker, tailor, carpenter or shoemaker to step 

forward. After some reflection and coaching by other prisoners, 1 stepped forward as a 

carpenter. We were separated from the rest of the prisoners. There were about twenty who 

stepped forward. The commander looked us over then he asked me how old I was. I said I was 

fourteen. Four years older than I actually was on the advice of those who stood next to me, and 

that I was a carpenter. He asked me were I worked. I responded that I worked with my older 

brother who had a carpenter shop at home. He then said if I couldn't do the assigned work. I’d 

be shot. The apprehension of not being able to do the work and being shot overwhelmed me, I 

wanted to retract and tell him that I was not a real carpenter. But the people around me 

dissuaded me from making any retraction because I might get shot. Fortunately, I let myself be 
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persuaded. Later on this decision proved to be my lifesaver. 

We were punished for infractions of camp rules we never knew existed until they occurred. 

Such as standing with your hands in your pockets, not taking off your hat when a guard 

approached, not standing at attention when the guard talked, walking on the side of the road 

instead of in the middle, and many others. Anyone who was found in violation of any of the 

rules was subject to severe beating. The guards made a special effort to find violators. When 

the temperature was freezing cold, we were tempted to protect our hands by putting them in our 

pockets or tucking them inside our jackets close to our bodies. But this was a serious crime, in 

the unwritten camp code. 

After they finished the inspection, counting and regrouping, and daylight appeared we then 

marched outside the camp for a half or three- quarters of an hour into the forest. We were then 

split into small groups of about twenty-five prisoners with four guards. We were ordered to 

stamp down the snow in the forest and around the trees. The guards with whips or guns in their 

hands kept yelling, Mach schneller du foler yude schwine (Make it faster, you lazy Jewish pigs), 

and from time to time one or another of the guards lashed out on a prisoner, which was designed 

to make the entire group go faster. The continuous stamping on the snow kept us from freezing, 

but doing it for hours without a break was extremely exhausting. As the hours went by, it 

became more tiresome. The guards changed every four hours. We, however, had to continue 

although it became more difficult to lift our feet, as they became wet from the snow. As the 

snow entered inside our shoes, we felt that our feet were soaking in water. At that point late in 
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the afternoon I was cold, tired, hungry, thirsty and sleepy. 

As the afternoon approached, I tried to eat some snow to alleviate my thirst and hunger pangs. I 

picked up some snow with my hands and put it in my mouth. Unfortunately, one of the guards 

noticed it. He approached me and clubbed me several times. As I was trying to avoid the blows, 

I fell down. Then he kicked me several times on my side. It was the first workday in the camp, 

and the first beating I encountered after the confrontation with the biting dog the night before. 

The psychological hurt was just as painful as the physical hurt. I did not realize that picking up 

and eating snow was prohibited. There was no one to whom I could complain, crying did not 

help, and my parents were too far away to tell them about my tragic encounter. I did not do 

anything wrong to deserve the punishment. I was unable to understand what it was all 

about-why me, why us? The physical and psychological bruising made me forget the hunger 

pangs-- at least for awhile. All that I longed for was the opportunity to lie down and to be left 

alone with my pain. I came to realize more and more that I was in a brutally dangerous 

environment and that I must learn rather quickly how to cope, and to avoid another beating. 

Perhaps, I thought, I should avoid any actions or moves that would provoke the beastly instincts 

in these human-animals. I hurt all over my body, especially my left thigh where I was bitten by 

the dog the previous night. The wound became aggravating and painful. However painful, I had 

to proceed stamping the snow on and on. 

Time did not seem to move; every minute seemed like a never-ending eternity. In the late 

afternoon, as it became darker outside, an order was given to stop stamping the snow and to step 
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forward and line up in formation five abreast. We were accounted for, and we began marching 

back to the camp. With painful difficulty I tried to keep up with the march. You had to 

maintain the tempo and speed with the marcher in the front of you. Anyone who made the 

wrong step out of line received blows from the guards who were marching alongside. 

We finally arrived at the camp entrance where everybody was carefully inspected and searched 

for anything illegal that we might have picked up somewhere. Then they counted us while we 

were standing and shivering from the cold. When everybody was accounted for and the report 

made to the head of the camp that all prisoners were present and the accounting correct. Then 

we were released and we went towards our tents where a barrel of the evening meal, consisting 

of watery greenery soup, was ready to be distributed. Each received a metal bowl half-filled 

with the soup. If you were lucky, you received a piece of potato or greenery. We had no spoons; 

we really did not need one. We simply sipped the liquid-- standing, as there were no chairs to sit 

down or table to put your bowl on. Hunger could make you forget about the social niceties like 

spoon, chair or table; All you wanted to do was put the soup in your mouth to quench your 

hunger, which made you feel a little less hungry and less cold. The half bowl of the watery soup, 

however, did not solve either problem. Even after you drank the soup, you still were hungry and 

cold. The soup distributor looked at each one; if he happened to like you, he mixed the soup in 

the barrel and gave you the thicker part from the bottom. If he did not like you, you got the soup 

from the top, which was mostly water. Many of us anticipated that an additional dish or a piece 

of bread would follow the distribution of the soup, but it turned out to be a vain hope. We all 

were standing around the barrels, hoping that perhaps there would be some leftover soup for a 
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second distribution. In fact, there was some soup left over, but those who were in charge of the 

distribution shared the leftover soup, the thicker part. The rest of us enviously watched with 

agitated appetites and envy. 

It took awhile before we were allowed to enter the tent to lie down. As we eventually entered 

the tents, many of us did not recognize which place or straw mattress we had been sleeping on 

the night before, as all looked alike. The fellow next to my bed recognized me, and that I was 

next to him. We began to exchange a few words. He was about twenty years older than I was. I 

recall his face but not his name. We lived a few blocks from each other in Lodz. He had a 

family -- a wife and two children. He was captured the same morning I was. To my question. 

When would we be going home, his answer was, "G-d knows. I told him that I was beaten 

during the day, that my whole body hurt and that my leg hurt still from the dog bite the night 

before. I took off the shoes and pants, which were wet from the snow. He noticed that I was not 

bleeding. I just had a few black spots over parts of my body. The good news was that the dog 

bite laceration was dry and not infected. 

My neighbor who had helped me the other night was also hurt and beaten several times during 

the first day. We were afraid to talk to each other about the tragedy that had befallen us. The 

guards without the dog, but with a lot of yelling did today’s evening inspection and beating was 

dished out before they put out the light. I was cold, my feet were like ice, and I could not fall 

asleep. I tried to warm my feet with my hands, bending my knees towards my stomach. This 

way I could fold my blanket in half and be covered by a double blanket. It took a long time until 
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my feet thawed to reach normal body temperature, and ultimately, I fell asleep. 

The awakening in the early dawn by the blow of a whistle was a dreadful and terrifying 

experience. We knew what to expect during the day-- hunger, cold, continuous and exhaustive 

stamping in the snow for many long hours, and the never-ending danger of being beaten by the 

guard. The bitter and painful experience of the day before was very vivid and frightening. While 

I was having these cruel thoughts, we could hear the yelling, "Mach das schneller,"(make it 

faster). The lack of sufficient sleep was pressing on my chest. My eyes did not want to open to 

wake up. I tried to put on my pants, but they were still wet and cold from the day before and so 

were my shoes and the rags we used for socks. 

Following three days of snow stamping, we began to cut the trees that were cleared from the 

snow. A truck brought saws, axes, picks and shovels that were distributed. Some of us were 

given a crosscut saw for two to start cutting the trees, while others were given axes to chop the 

branches. Others were given picks and shovels to clear the stumps. I was assigned to another 

fellow who matched my size and age. His name was Velvil. Velvil also came from Lodz. He 

and his parents lived in a different neighborhood where the more affluent Jews lived. Shortly 

before his capture the Jews in the area he lived were given fifteen minutes to evacuate their 

homes and move to a different neighborhood, a couple of blocks from where I lived. During this 

evacuation, he later told me that about fifty people were shot in the process of moving from their 

homes. They were shot because they were either too slow or resisted the evacuation. I did not 

know Velvil, but we got acquainted while cutting trees and we became very close, bonded like 
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brothers. 

The guards designated the area and the trees to be cut. The tree cutting had several advantages 

over stamping the snow. The most important one was that I was in close proximity with another 

fellow prisoner, a friend. We could talk to each other and not be detected by the guards, unlike 

the snow stamping where we had separate areas of stamping and could not easily talk to another 

fellow prisoner who was thirty to fifty feet away from each other. Another important advantage 

was that while cutting the trees, we had to have one knee on the ground, thereby making it a bit 

easier than moving on your feet for hours without end, stamping snow. Furthermore, the 

tree-cutting activity was a little more diverse, required a little more thought and perhaps a little 

more planning than the snow stamping activity. We had to figure out which side of the tree to 

cut so that it would fall in the right place. Once the trees began falling, two other fellow inmates 

were assigned to cut the branches and limbs to special sizes and two more fellow inmates were 

assigned to dig out the stumps from the ground. The four other members were a little older; they 

must have been in the late forties. In spite of the age differences, we became a team. Once we 

were able to communicate with each other, we worked out a defensive strategy to avoid being 

beaten by the guard. The plan was that one of us always watched the guard to see which 

direction he was facing. When the guard’s direction was away from us, a signal was given to 

slow down the work activity and, conversely, when the guard was facing us, the signal was given 

to be more active. The strategy was very helpful in avoiding the wrath of the guards. 

While I was pulling the saw in my direction, Velvil was facing the other direction in which the 
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trees were falling down one after another. Even though we were cold, tired and hungry, we kept 

working, hoping that the evening was approaching and this drudgery would come to an end. 

Each minute seemed like an eternity. We kept asking each other to guess the time, as we had no 

watches -- the Nazis took them away from us at arrival. We estimated the time by the light of 

the day, by the hunger pangs and by the degree of exhaustion. I usually had an optimistic 

estimate of the time. I always exaggerated the time, telling my fellow inmates a half-hour later 

than I thought the actual time might be. We all knew that the time was not as late as I said, but 

we liked to hear that it was a bit later, thereby giving us some hope that the day's drudgery would 

soon come to an end. In reality, every minute kneeling on the wet ground, pulling the saw 

seemed to be endless. 

The small trees, we cut down, were cleared by the other prisoners. The big trees required more 

extensive digging and would require too much time to pull them out. The Nazi had a plan to 

build a highway (autobahn) that had to be completed at a certain date. Every phase of the work 

had a specific date to be completed, including the clearing of the forest and getting ready for the 

next phase. Pulling out the big stumps manually was a slow and time-consuming process, 

regardless of how much pushing and hitting to make us work harder and faster. Eventually, the 

Nazis decided to bring a crane to the work site to dig out the heavy stumps. 

At one point the crane went over a big stump and the crane got stuck; it could not go neither 

forward nor backwards. The operator of the crane and the guard became infuriated and poured 

out their wrath on us — screaming and beating whoever was in the pathway. Finally, they came 
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up with the idea that the only way to get out of this critical dilemma was to get underneath the 

crane and saw off the stump. Velvil, my coworker, and I were picked for this task. We had to 

dig a hole on both sides of the crane. Then we extended the saw with wires to cover the width of 

the crane and we began cutting the stump underneath the crane. I pulled the crosscut saw toward 

my side while my partner pulled the saw toward his side, and so we struggled for many hours to 

cut the stump underneath the crane and free the crane. While we were digging and sawing under 

the crane, we got dirty from the black wet mud-our faces, hands, clothes were very muddy. 

When we were directed to stop the work and step in line to go to the camp, we tried to scrape off 

the mud and dirt with a piece of wood. Unfortunately, we could not clean off the entire dirt. We 

rushed to the line still full of dirt all over us. As we marched to the camp, we tried to rub off the 

rest of dirt that was still on us. We were frightened of the consequences of facing the camp 

inspection in a muddy condition. We had no choice but to face it. We were able to rub off the 

dirt from our faces, but much dirt remained which was quite apparent. I looked at my friend and 

he looked at me, which was a substitute for a mirror, advising each other where the dirt was most 

apparent. 

I was trembling in the row as two guards checked over everyone’s posture, appearance, and 

cleanliness. The guards approached two inmates to my left and asked one. Did you clean 

yourself? The inmate responded that he did clean himself. The guard asked again, "Is that 

clean?" and before the inmate was able to respond, blows were flying. When they got to me and 

asked me if I had cleaned myself, I responded, "No." Then he asked, "Why didn’t you clean 

yourself?" And before I was able to explain that I did not have any opportunity and no water. 
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blows from a club started to fly at my shoulders, body and head. The same fate happened to 

Vervil. In addition to the blows we were getting, the guard ordered that the bowl of soup not be 

given to us as an extra punishment. This extra punishment, depriving us of the soup, was by far 

worse than the beating we received. It is difficult to describe the agonizing pain of depriving a 

starving, exhausted, cold body of the anticipated warm bowl of soup. Once our names and 

identities were placed on the list of those who would not to receive the soup, there was no way to 

change that order. There was no one to complain to or appeal to. The decision was final! Both 

Vervil and I were in tears. How could we figure out a way to get the soup? Each inmate’s name 

was on one of two lists -- one listed by name those who were to receive the soup, and the other 

list was those who were being punished and were not to receive the soup. As each inmate went 

through the soup line, he identified himself by name. His name was checked off the list, and if 

an inmate stood in the soup line and his name was not on the soup list, he would receive 

twenty-five to fifty lashes for trying to sneak in. We decided not to take that risk. Instead, we 

stood on the side in the hope that the guard would change his mind. As we were watching, those 

who received the soup sipped it without spoons. The guards considered spoons as weapons, and 

no inmate was allowed to have one. If an inmate was discovered with a spoon or its equivalent 

in his possession, he was subjected to severe punishment. While the bowl of thin, watery soup 

could not satisfy your hunger, it nonetheless gave a physical and moral boost, especially when 

one was lucky enough to find a piece of potato or some vegetable. However, going through the 

evening and the night without the soup could be devastating. Waiting with a hungry, empty 

stomach until the next morning for the slice of bread was a dreadful thought. 
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Positive and negative thoughts came to my mind that I shared with Vervil. Perhaps somebody 

would share us a little of his soup with us, but this was rather a remote possibility, very unlikely, 

as none of the inmates had enough to satisfy their own hunger. Perhaps after the soup 

distribution to the inmates, if some soup was left over in the barrel, maybe, they would give us a 

little. Vervil dismissed these ideas as wishful thinking. The barrel barely contained enough 

soup for the three hundred people in the tent. And when there was any left over, the eldest of the 

tent, who does the actual distribution of the soup, took whatever was left over for himself and his 

friends. We were not one of his privileged friends to get any leftovers. Besides, the guards 

would recognize us as the ones who were not to get anything to eat today as a punishment for not 

being cleaned up after work. There was no other way out of this dilemma except to suffer the 

hunger pangs until next morning - if we survived. 

While we were bemoaning over our fate and dilemma, one inmate approached us and told us to 

go to the health station. The inmate told us quietly in Yiddish that they had an extra bowl of 

soup we could share. It was hard to believe, but a hungry person becomes very gullible when a 

promise of food is involved. Nonetheless, we both had mixed feelings - the anticipation of food 

and the apprehension of the guard if he should discover us eating. The inmate told us to wait 

until all the food was distributed, and the guard would be involved with other matters; then we 

could go to the health station. He told us which side to enter the tent. It was a small separate 

examining area for sick inmates. As we walked to the designated area, we noticed a bowl of 

soup on a bench. We asked the inmate how he found out about us, what his name was, and he 

quickly told us. Don’t ask too many questions. Eat the soup and go back to your tent, as the 
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guard should come for the regular inspection within a short time. As we had no spoons, we 

alternated sipping the soup from the bowl until we cleaned out the bowl. The inmate then told 

us that his name was Felek and advised us to return quickly to our tent. "If a guard sees you, tell 

him that you went to the health station for some tablets and you go to work tomorrow," he said. 

Anyone who was sick and went to seek medical help received one black tablet regardless what 

you complained of or what the problem was. Felek gave a black tablet to each of us to show the 

guard in case we were seen outside our tent. We were lucky that no one saw us, and we returned 

safely to our tent, inspired by the human kindness shown us by Felek. We were uplifted in spirit 

and hope, forgetting temporarily the brutality displayed by the guards. Sometime later, we found 

out that the bowl of soup Felek saved for us belonged to an inmate in the health station, who was 

severely beaten by a guard, shortly before the soup arrived for those in the nursery. The man 

died before he could eat the soup. His demise was our good fortune. 

Periodically, the camp guards tried to amuse themselves and their special Nazi guests by 

improvising a spectacle with prisoners known as "entlausing," that is, ridding the prisoners of 

lice. This performance was accomplished in a formal, ritualistic fashion. This intimidating 

spectacle usually took place during the Sunday afternoon rest period. When some prisoners, 

doomed to work on Sundays, returned from the half day’s work and the prisoners who had 

remained in the camp were finished with the Sunday chores of cleaning up the camp ground, the 

barracks, the toilet facilities and the dead bodies lying around the camp. When the rest period 

was supposed to start, we heard an announcement on the camp loudspeaker for an anstellen (roll 

call) for every prisoner to report to the assembly place immediately. As during the regular 
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morning and evening roll calls, we stood next to each other in a military formation five abreast. 

The roll call for the delousing took a different character. We had to spread out more (wider and 

longer) thus allowing more space between the prisoners. So that there would be enough room to 

take off one’s clothes, to put the clothes on the ground and to allow enough space for the guards 

to get through without having to be in contact with the lice-infected prisoners. Once we were 

spaced appropriately and positioned, an order was given to completely undress. During this 

process, blows were handed out indiscriminately to different prisoners to speed things up. As we 

took off every piece of clothing, which had to be adequately shaken to make sure, in the eyes of 

the guards and visitors that no lice would remain in the clothes. We found ourselves naked like 

Adam, in the garden of Hell! 

The outside temperature may have been burning hot, freezing cold, or painfully uncomfortable, 

but, this was irrelevant to the Nazi guards, as they aimed to inflict as much pain as possible. At a 

short distance, perhaps ten meters from our position, there stood eight higher ranking Nazi 

officials with decorations on their uniforms, some with cameras pointing in our direction, taking 

pictures of us while we were following orders to undress completely, shake off the lice and then 

stand at attention. The Nazis were talking to each other, laughing loudly, and praising the 

guards. It seemed that they were all having fun while we were in a state of intimidating misery. 

Not until the Nazis had had enough of this spectacle did they order us to pick up our deloused 

clothes and to return to the barracks. 

Camp Selchov was programmed to provide the most miserable conditions for the prisoners. 
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From dawn to evening we were subjected to privation, distress and torment. Getting up in the 

early morning while still half asleep and thinking of what is awaiting you during the day’s long 

working hours, were enough to put you in a state of depression. The eyes did not want to open. 

I got dressed with closed eyes, hoping that they wouldn’t give the second whistle, which was the 

sign to get out of the tent into the freezing cold weather. I wished I could stay a few minutes 

longer inside the tent and continue to nap. After several weeks as more people arrived, they 

moved us to wooden barracks, which had four rows of bunk beds, three layers high. The aisles 

were very narrow, so no one could move about as the other inmate had the same problem; they 

were eager to stay put and have an extra moment of sleep. On the other hand, we were anxious 

to be on time when breakfast was served which consisted of a scoop of artificial ersatz coffee 

and a slice of dark bread. I had conflicting urges to sleep longer or to risk missing breakfast. I 

had double pains in my chest from lack of sleep and pain in my stomach for lack of food. These 

conflicting desires preoccupied my whole being. 

The guards resolved the problem. The loud whistle penetrated our ears and souls, and out we 

had to go into the freezing cold to wait in the line to get to the dirty and awful smelling facilities 

to clean up. We had no soap to clean ourselves, no towels to dry ourselves with. But the cold 

water woke you up and made you shiver. I just washed my hands and face and used the comers 

of my jacket to wipe them, then waited in the line for the use of the toilet. Using the toilet 

presented a special problem, as no toilet paper or any other paper could be found. The guards 

insisted on clean campgrounds. Some inmates, who worked with cement, had cement bags 

wrapped around behind their thin jackets or pants to protect themselves from the cold, biting 
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winds. If an inmate was in a compassionate mood, he shared a piece of paper. On many other 

occasions when you asked an inmate to give you a piece of cement paper, he responded to go 

shees dem wind which in camp language it meant "go get lost." 

The next stop was the line for breakfast. If you were not discredited for some bad behavior, you 

got about an inch-thick small slice of dark bread, an inch-square slice of thin margarine and a 

cup of ersatz bitter coffee poured into a cold metal dish that was attached to your belt. As far as 

the coffee, you had no choice except to drink it while it is still warm, as you could not carry the 

coffee in the dish while marching or running during the anstellen. One did not dare to lose even 

one drop of the coffee as it temporarily filled your stomach. The piece of bread, on the other 

hand, presented a problem —an eternal struggle whether to eat it immediately or save it for later. 

When you received the piece of bread, you compared it to the slice the inmate behind you and 

the one in front of you. If their slice appeared bigger or thicker than yours, you felt envious of 

them. Why did I not get the bigger slice? Conversely, if theirs appeared smaller and thinner, 

you felt lucky. You could not do anything to change your luck. It was up to the distributor of 

the bread who got the bigger and thicker slice and whom he disliked got the smaller and thinner 

slice. A whole loaf of bread was hand cut for seven people, but the slices were not equal or 

weighed to make seven equal shares. Sometimes the distributors, who were privileged prisoners, 

cut larger pieces for themselves. It always appeared that the inmate in front of you got the bigger 

piece of bread. As you got the bread in your hand, the struggle between will power and hunger 

pangs began. 
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The problem I confronted was whether I should eat the piece of bread at once, make one meal of 

the bread, or divide it into two or more portions to eat later. One portion for breakfast and save 

the other for midday, which is a very critical period when one was badly in need of food to 

assuage the hunger pangs. There were two schools of thought on the subject. One school 

maintained that eating the bread at one time in the morning satisfied your hunger a little. While 

not fully satisfying, it would help you gain some strength so that you would be better able to 

endure and carry on during the day. On the other hand, some maintained that dividing the bread 

and eating one half in the morning and saving the other half for noon time would helped to 

distribute the nourishment for the entire day. Furthermore, this school of thought maintained that 

even if you ate the entire piece of bread in the morning, you would still be hungry for the entire 

day. You were better off to save half of the bread, and even though you would be hungry, you 

would have the happy anticipation the entire morning that you still had a portion of your bread to 

eat at noon. And this anticipation would provide you an important psychological and even 

physical advantage. 

1 opted for the latter method-to divide the portion into two halves, one for the morning and the 

second half for noon. It had some disadvantages: the possibility of losing the piece of bread or if 

a guard found it, having it taken away. Finally, to go through the same struggle each morning— 

eat it all or save half —was not easy. The conflicting temptation was indeed very difficult to 

overcome. I opted for the division into two half-portions in spite of the inherent struggle every 

morning. It reinforced my daily hope whenever I tucked the piece of bread in my pocket and 

gave me a positive anticipation that at noon I'd enjoy the saved portion of the bread. 
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As time went on, the daily hard labor under adversely cold weather conditions and the grossly 

inadequate diet had a devastating physical and emotional impact on the inmates, including 

myself. After about three to four months, many inmates began going downhill, physically and 

mentally. Their feet and ankles became swollen, their mood became depressed, and they were 

ready to give up on life altogether. The tolerance to endure the painful existence without a ray 

of hope that things would change had a devastating impact on most of the prisoners. The 

chances for survival seemed dimmer with time, and death seemed to be the only way out. The 

difference between life and death became redundant. The inmates with swollen feet and ankles 

became unable to stand, march, or work. They were forced to declare themselves sick and 

unable to work with the immediate risk of being killed. The question seemed to be was it 

preferable to die slowly from hunger, malnutrition and debilitation or go to declare oneself sick 

and be liquidated like a disposable commodity. 

We were all painfully aware that in the camps there were no place or tolerance for the sick, 

nonproductive prisoners who were a target for liquidation. Going to the health center was 

equally useless and dangerous. In the first place, it was difficult to get there in terms of time. 

Often you had to give up your evening dish of soup in order to make it to the health center, as 

both the distribution of the soup and the allowed visit to the infirmary had to be accomplished at 

the same time. Unfortunately, one could not be at both places at the same time. Second, they 

rarely helped you with the medical problem. They only provided you one black pill for every 

conceivable problem. It tasted very bitter and looked like it was made of ground coal. Whatever 
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the complaint was, an inmate, who became a nurse (like I became a carpenter), gave you the 

black pill as a cure for all illnesses. Whether it helped or not was irrelevant. The most dangerous 

consequence of going to the health center was being marked for liquidation. But when you 

could no longer function, much less work, or when one had swollen feet or dysentery with high 

fever, the attendant in the infirmary was the last resort. The nurse gave you a written note 

excusing you from work for the next day. This placed you in a different category in a special 

barracks exclusively for those who were determined to be unable to work. The following Friday 

morning during the regular morning anstellen, those sick inmates were isolate, ordered on a 

truck and shipped to an unknown place of no return. Many who were not able to go in the truck 

were shot on the spot. At one point about three months after my arrival at this camp, there were 

about twenty inmates that filled the truck. The dead inmates and those still alive were all driven 

away to eternal obscurity. As the truck took off, the remaining inmates standing in shock and 

fear were treated to a speech telling us that this was going to be the end of anybody who refused 

to work. We all were numb, engulfed in a deadly silence, thinking about whom was going to be 

next on that truck. How long would it be until I would reach this stage of physical debilitation 

and disintegration and end up on the truck? 

Following the stump-cutting experience described earlier, Velvil and I was selected to work as 

carpenters to build barracks to replace the tents and accommodate more prisoners. We were 

assigned to work with a German-Polish civilian carpenter, Janek, who was a big, red-faced man 

with an ugly disposition. The first morning before we started to work, he gave us a lecture in 

German. "There are no Jewish carpenters. The Jews don't know how to work. They only 
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engage in usury, unethical business, taking advantage of the Polish people. Under my direction, 

you will have to work. I will not tolerate a lazy Jew," he said. Our first assignment was to dig 

holes in the ground to lay the foundation for a new barracks structure.(There were already signs 

where the holes were to be made.) The ground was frozen solid like rock. 

The pick I was handed was almost my own size and weight. When 1 tried to dig the ground, I 

lifted up and let down the pick with all my strength, but the ground did not give. It was just like 

a rock. It was difficult, almost impossible to dig a hole. Janek became furious with the slow 

progress. He kept cursing, yelling intimidating threats, vulgarities and using physical abuse. He 

grabbed a metal yardstick and started beating me over my back and shoulders. He then stepped 

over to my friend Vervil, lashing him with the same metal yardstick with the same number of 

lashes. "Mach du shneller fer fluchte yuden (Make it faster, you cursed Jew), he yelled. 

I felt cornered in an open field with nowhere to hide. We were at his mercy and there was no 

way out. At the previous work site we were twenty-five to thirty prisoners spread out under the 

supervision of one guard. Here we were in close proximity, two boys to one guard in a very 

confining and oppressive situation with no hiding, avoidance or escape. I was overwhelmed 

with rage, pain, fear, and hopelessness. We did not dare stop digging. We had to keep digging, 

digging, and digging and were subjected to more beatings. About mid-morning another German 

came to inspect the progress of the work. Janek complained that we were lazy and unproductive. 

The new inspector looked us over and told Janek that he would send some more workers to help 

speed the construction of the barracks. The next day two more prisoners came to dig holes. The 
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other two prisoners were a little bigger than we were but were equally starved and debilitated 

without adequate food or sleep and could not dig the holes any faster than we could. The frozen 

ground did not yield. Each time we hit the ground with the pick, we could get only a few tiny 

splinters with little visible impact. Janek again grew impatient and furious over the slow 

progress. He got in a rage using insulting profanities in German. Then he took the metal ruler 

and started beating us, giving each of us several lashes over our backs and arms. I was trying to 

hide my head to avoid being hit over the head. The continuous starvation, the lack of adequate 

sleep and periodic beatings became the real dimension of our existence in the camp. After each 

beating I checked myself to see whether my body was bleeding. I was terribly worried because 

open wounds did not heal very well, if at all, in this hostile environment. Often an open wound 

caused an infection, which would hasten our demise. I was fortunate that my dog bite was dry 

and healing with no infection. Several weeks past under this dreadful drudgery, and I became ill. 

My body would not move, my hands and feet refused to bend, every muscle in my body became 

stiff, and I developed a high fever. All my body wanted was to lie down even on the icy cold 

ground. I did not feel hungry, just thirsty and I suffered shivers of cold sweat. This, I felt, would 

be my end. 

One prisoner, a doctor before his capture, diagnosed my medical problem as a "Hexenshus," 

which is caused by overburdening and stretching the muscles too much. His medical advice to 

me was a period of rest and warmth. Rest and warmth was hard to come by. If I were to 

disclose my condition to Janek, I would have been classified as another lazy Jew trying to get off 

work and be relegated to the liquidation barrack. Other prisoners who were unable to work were 
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detained until the next liquidation truck arrived. We began to hear tales from civilians around 

the work place that the truck was a funeral trip with no return. The people were being shot, 

burned and covered up in mass graves. I chose not to tell Janek of my problem to avoid a death 

sentence. Instead, I continued to struggle with aches and misery with the hope that I would 

eventually get better. After two days suffering, the aches gradually subsided and the movement 

of my limbs caused less pain. My high fever came down and eventually I overcame the illness 

called "Hexenshus." To me this was the second miracle God bestowed on me. I had survived 

two dangerous confrontations, the dog bite without infection and the "Hexenshus" without any 

physical collapse only a miracle explains my recovery. 

One cold morning in March during the (anstellen) inspection and counting before we marched 

to work one guard stepped towards us while we were standing at attention. He held a shoe in 

one hand and in the other hand he held a prisoner’s hat. He carefully inspected each of us trying 

to find an inmate with a matching shoe and without a hat. When he could not find what he was 

looking for the guard started to yell “a schmuzikir Jude (one dirty Jew) among you stole potatoes 

yesterday from a nearby farmer’s potato storage pile. 

Farmers in the vicinity between the work-site and the campsite placed their potato crops in 

excavated trenches and covered the potatoes with straw and dirt to protect them from the cold 

weather and the other elements. The buried potato pile looked like an extended elevated grave. 

In order to get to the potatoes one had to make a hole through the dirt and straw to reach the 

potatoes. The thief entered through that hole filled his pockets with potatoes and if the operation 
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was successful he shared his bounty with the group. Unfortunately things did not go as hoped 

for. The thief dug and entered the hole. Suddenly, he got very frightened and in his attempt to 

escape he left behind one of his wooden shoes and his hat. When he returned to the work site, 

we all realized the dangerous consequences. If they suspected that one of our inmates was the 

culprit. Stealing under the Nazi regime however minute was punishable by dearth furthermore 

the Nazis regularly engaged in the practice of collective punishment. That is punishing the 

entire group or community when one person violated a Nazi rule. 

In the vicinity of the work site, there were dozen of civilian, foreign workers from Poland, 

Russia, Czechoslovakia, Ukraine, who roamed around freely in the area where the potatoes were 

located. One of them could have been a more logical suspect as we, the Jewish inmates, were 

more closely guarded than the others. However, to avoid detection we had to find another pair 

of wooden shoes and a hat. We were fortunate to find them. In camp language we called it we 

“organized” the missing parts. 

When the guard could not identify the potato thief, he insisted that the guilty step forward or the 

entire group would be severely punished. Soon a half dozen additional guards arrived at the 

scene and they ordered all of us to stand on our toes with knees bent and stretch our arms 

horizontally. We were in that painfully exhausted position for a very long time, one inmate who 

could not maintain this position fell down and was summarily shot dead with a revolver by the 

guard. The shooting of this inmate strengthened our resolve not to identify the potato thief. It 

helped us to fortify our endurance and not to comply with the Nazis demand. The guards 
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eventually gave up and ordered us to stand up and march to work leaving the dead inmate 

behind. 
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Chapter 5 - Grunov 

One day in early May while we were assembled inspected, and accounted to go to the work sites, 

we suddenly observed a number of large military trucks arriving in front of the camp gate and a 

large number of uniformed guards coming out of the trucks. The commander of the camp 

announced with a loud speaker that all prisoners were going to another camp. We were not told 

why we are being moved or where we are being moved. The Nazis did not allow for questions 

and answers. While we were standing at attention, we were not allowed to talk to each other. 

Fear and apprehension invaded my mind, and I am sure that the same fear and apprehension 

invaded the thoughts of the other prisoners. Are they going to kill us? What went wrong? Don’t 

they need us anymore? The four-kilometer autobahn stretch we had started nearly seven months 

ago when we arrived to Selchov Camp was not completed. We cleared the forest from the snow, 

trees and stumps; we leveled hills and valleys, lakes that were in the way and laid the road. We 

replaced the sides of the road with topsoil that we had initially removed and placed temporarily 

in neat symmetrical piles alongside the new road. The road, however, was far from complete. 

The road was supposed to be topped with either cement or black top and that was still to be 

done. Who would do that if they killed us? Clearly many of us had become debilitated during 

the last few months in the camp under the harsh living conditions of a starvation diet and the 

hard and long hours of laboring in the cold winter months. The majority however, could still 

work and endure the hardship a little longer. Why then would they evacuate us now and more 

important is where to are we being evacuated? Did someone commit a crime against the Third 

Reich that we don’t know of? Are they holding all of us responsible? The Nazis virtually 
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controlled and regulated most, if not all, of our overt behavior: how we dressed, how we walked, 

how and when we slept, when we went to the toilet, when and what we ate, when we talked if at 

all. Sometimes involuntary overt behavior, like coughing, was restricted, especially when we 

stood at attention. Fortunately, they could not control or regulate the thoughts and ideas in our 

heads. This was the only luxury of freedom we had -- namely, our private thoughts, without 

being punished for it. 

So my thoughts kept wandering freely in my mind from extreme morbidity to optimism. My 

first thought was that this evacuation from the camp was the end for us. The Nazis must have 

decided that it was no longer worth keeping us as a productive commodity and, therefore, 

planned to dispose us by liquidation. In this moment of despair, my train of thoughts turned 

toward my home. My hopes of ever returning home were shattered. If we were to be killed, how 

would my father, mother, brothers and sisters find out what had happened to me? They probably 

would think that I had forgotten all about them. How good would it be if I only could talk to my 

mother, father, sisters and brothers; perhaps they could intervene in my behalf and save me from 

a premature death. But this, of course, was wishful thinking. The phrase from a popular song, 

the Yiddish Mamme, popped up in my mind, which says in part that a Yiddish Mamme would 

jump into a flaming fire or stormy waters to save her child. But neither my mother nor the rest 

of the family knew of my tragic destiny. They didn’t even know where I was located. Maybe 

they received a Nazi-sent postcard on my behalf printed in German saying that I was well fed 

and healthy with my forced signature. But the postcard did not have my return address. So even 

if they received the postcard, they at home still would not know the location where I was, the 
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real condition of my being, and that I was approaching the end of my life. 

Another thought came to my mind, this time a positive one. Maybe they would send us back 

home. We worked hard and long and we accomplished the major part of the autobahn 

(highway). Maybe that is all we were supposed to accomplish, and now they would get other 

prisoners to do the remaining work yet to be accomplished. Maybe they would get more skillful 

people to lay the cement or black top on the four-kilometer stretch of road. While this was a 

pleasant thought, it was doubtful. It was easy to imagine the possibility that the Nazis would 

ship us home to Lodz where they first captured us, but it was highly unrealistic since in the past 

seven months the Nazis never sent anybody home either dead or alive. Why would they do it 

now? 

Another thought that came to my mind was that they might take us to work on another stretch of 

the autobahn. Then the question arose, "Why in the hell don’t they tell us that if this is the 

case?" But the Nazis were not in the habit to converse with us or consult with us on what they 

planned to do with or to us. Apparently, they just preferred to keep us in a state of suspended 

animation. We felt helpless and hopeless, isolated and insulated from the outside world, 

overwhelmed with anxiety and apprehension as to our immediate destiny. We were in a total 

physical and emotional confinement. While all these thoughts went through my mind, I forgot 

that we were ordered to stay at attention, our bodies displayed some restlessness. We suddenly 

heard a screaming voice from one guard, "Achtung ferrfluchte yuden " (attention cursed Jew). 

He stepped toward us at a closer range and other guards followed him. They started to designate 
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groups of about ten rows of fifty prisoners directing them to go into the truck until all groups, 

about five hundred of us, were on the trucks with several guards with machine guns on each 

truck. We were not given time to go back to the barracks. Even if we had been given time, it 

would seem pointless because the prisoners were not allowed to own or have any possessions. 

The only item we were permitted to have was a metal soup bowl. If you did not have that bowl, 

you could not get the morning ersatz coffee or the evening soup. You had to guard this bowl like 

you guarded your eyes. As a precautionary measure, we made a hole at the rim of the bowl and 

attached it with a piece of wire to our belt. 

We had literally no other possessions except the clothes we wore. Actually, it would not make a 

bit of difference even if the Nazis would give us advanced notice that we were being moved 

from Selchov Camp. We had nothing to take or pack. We were totally unencumbered, 

physically and psychologically. There was no feeling of sentimental nostalgia. Selchov, which 

was a place filled with terror, pain, abuse and starvation, was not difficult to part with except we 

did not know where we were being taken and what they would do to us. 

The Nazi began to yell at us, followed by blows in every direction. "Schneller, mach du 

schneller dum schvine" (Faster, make it faster, you dumb pigs). It seemed to them natural to 

treat us like a herd of animals - you yell and hit them and they do what you want them to do. 

During the regular roll calls in the early morning or evening, which often took an hour or more, 

we ordinarily tried to close our eyes and catch up on our sleep while the Nazis were counting. 

Under these circumstances we had to be awake and on guard to avoid any blow or being shot. 
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The Nazis were trying to achieve their objective in moving their victims without any possible 

resistance or disturbance that may cause a delay. Anyone, who seemed to interfere with this 

objective, whether real or imaginary, was subject to severe punishment or being shot. In fact, the 

prisoners who could not move fast enough and could not climb on the trucks were shot. Four 

prisoners were shot right in the temples. They collapsed instantantly and were left where they 

fell, with blood coming out from their heads. Neither the prisoners nor the killers paid much 

attention to our fallen comrades. We could hardly avoid stepping on the dead bodies because 

any wrong step on our part could elicit a bullet in the head. 

As the trucks were filled and secured, two guards equipped with machine guns positioned 

themselves in two diagonal comers, facing their machine guns at us. We were numb, speechless, 

frightened shocked and bewildered. We were thinking," What kind of people were these 

murderers; what prompted them to become such wild beasts? Is there anybody in this world that 

could prevent them from murdering us- could God punish them now before they killed all of 

us?" I was trained to believe that God would punish people who violate his commandment: 

Thou shalt not kill. I was praying and hoping that punishing the murderers would come soon 

before we were all murdered. God had performed miracles in the past. Could God cause 

another miracle to happen now and stop the Nazis from murdering us? These thoughts and many 

others ran through my mind while we were traveling somewhere to an unknown destination. 

How I wished to know where that somewhere would be. We traveled for about an hour, going 

through a village. We could see some people in the villages stopping and looking at us 

contemptuously as if we were criminals not worthy of any sympathy. Without watches we could 
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not tell the exact travel time. Our fear of the unknown and anticipation of the worst the travel 

time seemed longer than it actually took to get from Selchov to the place where we were going. 

We traveled through cultivated fields, unpaved roads and some densely wooded areas. We 

ultimately stopped in the midst of a densely wooded area. We noticed a fenced in area with 

barracks similar to those in Selchov. From which we were evacuated. Its parameters were 

sealed with a twelve-foot high fence braced with barbed wire. Guard posts at certain intervals 

housed the guards who were equipped with automatic machine guns. Inside the camp were 

dozen of barracks all too familiar to us. In fact, the familiar scenes provided us a feeling of 

relief from the fear of being killed. Had the Nazis had the intention to kill us, they would not 

have taken us to another camp. If killing us was their objective, they could have done it in the 

forest we passed on the way to Grunov. As the trucks stopped at the camp gate a contingent of 

Nazis in dark blue uniforms with whips and guns in their hands positioned themselves in a half¬ 

circle surrounding the truck. Shouts were immediately heard, "Raus, raus mach das schneller 

foule yuden" (Get out faster lazy Jews). Everybody tried to get out of the truck for fear of being 

shot, and we rushed into the camp. 

Inside the camp, the usual ritual began with which we were familiar. We barely entered the 

camp and we heard a loud scream, "Anstellen!" To us experienced prisoners we knew well that 

it meant to arrange ourselves in military style formation in rows of five, ranking the shorter 

prisoners from left and the taller prisoners to the right. From our bitter experience in the 

previous camp we also learned that the first row is more exposed and, therefore, more vulnerable 

to blows from the guards. Consequently, everybody was juggling for a position in the back rows 
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to avoid the front row. This chaos did not go very well with the Nazis, so they started arranging 

us in order of height with the shorter prisoners in the front and the taller ones in the back. While 

doing so, random blows with sticks and guns were flying at us from every direction. 

The ones nearest to the Nazis' reach got most of the blows. Finally, we were positioned and 

stood at attention- motionless. I was among the shortest prisoners and always ended up at the 

left end of the front row, thereby being exposed and subjected to frequent blows. 

The next procedure was counting, inspecting and selecting - a practice that we went through 

when we arrived at the previous camp. It would seem that the guards at the new camp must have 

attended the same schooling as the guards in the previous camp, as they displayed the same 

standard, uniform, premeditated brutality against us prisoners. The counting was relatively 

uneventful. With a guard in the front and a guard behind the formation giving only sporadic 

blows to those who made a move such as turning one's head, which was considered a breach of 

the order to be at attention during the inspection and selection phase. The life and death of each 

prisoner was in a delicate balance depending on how you were perceived by the Nazi inspectors. 

While the way a prisoner looked or appeared might influence his decision, in many cases, it was 

a matter of luck. One's skills, talents, educational attainment, even physical and mental capacity 

were not considered in making the decision whether one was to continue to live or be sent to 

death. The decision the inspector made was based on a brief observation while walking by in 

front of the row without stopping and taking a closer look at those he condemned to die. He just 

pointed a finger at the victim and several other guards ordered him out from the position he was 

in to a separate group with other victims with the same tragic fate. Once the inspection was 
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finished, the selected group of about twenty-five victims were ordered to return on the truck. 

Where they were taken and what happened to them remains an eternal mystery. 

The rest of us remained standing at attention, consumed with fear and trepidation, not knowing 

what our fate was. Many thoughts went through my mind in rapid succession with different 

scenarios of what the Nazis would do to us. Would they kill us or would they put us to work? If 

they wanted to kill us, they could have done so in the other camp just as they did to dozens of 

prisoners. They did not have to bring us to the new camp to kill us here. The fact that they 

selected those who appeared more dilapidated would indicate that they did not intend to kill us. 

The other side of the question was what were they going to do with us? Another pervasive 

thought that frequently occupied my mind was to run away. Then I thought that I should have 

run away during the truck trip from Selchov to Grunov. Of course, it was impossible to jump 

from the moving truck while the guards were pointing their machine guns ready to shoot at the 

slightest suspicious move. Even if you succeeded in jumping the truck and remained alive, one 

could suffer injuries and become incapacitated. Then if there were other trucks following 

closely, they could see you in the broad daylight and could shoot you while passing. Assuming 

further that they missed you, where would one run to? There were forests nearby and I could 

hide, but the Nazis would come after me with dogs. They definitely would not allow someone to 

get away in an escape. Running away from the camp was a virtual impossibility. Guards 

surrounded us on all sides with machine guns in their hands and with dogs beside them. Then 

there was a tall fence laced with barbed wire which, no doubt, was electrically charged. Guards 

were strategically positioned, at frequent intervals to make any escape impossible. It is certain 
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any attempted escape was tantamount to suicide, and I was not ready to commit suicide. There 

was a little better chance to survive the Nazis if I did not take the option to escape. There was by 

far a greater chance of being shot in any attempt to try to escape. 

While these thoughts occupied my mind, I was suddenly awakened from daydreaming to bitter 

reality by a loud scream to surrender any possessions we had hidden. Anyone who did not 

comply with this order would be shot, it was announced. We did not have anything except the 

metal bowl and some of us also had self-made spoons improvised from wood or pieces of sheet 

metal. We all surrendered these precious possessions, placing them in metal barrels positioned 

in front of us. Some prisoners also had some pieces of paper from cement that they had picked 

up at the work site. Paper was a precious commodity in the camp for use as toilet paper. The 

Nazis were very suspicious when they saw prisoners emptying paper form pockets. They then 

required that the paper be unraveled before it was thrown into the barrels - beating and slapping 

usually accompanied the process of unraveling the wrinkled papers. 

Once all the cruel rituals were accomplished, they assigned us to barracks in-groups of about one 

hundred fifty to one hundred seventy-five prisoners to a barrack. The Nazis appointed a barracks 

elder to be in charge of the affairs within the barracks. His function was to make sure that the 

prisoners got up when the whistle blew, went to bed when the whistle blew, put out the lights, 

kept the inside and outside of the barracks clean, the beds and blankets even and smooth. The 

barrack elder usually picked some residents to assist him with the many duties, such as night 

guards inside the barracks entrance, where a pail was positioned for people to urinate during the 
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night. We were not allowed to go outside the barracks after the whistle blew. The most 

important duty of the barracks elder was to distribute the piece of bread and the ersatz coffee in 

the morning and the bowl of soup in the evening. This function gave the barracks elder lots of 

power. If he happened to like you, he could pick you for the bigger piece of bread, and dig the 

ladle in the soup to the bottom of the barrel where it was much thicker than the surface. It, 

therefore, was very important that you stay in good grace with the barracks elder by keeping your 

bed straight and neat and making yourself available to clean the outside of the barracks. If you 

happened to come from the same town or neighborhood, you had a chance to become a recipient 

of his favors. This was called “protecya” (connections). Conversely, if he happened to not like 

you, then you could be awakened at midnight to empty out the pail full of urine in the cold 

winter nights. The barracks elder was a prisoner like the rest of us, but he had the power to 

control and punish prisoners, although our elder seldom exercised the power. He seldom abused 

a prisoner. He frequently raised his voice to command obedience. He called each prisoner a 

Pudel (dog). 

As we entered the barracks we were assigned bunks. Some prisoners preferred the lower of the 

three-level bunks, others preferred the middle, while still others preferred the third level. I 

preferred the middle, feeling safer, but was assigned the third level and was afraid to switch as 

this could be considered a form of disobedience subject to punishment. I accepted and settled at 

the third level. There were four rows of beds and three narrow aisles. The two rows of bunks in 

the middle had no aisles separating them. The height between the bunks did not allow adequate 

space to sit down. You had to stick your head out into the aisle when sitting down on the bunk. 
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You had to count the bunks to make sure which bunk was yours, as they all looked alike because 

you would not want to end up in someone else’s bunk. The aisles could not accommodate many 

people standing at the edges of the bunk. You were not allowed to lie or sit on the bunks, so we 

stood next to each other and began to talk to each other. We knew each other from the previous 

camp and there were no Nazis inside, so we began to relax - being happy that we survived the 

transition from the previous camp. All our fears of being liquidated or killed were dissipated for 

the time being. It became obvious to us that the Nazis wanted to keep us alive and put us to 

work. We had no idea what kind of work they had for us. We instinctively started talking about 

food, and the good old days at home. As we were relieved from the stressful and fearful 

situation and the Nazis were not in our immediate site, we began to relax and talk about our 

homes, the families we left behind, the food we ate, the entertainment we enjoyed, and so forth. 

In Poland, where I lived before the war, it was an accepted social pattern of conversation that 

when you met a person for the first time you asked him where he lived, where he worked, and 

how much he earned a week. Once you knew the answers to these questions and you believed 

what he told you, you could construe his social class, educational attainment, and his background 

- his status. If you suspected that his income statement was exaggerated, you started an 

argument saying you knew another person who had a similar job and made 5.00 zlotes less than 

you do. You did not tell the truth. Sometimes you settled the argument by a compromise, 

splitting the 5.00 zlotes discrepancy. Many Polish Jews were very socially conscious and wanted 

to be regarded by others as belonging to a higher, richer and more learned class. 
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As the conversation went on, most claimed to be a relative of the most prominent people in the 

community, dropping prominent names like oak leaves in the late fall, implying that one came 

from a prestigious family with a recognized standing in the community and with good paying 

jobs. Since we were all hungry, talking about food was the dominant topic of the conversation. 

Some described the delicious meals they ate at home and in the luxurious restaurants they often 

patronized and the juicy steaks and fried ducks their wives or mothers prepared especially for 

Shabbos. One prisoner who did not participate in the bragging session, suddenly broke his 

silence and posed a general question: If you all ate in fancy, expensive restaurants and your 

wives and mothers prepared juicy steaks and duck hens, who bought the cheap cow’s head 

meats, the lungs at the butcher's?" This question momentarily silenced and perhaps embarrassed 

some. The conversation gave all listeners and participants alike a few moments of a welcome 

repose. 

This quiet moment was interrupted by loud screaming of profanities against a newly arrived 

transport of captives. The new captives came from towns in Poland from the Kielce vicinity. 

There were about three hundred men from young boys to middle age. We could not go near 

them, but from the distance they looked shabbily dressed, exhausted, like a herd of sheep, 

frightened and bewildered, unaware where they were and what would happen to them. They had 

to disembark from the trucks, go through the anstellen, inspection, and counting and sporadic 

intimidating beating - the Nazis standard procedure - and finally, they were placed in a nearby 

barrack. None of the newcomers had any baggage, which would indicate that they were captured 

in the street without notice that they were to be shipped away. 
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Within the succeeding days they had a chance to tell us of the horrible experience they were 

subjected to since World War II broke out and that the Nazis occupied their small towns around 

the Keizer Region: Stashov, Bamov, Pokszevnica. Jewish communities and institutions were 

destroyed. Synagogues were burned and decimated. The Jews were deprived of their material 

possessions. With the help of the Polish neighbors, the prominent Jewish leaders of the 

communities were identified, arrested, deported or killed. The Jews were driven from their 

homes to ghettos, regardless of age, level of education, profession, or looks. Men, women, and 

children alike as long as they were identified as a Jew were subject for deportation, random 

beatings and shootings. The Jewish communities in small towns were being completely 

obliterated. Those not killed were deported. In most, if not all, small Polish towns and villages, 

the Nazis with the help of their Polish or Ukrainian collaborators herded all the Jews into the 

town's square, then selected those who were able to work and shipped them to ghettos or camps. 

The remaining Jews, the older people and the children, were driven to nearby forests where the 

Nazis shot them in cold blood and buried them in the forest. 

Those who made it to the camps considered themselves lucky to have survived the frequent 

liquidation purges of the small town Jewish population. That lucky feeling lasted until they 

realized that by being a prisoner in a Nazi camp, they were subjected to a similar extermination 

program. Starvation, sickness, hard work, beating and killing were the rule and norm of each 

day in the camp. Surviving a day was indeed a miracle, a triumph of fate over experience. In 

the city under the Nazi occupation, some Jews still lived with their families, and in many 
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instances, in the same home they had lived in before the Nazi occupation, but their freedom to 

move about was restricted. On the other hand, in the camp we spent fifteen to eighteen hours 

each day under the watchful eyes of the SS. We were exposed to the endless routine of brutality, 

a relentless state of hunger, long days of back - breaking labor, the nagging condition of 

sleeplessness, and the hopeless isolation from the outside world. 

This camp, like the previous camp, had the same standard program of dehumanizing the 

prisoners through prolonged starvation, hard work outside in freezing, hot, or rainy weather 

conditions. All had a debilitating effect on the physical and spiritual being. Our bodies and 

minds disintegrated to a subhuman animal level of existence. We could no longer function or 

think like normal human beings. Our physical, emotional, and spiritual immune system broke 

down, and our ability to think as a normal human being, our will power, and inclination toward 

resistance was completely destroyed. We became so dehumanized that our total being was 

preoccupied with how to survive the next hour and return from the work site to the camp where 

we got a bowl of warm, watery soup. And where we were allowed to lie down and rest and thaw 

out from the freezing weather or cool down from the suffocating heat, whatever the case may be. 

As soon as we were able to talk with new arrivals to Grunov, we shared the bitter experiences 

with each other. They told us of the destruction and liquidation of the Jews in the towns in 

Poland. We, in turn, shared with them our bitter and painful experiences in Selchov. We lost 

about forty people in the past months since we were deported from Lodz. With the natural 

sharing of the atrocities waged against us by the Nazis, we established a common bond of mutual 
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hopelessness and desperation. Yet, in spite of the bleak reality, each of us who managed to 

endure and survive the first period of Nazi terror, whether in the Polish towns or in the camp 

gave us a spark of hope that we would survive the Nazis. 

As part of the camp environment, it was an established practice by the SS and their assistants to 

discriminate against new arrivals. The older prisoners considered themselves, as did the camp 

supervisors and foremen, as a better and privileged class. The older prisoners were more 

entrenched, familiar with the endless stream of directives, orders and restrictions. Through 

experience and exposure, they had learned to avoid life-threatening behavior. Many rules were 

made instantaneously without previous notice; of course, one could not protect himself against 

unknown rules, such as looking in the wrong direction, yawning, making a slight move when you 

were under orders to stay at attention. The older prisoners were aware of many known 

prohibitions for which violators were mercilessly and severely punished. Failure to stand erect 

when an SS confronted you; having a uniform marked with mud or dirt; not taking your hat off 

to greet an SS when he was in front or behind you; getting caught with your hands in your 

trouser pockets. The new arrivals were not aware of these and other restrictions, as there were 

no written notices of these rules. This placed the newcomers at a disadvantage. The old timers 

had almost a year to learn - the hard way. The work foremen also practiced undue and unfair 

discrimination against the new arrivals. They had to pay their dues by having to do the most 

difficult work assignments, such as loading or unloading railroad cars with loose cement or 

chemicals or unloading carloads of loose coal with bare hands. These jobs usually had to be 

completed within the day they arrived so, as not to hold up railroad cars the Nazis needed for 
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transporting war materials. The new arrivals usually got the worst broken tools and equipment 

to work with, and above all, they were closely watched and driven to develop good work habits. 

The older prisoners, having been together for nearly a year and having survived the brutal terror, 

developed cohesiveness, solidarity. Within the large group, small close friendships formed of 

two, three, or four prisoners, especially those who had slept in contiguous bunks and worked at 

the same site together. These alliances were helpful and supportive for each other at work or in 

other ways. They functioned like a close-knit family. When a member of the group got in a 

disagreement with another prisoner, the other members of the group would come to his help and 

protection. 

The early dawn roll call or anstellen practiced in the previous camp followed the same procedure 

at this new camp. It appeared that the same person or persons designed the practice. Standing in 

rigid formation, five rows deep and of indefinite lengths. The counting of the prisoners, 

inspecting and selecting, followed precisely a standard pattern with frequent disruptions of 

screaming profanities and beating of some prisoners for some alleged nonconformity to an 

unknown order or rule or just for the fun of it. This painful, prolonged ordeal usually ended after 

the guards reported to the camp commandant that there were "x" number of dirty, lazy Jews in 

conformity with the numbers in the books. Once the number count was correct, the camp 

commandant stepped forth and made a short but stem speech. Similar to the one made at our 

arrival to Selchov. " We brought you here to work. Those who refuge to work will be shot," he 

said. We all painfully realized from past experience that he was serious, that he meant what he 
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said. We listened with great trepidation, fear and dread. Following this threatening 

pronouncement, he called for carpenters and ironworkers to step forward. There were about 

twenty-five people who stepped forward including carpenters and ironworkers that stepped 

forward. I stepped forward because I felt safe as a carpenter by now. I had worked as one in the 

previous camp making road signs, fixing wooden handles on broken shovels and picks etc. The 

two groups were segregated into different work sites. The larger groups of prisoners, about fifty 

or sixty, were assigned to road construction. We did not know whether it was the same road we 

had worked on in the previous camp. We saw no physical connection. The ironworkers were 

detailed to work on metals used in the construction of buildings and heaven knows what else. 

The carpenters were assigned to clean already chopped trees in a forest. We had to cut off the 

branches and the bark of the trees and carry the cleaned logs to a woodworking mill about a mile 

away. While the weather was nice, the work was endurable except for the relentless nagging 

hunger and the dread of being beaten by a guard. 

I worked with a wood shaver that had two vertical handles. I pulled and cut the limbs off the 

trees. My previous experience was indeed helpful to me in handling the tools properly to the 

satisfaction of my foreman. Once the logs were cleaned, we had to carry them to the wood mill; 

two prisoners were assigned to carry the logs. I was fortunate in the midst of the misfortune that 

had befallen me. I was the youngest and the smallest prisoner in the group, and some other 

prisoners had pity on me and accorded me the privilege of carrying the logs on the thinner end. 

It was much lighter than the thicker end of the tree. After awhile we traded the ends, when the 

work of carrying the long and heavy logs became slow, tiresome and exhaustive. It was 
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particularly in the cold, windy, and rainy fall days and when we had muddy grounds to walk on. 

The thin outfit we wore became soaking wet, the shoes got wet and stuck in the mud, which 

made the job more difficult as the long hours stretched endlessly. The guards watching us did 

not walk or follow us. They were strategically positioned at distant intervals to watch us - they 

just screamed at us to walk faster. In this situation, we could talk to each other and even hum 

some Yiddish songs, thereby, helping us get our minds off the prevailing misery. 

After several months under these harsh, inhuman, torturous conditions, I became weaker and 

weaker. I lost a lot of weight and with it my energy to carry on. My functions and movements 

slowed down and so did my hope of ever getting out alive of this miserable existence. I was very 

concerned that once the weakness became apparent, I would become a target for being 

discarded, disposed of and murdered. My future looked indeed bleak with no prospects of ever 

coming out alive. This tragic confinement had no time limit, no end in sight, and only a 

heavenly miracle or death could liberate me from the misery. The question was which would 

come first? 

During the morning anstellen, when we were inspected and counted before we marched to the 

work site, we observed an additional contingent of uniformed guards. Also a large number of 

empty trucks, we quickly realized that we are doomed for evacuation from Grunov. The subject 

where we will be going was of great speculation. It was the Nazis habit to keep us in the dark 

about their plans. I as well as the other prisoners went through similar frightening emotions as 

we did when we were evacuated from Selchov to Grunov less than a year ago. Although the past 
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experience provided us with a little hope that they will not liquidate us, we were forced to the 

trucks under much screaming, cursing and beating which was a common practice of loading and 

unloading us. After several hours ride, we ended up in a forest near the village known as 

Christianstadt. 
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Chapter 6 - Christianstadt - Fatal Escape 

The new camp Christianstadt was a carbon copy of the two previous camps Selchov and Grunov 

that we were evacuated from. A dense forest surrounded the area. The camp had an extended 

barb wired fence surrounded by guards who were positioned several hundred feet apart to make 

sure that no one could escape. We went through the same miserable routine of inspecting, 

searching and selecting, weeding out and separating those inmates who appeared to be weak into 

a separate group apart from the rest of us. Also during the inspection, one guard picked four 

prisoners including myself into a separate group. Needless to say, I was overwhelmed with fear. 

The idea that this was my end, that they would kill me, kept floating in my mind. I thought. 

Why would they pick me out from so many other prisoners who looked much worse than I did? 

My outfit appeared neat, I had all the jacket buttons intact, and I stood erect at attention. Many 

other prisoners had their jackets attached with wires instead, to substitute for the missing buttons 

and appeared much more fragile and dilapidated than I was. Why did he just point at me to step 

forward? I was dangerously weak, physically run down, but I still had the will, desire and the 

hope to live. I did not want this to be the end of my life. But how could I get out of the present 

dilemma? Many thoughts went through my mind. I felt like the entire universe was shrinking 

and closing in around me with no possibility of escape. My chances of surviving, of seeing my 

family - my mother, father, brothers, sisters, uncles and aunts seemed to be gone. They would 

have no traces of my whereabouts. Should I have disobeyed the guard and refused to step 

forward? But the Nazis had virtually no tolerance for disobedience. Refusing an order would 
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result in automatic death on the spot. Should I, perhaps, have returned to the position in the 

group, implying that he was finished inspecting me so that I could be free to return to the 

original position in the group? If the guard’s intention was to get rid of me, returning to the 

group without his orders would enrage him and make him more likely to shoot me. My position 

in the group was in the front row at the very end and in full view, so he could easily pull the 

trigger and end my life. My thoughts continued: perhaps it was safer to cooperate with the guard 

and wait for another, perhaps better opportunity to escape from the ugly Nazi grip. I stood 

paralyzed with fright and terror. The guard picked three other prisoners and directed us to step 

aside. Then the order was given that the remaining prisoners march to their assigned work sites. 

When the other prisoners left the camp, the Nazi took us to the campsite near the kitchen and the 

administration buildings. This was situated between the two fences, one in front of the building 

with a huge door and the other behind the building with the usual electrified fence. I gave a sigh 

of relief, believing that we were not here to be killed, although most of the four selected were 

men who were physically dilapidated to such an extent that they could no longer work or 

otherwise function in the eyes of the Nazi inspector. We were beginning to hope that we were 

not being selected for liquidation. 

Soon we had four guards, each taking one of us in a different direction, giving us different 

assignments within the camp itself. I was assigned to clean the residence of the guard in charge 

of me, to bring in the coal for the fire, to clean his shoes and carry out other domestic duties. 

However, the first assignment was to clean and wash a car outside and inside. As I proceeded to 
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wash the car and I opened the back door, I noticed a gold ring with a diamond setting. I 

surmised that this ring had been taken away from a Jewish person at his arrival to the camp. The 

second thought that came to my mind was that the Nazi was trying to tempt me, entrap me, and 

test my honesty. If it had been a piece of bread, I probably could not have resisted eating it 

because of my raging hunger pains. However, I had no use for a gold ring with a diamond 

setting in the camp. There was no market for it as far as I knew. Even so, it was not worth the 

risk, if indeed this had been a planned entrapment. Without much hesitation, I picked up the 

floor mat with the ring on top of it, walked towards the guard who stood at the door, and handed 

the ring to him. He took the ring and said that he had been looking for the ring all over and that I 

was an honest Jew by returning it to him. 

The next assignment he gave me was to construct cages for raising rabbits, which the Germans 

used for food. I was shown where to get the lumber and some tools and nails, but he had no 

hinges for the doors. I advised him that we could use pieces of leather, as it is flexible and could 

be stretched as hinges. I cut off some pieces from my belt to show him, and he liked the idea. 

He later supplied me with a few belts to use as door hinges. As soon as I completed a cage, he 

brought two rabbits and placed them in the cage, and I was ordered to feed them twice a day. 

The cooks prepared a pot of boiled peeled potatoes, mashed and mixed with (grindel) to feed the 

rabbits. He periodically gave me a warning that if a rabbit were missing, he would shoot me. 

The rabbits were stationed outside the fence and except for me, no other prisoners had access to 

them. After all the cages were completed, I constructed a shack to house them and to protect 

them from the elements. Building the cages and building the shack was no serious problem for 
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me. As a young boy I used to help my father build a Sukkah (a special tent for the religious 

holiday) behind our house. This practice provided me with enough experience to construct a 

useful shack for the rabbits to the Nazi’s satisfaction. This work situation literally saved my life. 

I did not have to go to work outside the camp and work continuously under the Nazi whip. In 

addition, I was also spared the marches to and from work about three miles each way. More 

important, I could skim off the rabbits' food for myself. And I could even save some for my 

intimate friends. After awhile the guard realized that I was doing a responsible job - the rabbits 

were multiplying at a geometric progression. None of the rabbits disappeared or died. He 

trusted me and did not watch me as closely as at the other work site. I had greater latitude to do 

what was needed without constant surveillance by the guard. This job opened a complete new 

and different world for me without suffering hunger or frequent beatings. Yet, I still lived with 

fear and apprehension that one bad move and the honeymoon would be over. 1 could be 

replaced, sent back to the outside work, I could be shot, or they could move us to a different 

camp. But while it lasted, I was the luckiest prisoner in the camp. 

After awhile they assigned me a room outside the camp fence where I did various carpenter 

work. I was directed to make a gadget, a low wooden stool that made it easier to take off the 

high boots the Nazis were wearing. I made small benches and sleds for their children, doll 

houses, doghouses. They told me what they wanted and I made what they wanted. My main 

responsibility was to raise and feed the rabbits. Indeed, I was in a paradise by comparison to the 

other prisoners. I was able to recuperate and regain some physical and spiritual stamina. In 

addition, I was in a position where I could help, not all, but some prisoners. A blow behind his 
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right ear injured one of the prisoners, and the wound was open and bleeding. He was afraid to 

seek help from the camp infirmary. But one of our prisoner doctors advised him that eating 

onion or garlic would help heal the wound. I was able to steal a big onion and give it to the 

wounded prisoner. He ate the onion and the wound eventually healed. Whether the onion and 

the healing of the wound had a positive cause-and- effect relationship, I don't know for sure. 

This prisoner, Aron, in fact, survived the Holocaust. In 1955, ten years after the war, I met Aron 

in New York. He reminded me of the time I got him the onion that helped him recover from the 

wound. 

I, myself, was eating the left over rabbit food. It consisted of mashed potatoes mixed with 

ground com. I gave my evening bowl of soup to some of my starving friends. Periodically, I 

requested more food for the rabbits so I could share more with other starving prisoners. I stuffed 

the mashed potatoes in my sleeve, carrying it from the rabbit station to my barracks when the 

Nazis were not watching. I had to be extremely cautious not to be detected by the guards. A 

Jewish inmate, I was sure, would not report me to the guard for stealing rabbit food and giving it 

to prisoner friends because no prisoner had personal private contact with the Nazis without other 

prisoners being around. As I was diligently taking care of the rabbits, the guard increased by 

duties from time to time which I willingly accepted in the belief that the more responsibilities I 

was given and the more I fulfilled them satisfactorily, the more secure I would be in my position. 

At one point the guard directed me to a civilian German woman who was in charge of the 

operation of the prisoners' kitchen. I was to report to her every afternoon when I was finished 
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feeding the rabbits and cleaning up the cages. In the afternoon the cooked soup was dished out 

into barrels for the evening distribution to the prisoners. Each barrack sent a couple of people to 

pick up the barrels of soup and carry them to the barracks for distribution by the barracks elder 

when the prisoners returned from the work sites and roll call. I was directed to do a variety of 

chores by the woman, such as bringing the supplies from a nearby storage room to the kitchen 

where the kitchen workers prepared the next day's soup. Some of the supplies consisted of very 

small potatoes, the size of cherries. The women put them with their peelings in huge cooking 

vessels. Other supplies were leaves from kohlrabi and turnips and some other vegetation, which 

I had never seen before or since my camp experience. Often prisoners got nauseated, upset 

stomachs and diarrhea from eating them. We attributed the stomach sickness to eating the very 

small potatoes. I was also directed to take out the kitchen garbage, to wash and clean the 

garbage containers, wash the kitchen floors and the floor of the storage room, and wash the 

kitchen pots and other equipment. 

The most pleasant duty I was directed to do was to assist her with the distribution of the bread 

rations to the barrack representatives who came to pick up the bread rations for their respective 

barrack residents. In a separate room next to the kitchen was a platform loaded with loaves of 

the dark bread delivered once a week from a bakery in a distant city. In the front of the room 

was a table where I had separated the loaves of bread to be distributed to each barrack. One loaf 

was to be divided for eight inmates. The barracks elder did the cutting and dividing of the 

individual portions of the bread. Inmates constructed a primitive scale to weigh each portion of 

the bread. Thereby making sure that each prisoner got a fairly equal portion of the precious 
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bread. While this distribution was in progress, the inmates kept a watchful eye, impatiently 

waiting in alphabetical order to get their piece of bread and to make "damn sure" that no one 

inmate got a crumb more than the others. 

I felt strongly that when I had the good fortune to be in that enviable position, I should take the 

risk of helping other starving inmates whenever possible. During that period in the camp I didn't 

experience hunger. I did not have to do the hard work outside in the fields, nor did I encounter 

physical violence. I felt a moral compulsion to share my good fortune with other less fortunate 

inmates, even at the risk that I might be discovered someday and I might have to suffer severe 

punishment, even death, as a consequence. In the meantime, it made me feel good to help some 

prisoners when I had the opportunity to do so. Each barrack was entitled to seven loaves of 

bread, I included an extra loaf from another pile of bread without telling anyone even the 

recipients of the extra bread. 

At one point a transport of about two hundred Polish men arrived to a nearby camp that had just 

been completed. This camp was built to accommodate non-Jewish civilian workers. One 

morning when I came to the wood shop, a Polish man about forty years old waited at the door of 

my shop. He was a big solidly built man with a thick neck flush with his head and back. His 

name was Henrik. He told me that he was a carpenter and had been assigned to my wood shop. 

I was terrified with fear that I was being replaced by this new arrival. As there was really no 

place in this small wood shop for two carpenters. Henrik told me that he met with a guard who 

assigned him to work in my shop to make a wagon for the guard's child. 
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As Henrik started working in the wood shop he clearly demonstrated that he is, indeed, a good 

experienced carpenter and did work superior to what I was able to do. He built a sophisticated 

wagon of hard wood, a handicraft that 1 did not have the training for. I was beginning to worry 

that I would not be able to compete with Henrik’s performance. In addition, Henrik appeared in 

good physical shape, was well nourished and neatly attired characteristics that appealed to the 

Germans. By comparison, I was shorter, undernourished, and weak in appearance in spite of the 

extra rabbit food. Under the Nazi racist theory, the Poles were classified a notch above the Jews 

and gypsies. All these concerns were feeding my insecurity and fears that I would be replaced 

and sent back to clearing and carrying the long and heavy logs under the cruel treatment of the 

Nazi guards. 

My experience with the Poles before the war was acrimonious. The overt hostility by Poles 

toward Jews was a constant. They simply wanted to get rid of the Jews. When World War II 

broke out, any controls or restraints they exercised of abusing, intimidating Jews were removed. 

They freely joined in the Nazi effort to liquidate the Jews. As a matter of fact, many of the Nazi 

guards were Poles. My attitude towards Poles was just like I had toward the Nazis- one of 

mistrust and fear. I had a suspicion that Henrik carried with him the same negative attitude 

towards Jews as most Poles did. Most of our conversations were guarded. He talked about his 

family, his children and the carpenter work he was engaged in at home. 

After awhile we both became friendlier and more comfortable with each other, my fear and 

distrust towards Henrik slowly but gradually diminished. We began to talk freely and openly 
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against the Nazi invasion and occupation of Poland and the atrocities they were committing 

against Polish civilian people. Many were being deported to German labor camps and he was 

one example of the Nazi action. They took him away from his home, leaving his family behind. 

I, in turn, told him that I had been captured from home over two years ago and that this was the 

third camp I was in. I had no contact with my family since I was taken away from home. I had 

no idea how long they would keep me in camps or if they would ever let me go home. 

We talked and compared notes about our respective camps. From what he told me it appeared to 

me that Henrik’s camp was substantially different than the camp I was in, even though it was 

only two hundred yards apart. His camp had only one guard at the entrance/exit and the fence 

was not electrified. They did not have to make or stand for roll calls twice daily, as we had to 

do. They had better and more food than we had. They could leave the camp with a written pass 

and go to a nearby town. They received mail and packages from home, and they had contacts 

with people outside the camp. The Jewish camp was hermetically sealed off from the outside 

world. Its inmates were kept on a starvation diet, and subjected to repeated brutal beatings and 

back-breaking hard work. 

However, some of my fear of being replaced by Henrik still lingered on. Since shortly after 

Henrik’s arrival at the wood shop, I was relegated to be his assistant. He was a good, 

experienced carpenter able to make things I could not make. He made a sled of hard wood by 

bending the wood to the proper shape, adding metal braces for easy sliding on the snow, which 

made the Nazi boss happy. He got several orders from other Nazi officials for similar sleds. 
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toolboxes and other items that I could not handle. I was afraid that once the Nazis discovered 

that I was not a genuine carpenter, they would return me to the backbreaking work, clearing and 

carrying the heavy logs at the construction site. 

Henrik and I were getting much closer to each other; we were beginning to be more trusting and 

more open with each other. We talked about our respective religious beliefs, politics and the 

war. He was a devout Catholic and a strong patriot as most Poles were. He expressed an intense 

hatred towards both the Germans and the Russians. Throughout the Polish history, he said, 

Poland was squeezed in geographically between the two big powers. These two great powers 

engaged in wars with Poland conquered it, divided it and occupied it for many, many years, just 

as in the current period. Ini939, Russia and Germany made a pact, then they invaded and 

occupied Poland. The Russian army occupied the Eastern half and the Germans occupied the 

western half of Poland. Both big countries have been brutalizing Polish people and devastating 

the country. The Russians have been deporting thousands of the Polish elite to Siberia while the 

Germans deported thousands of people to slave labor camps including myself. 

I, in turn, told Henrik that they did the same thing in Lotz, the city I lived in until my capture and 

deportation to the camps. Since the Nazis occupied Lotz a reign of terror ensued. They arrested 

and murdered Jewish people, they destroyed the Jewish institutions, burning the synagogues, 

expelling many people from their homes and deporting some to unknown destinations and we 

never heard from them. They plundered Jewish stores and homes. The Jews were not allowed 

to engage in their occupations and were not able to make a living. Henrik acknowledged that he 
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was aware that the Nazis are destroying and liquidating entire Jewish communities and that the 

Nazis were murdering Jewish people en mass. The Jews in small towns were assembled and 

placed in ghettos. Then they were taken to isolated places where they were killed, burned and 

buried in mass graves. In the town of Bidgoscz where I come from, he said, there were about a 

thousand Jewish families before the war. None are left by now, they all were driven from their 

homes deported and killed, including several of his close Jewish friends that he did business 

with. They disappeared with no trace. The rumors have it that a number of Jews escaped and 

they joined the partisans in the nearby forest. 

I told Henrik that many of the group that I originally came with, either died of starvation or 

illness. Some were periodically taken away to unknown places and I never heard from them. 

Since I was captured I never heard from my parents, two brothers or my two sisters. I feel alone 

in this dangerous, oppressive environment. If I survive and become a free person, I would have 

difficulty starting and making a life on my own, in a world without family or friends. Where 

would I begin, where would I go, and what would I do, since I have never lived on my own. At 

this point, Henrik interjected. If we get out of here I could come with him, work for him, he 

would teach me to become a good stolarz (woodworker). I thanked him expressing my 

appreciation for his kind offer. It gave me something to look forward to when and if we will be 

liberated alive. 

Henrik then told me that he has been planning to escape. He is not going to hang around here 

much longer. He said that he was familiar with the area and he would be pleased if I decided to 
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come with him. Henrik suggested that since I was feeding the rabbits outside the gate that we 

could walk away at sunset without being seen by the guards and then proceed to the next village 

that Henrik was familiar with. In that village there is a train going through every evening 

heading in the eastern direction. We will walk towards the village and wait outside the village 

and when the train arrives, we will then move towards the station. Henrik will buy the tickets 

for both of us to the Polish city of Bidgoscz where he and his family lived which was not very far 

from Lodz. When we walk onto the train we should take separate cabins. If anybody asks you 

just say that you want to go home and see your parents. 

I was impressed and excited with Henrik’s plan. The anticipation of becoming free and be 

together with our families overshadowed any potential risk involved in this venture. Without 

any premeditation I hastily agreed with the ideas Henrik proposed. For the next few days and 

nights my mind was seized with the thoughts how nice it would be to surprise my parents, sisters 

and brothers with my unexpected arrival. 

As the time got close for our departure, I became very anxious and nervous, my heart started 

beating at a fast rate yet I tried to show that I was calm, cool and collected on the outside. We 

were getting ready to proceed, we took some carpenter tools to give the appearance that we were 

going to work. At sunset, we walked away from the camp and continued to walk in the direction 

towards the village. As we approached near the village we decided to lay low and wait and listen 

for the train to arrive. 
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I do not know how long we waited, but finally the train arrived. We approached the train station 

and Henrik purchased two tickets. He gave me one and we entered into different cabins. The 

cabins were full people, some standing and some sitting. I tried to move slowly towards a comer 

and perhaps become less conspicuous. After a short while the train took off and I felt a sigh of 

relief. Unfortunately it did not take to long until an inspector who checked the tickets for those 

who just entered the train, came to me. I showed him the ticket he looked at me and asked me 

for identification, which I did not have. I told him that I lost it. Then he asked me where are you 

going? I told him that I am traveling to see my family. He then asked me to follow him to a 

separate cabin. At the next station there were two policemen waiting at the station asking me 

more questions and finally they took me to the police station. They put me in jail and the next 

morning they took me back to the camp that I came from and handed me over to the camp 

guards. I did not know what happened to Henrik. Whether he made it safely home or was he 

caught like I was. I never heard from Henrik since. 

At arrival to the camp, two camp guards took over one in front of me and one behind me leading 

me to their headquarters. It was a big room with several desks and chairs. An assortment of 

different sizes of clubs and guns were displayed on the walls. The guards were standing on each 

side of me. Each held rubber clubs about two feet long with a short wooden handle. The 

interrogation began by shouting anti Jewish profanities at me. They wanted to know who else 

was involved and before I was able to answer one question they started clubbing me over my 

body indiscriminately. I was trying to tell them that I wanted to go home to see my parents and 

then I would come back and continue to work in the camp. They did not pay attention to what I 
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said. Instead they kept hitting me with their clubs. Each hit felt like it was making a dent in my 

body with a steel rubber covered club. I fell to the floor sobbing and crying over the pain they 

inflicted on me. A guard pulled me up by my belt and started to slap me in the face. I started 

bleeding from my mouth but that did not stop them from beating me. After a long period of this 

torment they dragged me to a cell. It was made of cement, the size of a telephone booth, dark 

and cold, without windows, with moist and misty walls and no place to sit or lie down. I could 

not lean because every part of my body from head to feet was bruised. I tried to close my eyes so 

I could doze off, but the pain kept me from sleeping. I was there long past the curfew whistle 

when everybody had to be on his bunk. 

After a long time in that cell, two different guards showed up and let me out and returned me to 

the place where they brutalized me before. They started to interrogate me again and I told them 

the same thing that I wanted to go home to my parents. The guards gave me a few extra lashes 

and they finally gave up. The two guards dragged me and dropped me at my barrack turning me 

over to the barrack elder. The barrack elder knew that I was missing and detained. He helped 

me to my bunk where I laid down although I could not fall asleep. Every time I moved the pain 

intensified. 

In the early dawn when we had to get dressed and ready for the camp routine, I was unable to 

move or get dressed. At this point I had not eaten for a couple of days since I made the fatal 

attempt to escape. I was anxious to get my bread ration. For the first time I noticed the brown, 

black and blue bruise marks on my body. With the assistance of a few close inmate friends, I 
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managed to get ready for the morning anstellen (roll call). I was fortunate that the day of my 

ordeal was not on a Friday when the regular selections took place. Had I been exposed to a 

selection on that day, in my weak miserable condition I would have been selected for liquidation 

as a disposable object as they did to other weak inmates. I made the roll call, and I was 

reassigned to the log clearing and carrying work site inside the camp since the guards did not 

allow escapees to work outside the camp. The other members of the work team learned 

firsthand what had happened to me. They saw the bruises on my face and the beaten-up 

condition I was in. I tried to relate the story. Several of my prisoner friends and coworkers tried 

to help protect and shelter me from the guards. It took me; however, weeks to recover from the 

savage torture inflicted on me. It had taken an insurmountable effort to stay alive under the 

harsh physical and mental conditions. 
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Chapter 7 - Baumsetzer 

One Jewish inmate from Lodz by the name of Baumsetzer had been able to rise above everyone 

else in the camp by demonstrating to the Nazis that he could work harder and faster. Soon the 

Nazis recognized his display of loyalty and appointed him foreman of the work group. He was 

about twenty-five years old, well built and strong. At home in Lodz, he was a tailor by vocation 

and a boxer by avocation. He looked as if he was engaged in boxing more than in tailoring. His 

nose was flat and boneless like most boxers. He assisted the SS and the civilian supervisor by 

driving us to work harder and faster. If one of us slowed down, he called the Nazis' attention to 

the victim, and if the Nazi happened to overlook it, he used profanities of a universal rather than 

of an ethnic or anti-Semitic nature. In addition to exhibiting hostile tendencies against fellow 

prisoners at the work site, he extended his shameful role in other areas as well. He assisted in 

putting the prisoners in place at roll calls at the work site as well as in the camp proper. He kept 

the line for the evening soup in order, and he finally became the distributor of the daily watery 

soup. Sometimes when the soup was dished out to the prisoners and a little bit was left at the 

bottom of the barrel, it was distributed randomly to whoever was able to push closest to the 

barrel. This Jewish Nazi did not like the chaotic pushing by the inmates for the leftover soup so 

he brutally hit and kicked the inmates. 

The most amusing adventure for this vicious character was to practice his avocation on innocent 

victims. He had a special contempt for religious and intellectual prisoners. For no reason 
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whatsoever, he periodically picked out one of these inmates and practiced boxing on him as if he 

was a punching bag. One particular cruel incident is vividly imprinted in my memory. He picked 

on a prisoner who was in his mid thirties, refined, educated, tall, handsome and an engineer by 

profession. I often had long conversations with him. One day while we were conversing, 

Baumsetzer suddenly and unexpectedly came charging toward the man and started to punch him 

in the face, head, and stomach, as if he were a punching bag. The blood from his nose and 

mouth started flowing, but the victim did not dare to reciprocate for fear of his life. I watched 

this with great pain and sadness as if I was the victim. After he finished beating the inmate 

Baumsetzer bragged to a guard telling him how many punches he had delivered to the inmate. I 

was able to secure a piece of cloth with cold water to wash up the blood and put the wet cloth to 

victims swollen eyes and face. This was not the only instance of the sadistic display towards his 

fellow inmates. I was somewhat fortunate to receive only a few painful but harmless slaps in my 

face from that pascudnack (brute). But the psychological and emotional impact of this brutality 

towards his kinsman was painful to me. 

Fortunately his authority came to an abrupt end when we were moved to another camp, where 

he had no authority. He became an ordinary inmate like the rest of us. But he was made to pay a 

price for his conduct in the previous camp as a Nazi collaborator. He received nothing but scorn 

and contempt from the inmates. Many tried to make his life miserable in any way possible, 

which was driving him to an unsuccessful suicide attempt. During his reign of brutality, one of 

the elder inmates asked him why he behaved like a Nazi and how could he explain his behavior 

to the Jews if we survived the war. His response was that after the war, he would become a 
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salesman of prayer books and religious items in a small Polish town where no one would know 

of his past behavior in the camp. 

About a year after World War II ended, while in Paris my friend and I accidentally ran into that 

Jewish Nazi, Baumsetzer and young Jewish women. He was shocked to see me and was trying 

to pass us unnoticed. I called Baumsetzer is this you the Jewish Nazi from Selchov/Grunov who 

use to brutally beat Jewish prisoners. He and his female companion continued to walk without 

stopping thereby getting mingled with other people in the crowded street of Paris. I consulted 

with a few Jewish leaders in Paris told them about this brute who has beaten up a number of 

Jewish inmates in the camp and intimidated many others. The Jewish leaders listened and asked 

for more details, his address, if I have other witnesses who can testify to corroborate my 

experience and observation of the brutality Baumsetzer committed. Unfortunately, I had neither 

his address nor did I know of others who witnesses Baumsetzer’s abuse of Jewish prisoners. 

Since my liberation I only found one other former inmate from Selchov/Grunov. That was about 

seven years after the war in New York City, who witnessed the beatings but we did not know the 

whereabouts of Baumsetzer. 
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Chapter 7 - Auschwitz I 

On a very hot summer day in 1942, while we were standing in the usual anstellen (roll call), we 

noticed a convoy of trucks at the front gate waiting to be filled. Instead of calling for the usual 

march forward, which meant to work, we heard an announcement that the camp was being 

evacuated and we would be transported to another work camp. We were not allowed to go to the 

barracks; instead, we were ordered to the waiting trucks. It was not the first time that we had 

been moved from one camp to another, yet the anxiety of the unknown set in. Where would we 

be taken what work would we be assigned to, what would be the conditions in the new place? 

The tyranny of the unknown future was compounded by the brutality of the guards who kept 

screaming, Schnell Schnell, accompanied with the usual profanities and frequent blows 

indiscriminately landing on whoever was in the critical reach of the Nazi’s arm and club. Six 

prisoners who could not climb up on the truck fast enough were shot in the head. The blood 

started to come out from the bullet holes as they instantaneously let loose their hands and 

dropped to the ground motionless and dead. I was already on the truck and was watching, as 

were the other prisoners, when two SS murderers shot the six innocent victims dead. I was 

frightened to tears. I had known them. We had been living, working, and suffering together for 

nearly two years. They were shot in the back of the head. They did not expect it. They did not 

have a chance to say a word. We also were silent, we could say nothing, and we were frozen. 

Even if we could have said something, what could we have said and who would listen? 
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The trucks were packed. We were squeezed together like sardines in a can. A car followed each 

truck, each car had a chauffeur and a guard equipped with a machine gun. Inside and outside the 

trucks it was unbearably hot. I was very thirsty and so were the other prisoners, we had no 

water. The thirst was or seemed to be more painful than the hunger. After about one hour’s ride 

we stopped in a small town railroad station where a large number of cattle railroad cars were 

waiting. We were ordered by a loudspeaker to switch from the trucks into the waiting cattle 

cars. There were several hundred prisoners crowded into a railroad car. The transfer was 

accomplished with the usual profanities and random blows and kicks; fortunately, no one was 

shot. We were lucky that there were some open spaces between the boards in the boxcars 

allowing some fresh air into the hot, stuffy, packed cars. The trains started rolling en route to an 

unknown destination. We talked about the six victims we had left behind. They had been in 

their early fifties, starved, exhausted and probably ill and could not keep up with the SS demands 

to move or climb fast enough. They did not want to recognize that the people who were slower 

than the rest of us were exhausted and did not have the energy to comply with the Nazi demands. 

I was thinking that if the new camp where we were going had the same starving and brutal 

conditions, we would all end in the same way the six prisoners did. 

I was twelve and a half years old when we began this terrible journey. I was small, surrounded 

by people taller than I was and almost suffocated from lack of air; in addition, my stomach was 

churning from thirst and hunger and my mouth was bone dry for want of a little water. I was 

longing to lie down or to sit down, but there was no space for that. As time went on in the 

closed and sealed wagon, I became more and more uncomfortable to the point of fainting. 
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Suddenly, the train slowed and stopped. The stop was not our ultimate destination. The train 

just pulled over to a sidetrack to free the rails for a military train to use the main railroad line. 

As we stopped I begged the prisoners to let me push through toward the wall of the boxcar so 

that I could get some fresh air because I was suffocating. The prisoners allowed me to squeeze 

through. The fresh air that came through the spaces between the boards helped me to regain my 

balance. After about an hour of waiting, the train started moving again. None of us knew where 

we were headed for, when we would get to where we were going, what place we were going to, 

how they would treat us there, what kind of work we would be engaged in. These uncertainties 

occupied my mind. I also wondered how long I would be able to endure this deteriorating, 

terrorizing existence. Our only ray of hope was that the Nazis would be defeated soon before 

they would kill us. The train stopped and started several times. Night fell and the morning came 

and we were still in the closed, sealed train without food, without water, without toilet facilities. 

You did what you had to do in a standing position. About noon the next day, after about sixteen 

hours on the road, we arrived to the place then unknown to us, Auschwitz. We had been, for 

over two years, in a forced labor camp in Upper Silesia, near Schwebus Schtutthoff, which was 

known as one of the forty Auschwitz satellite camps. But we had never heard of Auschwitz. We 

were completely in the dark as to its existence or what was going on there, but it did not take us 

very long to find out. 

As the train came to a halt and the railroad cars were unsealed and opened, we noticed dozens of 

SS with machine guns in a semi-circle covering from one end of the long line of the cattle cars to 

the other. At this point we noticed that many of the cars were full with another transport of Jews 
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- men, women and children who appeared exhausted, frantic, and frightened. This group carried 

baggage, bundles, suitcases, backpacks, and handbags, as if they had been evacuated from their 

homes and allowed to take some of their belongings with them. It was a Nazi deceptive tactic to 

allow deportees from a "shtetl" or community to take some of their belongings with them to give 

them the impression that they would need it and thus deflect the idea that they were being 

deported to an eventual death. Many of them were holding small children. I began to shake 

with fear, anxiety and hope at the same time. Maybe my parents or brothers or sisters were in 

the transport. We did not know where or what "shtetl" they were coming from. But if they 

happened to be there among the hundreds of arrivals, would we be able to see them, to get to talk 

with them? In the previous labor camps, I had no exposure to families particularly women and 

young children. When our numbers diminished through starvation, disease or killing, they were 

replaced with single working age men only. Only occasionally was a young boy my age among 

the captives. 

To see entire families in a transport was quite unusual. I was puzzled as to what they would do 

with the elderly men and women and the small children. They could not simply kill them all. I 

could not comprehend this as a possibility. It did not take too long, however, to find out that 

killing the elderly men and women and the young children was precisely what the Nazis did. 

The group who came in my transport had no baggage and no encumbrances. We got out of the 

railroad car onto the platform in front of a huge iron gate with an inscription in German: Work 

Makes You Free. Inside the camp we heard an orchestra playing German marches and the 

inmates were like moving statues attired in blue and white uniforms, with shaved heads and 
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wooden shoes, stomping in place five abreast in long rows, taking off and putting on their hats 

on command. The initial impression was like a big circus with an inordinate large number of 

clowns. But this impression was quickly and radically changed from a circus to a 

slaughterhouse, a factory of death. 

The other arrivals in the transport were ordered to leave their baggage where they stood and step 

forward. One woman with a suitcase made of interwoven rushes or twigs did not want to give up 

her suitcase; she was trying to stay between and behind the other deportees, trying to evade and 

avoid the Nazis' view of her suitcase. Unfortunately and tragically, a Nazi saw her with the 

suitcase in her hand and ordered her to drop the suitcase. She refused and did not heed the 

Nazi’s order. The Nazi stepped toward her with a revolver in his hand and kicked the suitcase 

with his heavy boot. She dropped the suitcase from her hand, the suitcase opened and a bundled 

up infant fell out of the suitcase! The Nazi stepped on the infant with his heavy boot. The 

woman, with a screaming voice, threw herself at the trampled baby. The Nazi then shot the 

woman and the infant several times with his revolver. The mother’s and the infant’s blood 

flowed and mixed together. Both were murdered and died together. The scene of the brutal 

murder of the innocent mother and child grossly perturbed all of us, the helpless onlookers. I, 

along with everybody else who witnessed this first, outrageous, and shocking murder of the 

innocent mother and her child, was deeply moved to the core of my being. I was frozen and 

choked with emotion and tears. I was thinking of jumping on the murderer, but I realized that 

that would endanger not only my life, but also the lives of most, if not all, of those in the 

transport since the Nazis strictly practiced collective guilt. The SS with the help of Ukrainians 
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ordered victims with children to step forward so the children could be taken care of first. This 

command created chaos. Frantic fear, confusion, helplessness and desperation took over. Some 

stepped forward with the children. They still did not believe that the Nazis would kill innocent 

children. Other mothers refused to step forward and tried to step backward to hide their children 

among the crowd. In this panic mothers looked and called for their lost children by their Yiddish 

names, and we could hear children crying and calling Yiddish, Mommy don’t leave me here 

alone. Come pick me up. I want to go home with you. This disobedience by these women 

infuriated the SS as they had no tolerance for disobedience, and they started to shoot into the 

crowd. The screaming, pushing, falling of the victims filled the air, but ultimately a deadly 

silence prevailed. The SS then proceeded with the orderly, undisturbed pattern of selection. 

The Nazis then selected those who looked able and capable of work and moved them to one 

side. While the vast majority - the older men and women and the children - were ordered to the 

other side, eventually for extermination. From the survivors of this transport and from long time 

Auschwitz inmates, we learned that those Jews had been evacuated from the eastern regions of 

Poland where the Nazis tried to clear the small Polish towns of Jewish inhabitants by 

transporting them to Auschwitz for extermination. 

As we entered the first section of the Auschwitz camp, the practice of physical and mental 

tyranny against the prisoners was in full gear. The nauseating smell of burned flesh was 

unbearable. The screaming, yelling, and shooting at prisoners was a continuous practice. We 

were ordered to undress completely. We were allowed to keep the belt. As we undressed, we 

were directed to put the clothes in piles, the jackets, shirts, pants, shoes, socks and hats. Each 
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item had to be placed on the appropriate designated pile. Barrels were placed for the collection 

of watches, rings, glasses and sundry items like pencils, papers, pocket combs, pocketknives, or 

any other personal items one might have in his pockets. The next sequence was a line-up for 

haircutting, which was like going through a painful inquisition. The clippers were dull so it was 

more like pulling than cutting the hair. The next step in the procedure was to have a number 

tattooed on the left arm. My number was “142 558.” This number became my new identity. 

Old time camp inmates under the watchful eyes of the SS performed these functions. Then we 

went through another inspection to make sure that nothing was hidden on our bodies. After this 

an inmate handed us a blue-white canvas uniform made of wood fibers. We could feel and see 

traces of wood slivers in the clothes. When I got the uniform, the sleeves of the jacket and the 

pants were about a foot longer than my needed size. Then I noticed that a tall man got a uniform 

a foot too short. I was laughing and crying at the same time. Later on we were able to exchange 

our uniforms. A similar situation occurred with the wooden clogs. Mine were as big as our 

tragedy. These, too, I was able to exchange with another inmate. It was not an exact fit, but a 

little smaller and closer to my size. This tragic picture lasted until the late afternoon when we 

were led to the main camp -- Auschwitz # 1. Coming from a small forced labor camp to 

Auschwitz was like coming from a small primitive village to a big jungle with ferocious wild 

animals, thereby compounding the struggle for survival. While the Nazi policy and aim was to 

eradicate all Jews under their domain and beyond, Auschwitz was designed with the latest 

managerial skills, with the latest scientific technology, with unlimited resources of trained 

personnel and equipment to efficiently execute the mass genocide of the Jewish people. It was 

conceived and developed by German scientists using the most modem scientific and 
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technological advancements in the murderous process. They did this without the slightest 

compunction, conscience or moral restraint. In fact the murderers derived satisfaction and 

pleasure from their murderous acts. 

The sheer enormity of the place with the gas chamber and crematorium and the gallows, the 

mass execution site, and the nauseating smell of burned flesh had a debilitating effect on the 

morale and spirit of the inmates. Trying to visualize the various implements of death made you 

sick. It, indeed, took Herculean strength to survive against the overwhelming odds stacked up 

against us. The gas chambers and the crematoriums were not adequate at that period of time. 

They used big trenches to bum the victims. Some of the victims were still alive even after being 

shot and driven to the trenched to be burned. 

In addition, in the previous forced labor camp we were, more or less, a homogeneous group with 

similar religious and cultural backgrounds, although there was some diversity in age, educational 

attainment and achievement in the group. However, we all had a bonding communality with 

common ancestry and a five thousand years of history. The maximum number of us was about 

one thousand, and we more or less knew each other. We became a very close, cohesive entity. 

In Auschwitz, at the end of 1942, there were about fifty thousand prisoners. Most of them were 

Jews from all over Europe. A large number of Jewish inmates came from Eastern European 

countries with a wide range of social, economic, religious and cultural diversity. The religious, 

the agnostic, the bundist, the Zionist, the professionals and non-professionals, all merged into a 

conglomerate of Jewish people who became prisoners of Auschwitz. The non-Jewish prisoners 
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also came from many European countries. They usually consisted of two classes, political and 

criminal prisoners, each carried his attitude of prejudice, anti- Semitism and hate against Jews 

that he had grown up with in his home country. This mixture of people created great challenges 

in the relationship between the various prisoners. You had to learn their language to 

communicate with them. 

Just as in the outside world, there was a class structure in the Auschwitz camp. For instance, the 

German prisoners, who were largely professional criminals and who had been in prison before 

the war, were placed in the concentration camps at the beginning of the war. They were at the 

top echelon of the class structure in Auschwitz.. They held the most important and prominent 

positions in the camp. They were the Capos (Concentration Camp Police). They were the 

overseers in the kitchen and had other positions where they not only did not have to work, but 

they supervised the work of other prisoners under their control. In many instances, they were 

just as brutal, if not more so, than their SS brethren. They were usually rewarded with cigarettes 

or extra rations and passes to the concentration camp brothel, that the Nazis maintained as a 

benefit and bonus for the privileged German prisoners as rewards for their brutality against the 

Jewish inmates. 

The next group in the social ladder was the German political prisoners who came to Auschwitz 

after the criminals. They were also privileged, but to a lesser extent. Those were German Jews 

who were incarcerated at the beginning of the war in other concentration camps like 

Buchenwald and Dachau and ended up in Auschwitz. They, too, had the better jobs, usually 
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inside the camp. They usually had light work and did not have to march mornings and evenings 

to and from work. Finally, the lowest group in the social ladder was the new arrivals. They were 

assigned to the worst jobs such as loading or unloading carloads of cement or carloads of coal. 

They had to work on Sundays and often until late at night when trains had to be loaded or 

unloaded. When a new transport of Jews arrived, the preceding lowest group moved up the 

ladder to better jobs to replace those who died from starvation, disease, beatings or simply were 

gassed and cremated. This was the ongoing deadly cycle in the Kingdom of Hell known as 

Auschwitz I. 

The routine at Auschwitz was similar to the one in the previous forced labor camp. We were 

awakened before dawn by a tormenting, screeching whistle and, if we did not jump out of the 

bunk immediately, we received a flying object on our heads known in camp language as a 

telegram. Within a few minutes we had to be dressed and get outside to wait in line for the use 

of the facilities. There were long latrines with an unbearable smell with about twenty places for 

about five hundred inmates on one side; and on the other side there were the washing facilities 

consisted of a horizontal rusty pipe running across with several intermittent holes and cold water 

dripping into a basin. We often could not get to it because of the long line of inmates who got 

there earlier. If anyone happened to get to a faucet and got some water to wash, there was no 

towel to wipe off. A toothbrush or toothpaste was unheard of in camp. When anyone wanted to 

wait to use the facilities, they took the risk of losing their ration of bread and the ladle of black 

ersatz coffee. In the past they used to give out the ration of bread in the evening, together with 

the soup. Some prisoners tried to save their meager portion of bread for the next day. 
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Unfortunately, there were many instances in Auschwitz where some Russian and Polish 

prisoners killed the ones who saved their piece of bread by strangling them to death and then 

took the victim’s piece of bread. After these brutal murders went on for awhile, the block 

supervisors decided to distribute the bread in the morning instead of in the evening. Once we 

were finished struggling to overcome the difficult torments of getting up and getting out from the 

barracks unharmed, and made it through the toilet and washroom facilities we made it to the 

distribution of the ration in front of the barracks. Then we had to go to the Anstellen (roll call. 

This was a procedure, which took an hour in the normal conditions in the previous camp. In 

Auschwitz it took two hours since there were many more to inspect and count and many more 

requirements to meet. 

After tireless hours of standing at attention, we finally were detailed to work sites. We were 

divided into groups of about twenty-five to one hundred inmates with a designated professional 

criminal as our Capo. Usually he was a convicted murderer before the war who had earned a life 

sentence. At the beginning of the war criminals were placed into concentration camps. The 

designated Capo for our team was a healthy-looking, tall individual with a red neck and 

appeared not to be undernourished. He, like most Capos, had his uniform refitted to his size and 

shape with lining by inmate tailors. As it turned out, he had a ferocious temper, and for the 

slightest transgression such as when an inmate went out of step during the march to work, he 

picked the prisoner up and started beating him mercilessly. In the process of the beating, his 

ferocity accelerated and he became virtually uncontrollably wild. He would beat the prisoner 

until he fell down. We continued to march under the watchful eyes of two SS who followed 
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behind us. We heard a gun shot and the prisoner who stepped out of line never joined us again. 

He was lying there when we returned to the camp after the day’s work. We were ordered to pick 

him up and to carry the body to the camp to keep the number of prisoners coming back the same 

as that number had been in the morning. The death or the life of the prisoner was irrelevant as 

long as the numbers agreed. 

After taking us to the work site, the Capo often disappeared from the work site. He delegated his 

controlling duties to another German criminal prisoner who carried out his murderous duty with 

the same zeal as his boss. When the main Capo returned, he was half-drunk and wild, taking 

pleasure-beating prisoners mercilessly. He displayed most of his main brutality during the march 

to and from work. During this two-mile daily march one way, the Capos demonstrated their 

brutality thereby retaining their Capo position and they got bonuses as extra compensation. 

Killing the prisoners during the marches to and from work was shocking. The first terrible shock 

in Auschwitz was when the SS trampled the baby and then shot the mother and the baby. That 

scene was still very vivid in my mind. The second terrible shock was torching the dead and 

some still alive prisoners in a large pit.. I began to realize that the chances for survival in this 

terror- ridden setting seemed very remote. Fear of becoming a victim of the Capo’s ferocious, 

wild temper seemed to overtake my total being. But as the hours went by, I snapped out of the 

depressing mood and thought to myself, I will survive him. I will not give him the opportunity to 

murder me. I will survive. I will work as much as I have to and do my best to avoid the attention 

of that brute. I began to think positively and built my spirit and will to live while trying to 
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suppress the danger of the surrounding reality. I also tried to inspire the same positive feeling in 

my fellow inmates. Let’s try to do it together!, I said, in spite of the fact that we were in the 

midst of a well-organized, mechanized factory of death. Transports with thousands of Jews from 

Poland and other European countries arrived almost weekly. A small portion of the people from 

these transports were selected for work in and around the camp while the vast majority were 

driven to the gas chambers and to the crematoriums. This deadly operation went on 

uninterrupted with machine-like regularity. The SS that were the masters of the operation were 

fanatically devoted to their mission. Whenever a skirmish occurred, such as when a parent 

showed reluctance to part with his children, the SS simply shot them on the spot, so the rest of 

the operation could go on smoothly. The inmates who worked around the arriving transports 

were kept busy collecting the baggage with the possessions the victims brought along. These 

prisoners did not look as if they were starved. They received favorable treatment, bigger food 

rations, cigarettes and vodka. Periodically, they were liquidated and replaced with a new group. 

Some of the inmate workers quietly whispered to the new arrivals that they would be gassed and 

cremated, but this warning was met with disbelief. They chose not to believe the horror stories, 

perhaps because they were already physically and spiritually dead from terror, brutality, 

starvation, exhaustion and most importantly utter desperation and helplessness. Any thought of 

resistance with the bare hands seemed futile. The Nazis intentionally, deliberately paralyzed our 

will and spirit long before they killed the victims, to minimize any attempts to resist. By and 

large, the Nazis almost succeeded in carrying out the destruction of the Jews in their domain. 

The previous labor camps we had been confined to were about two hundred kilometers from 
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Auschwitz, yet we did not hear of this infamous place. Only after arriving at Auschwitz did we 

learn of the enormity of the Jewish tragedy. Before 1942 when the gas chambers and the 

crematoriums were completed, the Nazis used huge trenches dug by inmates to bum and dispose 

of the victims after they were shot or died of starvation or disease. But the gas chambers and 

crematoriums were much more efficient, murdering more Jews in a shorter period of time. 

For several months I languished under harsh, terrifying conditions of relentless hunger and fear 

of being brutalized by the Capo at work. In the camps there was an unwritten gentlemen’s 

agreement that the newcomers to the camp were first assigned to the worst and hardest work 

detail. We were no exception to this rule. The first work assignment we had as newcomers was 

unloading cement or coal from freight cars into trucks. The cement sacks were heavy for my 

small size and strength, but under the terrorizing, brutal Capos with whips in their hand, I had to 

do it or be killed. When a bag of cement broke or was dropped, we were beaten mercilessly. 

We did the unloading without any mask for our face and eyes. This work had to go on 

uninterrupted until the railroad car was empty and cleaned, no matter how long it took. 

Sometimes it took until midnight with a half an hour break during noon and a half-hour break in 

the evening with nothing to eat. Unloading coal without any gloves or face and eye protection 

was even harsher than the cement. Our eyes started itching and burning from the coal dust. 

Several inmates in the car on top of the cement or the coal handed the sacks down, and two more 

inmates carried them to a truck. With the coal we had baskets. Those inside the railroad car 

filled the baskets with pieces of coal and two others carried the coal to a truck, emptied the 

basket, and returned it to be filled again. At one point my left eye was itching terribly from the 
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coal dust. I stopped for a moment to try to wipe my eye with the comer of my linen jacket, as 

everything else was black from the coal dust. The sadistic Capo saw me stop, became wild and 

started to hit me with a whip. One hit was over my left eye, which permanently damaged the 

sight in my left eye. It became black and blue from the outside and red bloody inside the eye, 

the eye was tearing, and very painful. I did not feel the other blows over my body, just the eye 

which was excruciatingly painful. I had to continue working or he would beat me to death, so I 

was not able to get some water to wash the eye until I got back to camp. I covered it with a 

piece of cloth. It took quite awhile until the redness and swelling gradually began to subside. I 

did not dare seek medical help, which was known to be a death trap. The vision in my left eye 

was permanently gone. I did not dare to be noticed with my injured eye, as the injured eye 

would certainly make me a candidate for the gas chamber. Fortunately, I loaded and unloaded 

coal for only two more days, when I was assigned to another work detail, which was a less 

hostile environment for my injured eye. Years later I had to have comeal transplants. The first 

one rejected after several years. Then I had a second transplant. However, I never regained sight 

in my left eye. 

On the next job I hauled stones from one pile to another. I was afraid to ask for permission to 

use the facilities or to stop for a moment, as the chances were that I would be the victim of the 

sadistic impulses of the Capo. Surviving a day without becoming a victim of a beating was 

indeed a miracle. When I came back to camp after a day’s backbreaking labor, I was happy. I 

said to my fellow inmates, One down! But we don’t know how many more to go. We heard 

from the new arrivals that the Nazi army had invaded Russia, and we began to place our hopes 
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on a quick Nazi defeat and that we would be liberated. A sweet fantasy - but would it become a 

reality? How long would it take to defeat the Nazis? Would we survive until that anticipated 

precious moment arrived? We hoped and prayed that the moment would arrive soon. We were 

approaching Saturday afternoon and anxiously looking forward to Sunday, the day when we 

were supposed to rest and restore our strength for the following week of hard labor. 

On Sunday the roll call was shorter and instead of going to work, we were assigned chores in the 

camp itself. Only those who were assigned to loading and unloading railroad cars had to march 

outside the camp. The barrack Capo was also a pre-war common criminal, and as long as he had 

his vodka, he was not as beastly as our outside work Capo. On Sunday the work assignment was 

essentially housekeeping. We had to collect the dead people who had died or were murdered 

during the week. They were spread out over the camp. A number of inmates were assigned to 

this function. They had at their disposal a two-wheeler with a platform on which they placed the 

starved, beaten and dilapidated bodies, which were then thrown into a pit. Some wood was 

placed on top of the bodies, burning fuel was poured on top of them, and they were set afire. 

Other inmates were randomly picked to clean the latrine and washing facilities. Still others were 

to clean the inside and the outside of the barracks. I was picked to clean the section where the 

Capo and the block elder resided. A wall separated this from the main barracks. He directed me 

what to clean. He told me to straighten his bunk straw mattress where he had stashed a bottle of 

vodka. Then I had to clean and scrub the floor. He did not rush me to complete the work, nor 

was I anxious to finish, as it was an easy assignment. I was afraid that if I completed this work, I 

might get another and a worse assignment. For the remaining months in the camp, cleaning the 
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Capo’s facilities was my regular assignment on Sundays. Again, I was fortunate with this 

assignment. It was a terror-and- beating-free assignment, which was very unusual in Auschwitz. 

In December 1942, in a freezing cold weather, I was selected among others and directed to go to 

one of five waiting trucks destined for Birkenau. I was terrified and thought once again that this 

was my end. I thought that maybe I should run into the crowd, but this seemed futile, as they 

would shoot me on the spot. I thought perhaps I should plead with the selecting SS and tell him 

that I am a good worker, a good carpenter. Before I was able to tell the SS what a good worker 

and good carpenter I was, I received a few blows with a club and was forced toward the waiting 

trucks. I climbed onto the truck and watched while the SS were busy collecting and directing 

other inmates towards the trucks. While the SS were facing the other direction, away from the 

truck I made an impulsive split second decision as a last chance to avoid the gas chamber. I 

jumped out of the truck into a crowd of elders who were guarding the prisoners on the truck. 

Among the group was the elder of my barrack whose room I use to clean on Sundays. As I was 

on the ground the barrack elder made a move to cover me. The others around equally helped to 

cover me from the SS guards until I was able to return to the barracks. On Sundays I continued 

to clean his room with gratitude. I thanked God for giving me the courage and spirit to make 

that lucky jump. I thanked the block elder for sheltering me. I was extremely lucky that the SS 

did not count how many were on the truck and did not know that I was missing from the truck 

About a month later an SS asked for carpenters at the morning roll call. With some measure of 

suspicion and apprehension, I stepped forward. There were about fifty other volunteers. They 
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picked only twenty of the carpenters and I was among them. Again a truck was waiting for us. 

This time it was a company truck with the inscription, Kehler Bauleiter. A few hours later we 

found ourselves in Auschwitz III, also known as Buna/Monovitz. Thus ended my painful, 

tormented tenure at Auschwitz, alive. 
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Chapter 9 - Auschwitz III 

This time I found myself at Auschwitz III, also known as Buna/Monovitz, which was a smaller 

camp with only twenty to thirty thousand prisoners. They maintained the same brutal regime in 

terms of skimpy food rations, a slice of bread and a bowl of watery soup, and the ritualistic 

practice of twice-daily anstellen (roll calls). A Capelo was playing marches while we were going 

to and leaving from work, weekly selections and brutal beatings by the SS and Capos were the 

norm. The double electrified fences with closely spaced SS posts, holding a handy machinegun 

that were used when an inmate approached the fence. However, one of the ultimate facilities 

Auschwitz III did not have was the gas chamber and the crematorium. The absence of these 

ghastly facilities made me as well as the other prisoners feel a bit at ease. Getting a little further 

away from the horrible mass killing scenes of Auschwitz-Birkenau considerably reduced the 

trauma of being a target of the gas chamber. It did not entirely eliminate our fear of becoming a 

victim of Nazi terror as they had used other deadly means against us. For instance, they had 

several movable gallows, which they frequently and publicly used for hanging prisoners. 

Buna also graced a bordello. To add to the Nazi perverted morality, it is worth noting that the 

Nazis provided a bordello with about a dozen girls as prostitutes. They were non-Jewish 

because, according to the Nuremberg racist laws no German, even a convicted criminal, could 

have intercourse with a Jewish partner. A fence with barbed wire surrounded this facility, a 

camp within the bigger camp. It was closely guarded around the clock by the SS to make sure 
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that only the German professional criminals could avail themselves of the sexual privilege as a 

bonus for their murderous activities against the other inmates. 

The vicinity outside of Buna had dozens of factories at various stages of development by 

different German and non-German companies producing a whole range of military equipment. 

The most notorious factory was the IG Farben Industry with several facilities designed to 

develop and produce synthetic rubber. The camp where the manufacturing facilities were was 

also surrounded by another big fence, protected with SS guards and vicious dogs. The inmates 

worked inside the fenced areas. Civilians of many nationalities were also working in the same 

area. However, the inmates were not allowed to speak or otherwise interact or associate with the 

civilians under severe punishment. Only the Capos were allowed to interact on work-related 

issues. This provided an opportunity for the Capos to engage in black marketing. They were 

able to get some of the loot taken away from the Jews at their arrival to Auschwitz I and III. 

Some of that loot, such as watches, rings, and diamonds that could be easily hidden, was filtered 

through to the camp and exchanged for vodka, cigarettes and who knew what else, with civilian 

Polish black marketers. The ordinary inmates were seldom, if ever, involved in these deals. We 

were always under strict guard and had no access to the loot or to the Polish black marketers. I 

suspected that some of the SS were involved and benefited from the black market. 

In Auschwitz III/Buna I was assigned to a carpenter job, together with the other fourteen who 

had volunteered as carpenters. We were assigned to Block 15 where the carpenters, the 

shoemakers and the electricians lived. The vast majorities were electricians. The majority of 
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these were old timers from Germany. They were not particularly fond of the Ost Juden, Eastern 

Jews from Poland. They, nonetheless, tolerated us. My spirit and will to survive became 

stronger and more optimistic. I was more than happy to get away as far as possible from the 

murderous Capo in Auschwitz I who had blinded me in my left eye. The new Capo at Buna was 

also a wild beast, but he was mainly interested in his booze. The only problem we had with him 

was during the marches to and from work. He was short, of stocky build with a red face and 

neck, and when he got excited he began to stutter, and when he was in a rage, he randomly 

picked a victim and beat him to death. 

As we marched to work, we were forced to sing loud. When the Capo noticed that an inmate did 

not sing loud enough, he was the target of severe beatings. Thus singing was ongoing daily 

exercise in the morning, as well as in the evening, going from work to the camp. We sang 

German nationalistic songs-songs that said. When the streets are flooded with Jewish blood 

makes us Germans very happy. 

My first assignment as a carpenter was to build scaffolds to insulate pipes outside the I.G. Farben 

installation. I joined a dozen other carpenters, all Jewish old time inmates who had first been in 

Buchenwald and then were deported to Auschwitz. The numbers on their arms were in the 

6800's; this meant that they had come to Auschwitz about six months earlier than I had arrived. 

By the number tattooed on the arm, we were able to ascertain the exact time of arrival to 

Auschwitz. Shloyme, a tall, big person, was the leader of my group. He knew what and how the 

work was to be done. He gave each of us a job. Shloyme himself worked side by side with us. 
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The assistant Capo and the SS guard were watching as each went to do his assigned job. My 

duties were to climb up a ladder, carrying a board 4 inches thick, 8 inches wide and 10 feet long 

to set up the scaffold and tie up the board with special iron hooks, so that we could stand on it. 

This had to be coordinated with another inmate at the other end so that we could stand on the 

board and insulate the pipe with a roll of insulation to protect the pipes from freezing in the cold 

weather. While we were on the top, about fifty to one hundred feet high, we were exposed to the 

icy cold Polish wind going through our bodies. I was scared of the height particularly when the 

scaffold was swinging, afraid of falling, afraid that some of the tools might fall. I well 

remembered that the most difficult period of being beaten was at the first month in each camp. I 

tried hard with all my remaining energy to avoid becoming a target of sadistic Nazi brutality. I 

was under the belief that while I was on top of the scaffold doing my work without anything 

unusual happening like dropping a tool, and if I kept working, the Nazi would not find an excuse 

to climb up on the shaky scaffold to beat me. In a sense, it was safer, although painfully cold 

and scary, at the dangerous height, however, we were not in close proximity to the murderers. 

Except for the windy cold weather, especially when it was raining or snowing, it was by far safer 

than in Auschwitz I where I worked under the whip of the beastly Capo. By this time my bloody 

eye had partially cleared, the pain subsided, but the sight in the left eye did not return. 

Fortunately, my right eye was intact, and I could see well with it. 

Shloyme had a big heart in proportion to his size. He whispered to me when I came down to get 

a supply of insulation and asked my name. I told him Motek, which is what I was called at 

home. He said. This is Mordechai in Hebrew. Then he told me that he had a son about twenty 
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years old with the same name. But that he had not heard from him or from his entire family — 

his wife and four other children, two other boys and two girls - since he had been picked up in a 

small town, not far from Vilna over two years ago. We were able to quietly whisper to each 

other while trying to straighten out a pile of insulation. Then he handed me a package of 

insulation with the words, Zie foresichtig (be careful)." Those were comforting words to me. I 

felt that these spoken words came from a father to his son. I started to cry, tears dripping from 

my eyes. I thanked him for the encouraging words. I climbed up the scaffold again repeating the 

words, Motek, be careful. I had not heard such a tender expression for over two and a half years 

since I left home. These words were like a spark to rebuild my low spirit and morale. I began 

looking to the future with optimism in spite of the bleak surrounding reality. Hunger, disease, 

starvation, torture and beatings took their daily toll at Auschwitz III. The physical deprivations 

were compounded by the psychological torment that death always was looming on the horizon 

and the chances of surviving were indeed very low. In spite of the bleak outlook, I believed that 

God would save me. I kept fortifying my will and hope to live. I was beginning to think 

positively that I would, I must, survive the Nazis. On the other side, I saw that inmates were still 

being selected every Friday to be shipped back to Auschwitz/Birkenau to the nearby gas 

chambers and crematoriums. Those selected were being routinely replaced with new arrivals, 

like a disposable commodity. The companies who employed the emaciated inmates paid the 

German military government, so insisted on employing healthy, productive workers. The 

companies objected to paying for workers who were feeble and not productive enough. 

Replacing the weak and unproductive inmates with more productive workers was part of the 

arrangement between the companies and the military establishment. Profits to the German 
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companies were an important factor for continuing the work. I recall that the first two months 

after we arrived at the forced labor camp, we received a long strip of paper twice a month. This 

payroll document indicated how many hours we had worked, the rate of pay and the deductions 

for the food, lodging, medical care, etc. At the bottom line there was nothing left for us. This 

practice, however, discontinued after the first month in the first camp. This indicated to me that 

the companies paid the Nazis for the slave labor. 

Sometime in March 1943, a transport of Jews came from my hometown, Lodz. I was eager to 

talk to them and find out about my parents, brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts and cousins at home. 

Unfortunately, I was told by as many as I could talk to that the area or blocks where my parents 

lived had been evacuated a year before and they were sent to Chelmo, an extermination camp 

near Lodz. That’s all they told me. Needless to say, this news had a devastating and paralyzing 

effect on my physical and psychological well being. It dampened my spirit and will to continue 

the struggle for survival. There was nothing left for me to look forward to. I now recall that 

during the end of 1942 I had repeated, traumatizing nightmares that they were coming to visit me 

and to take me home with them, and that we would be together. Those dreams plagued me for 

weeks, not knowing exactly what they meant, but it was quite certain that something was 

happening. In camp we did not have a Jewish or a non-Jewish calendar, but we guessed the 

approximate times of the Jewish holidays. The new arrivals knew my older brother and they 

believed that he was still in the Lodz Ghetto, but they were not sure. I did not want to believe 

that this was the end of my family, my home. At this point life lost its meaning. The same 

evening, after the meager soup was distributed and we had run to the facilities to clean ourselves. 
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I got together with Shloyme who had become my mentor, father and friend. I told him what I 

had heard about my parents. Neither he nor I had ever heard of the place Chelmo. We later 

found out that Chelmo was an elaborate extermination camp and that whoever was taken to this 

mass murder place never returned. Shloyme consoled me by saying that we would make it, that 

the Nazis will soon be defeated," and that after the war I could come with him. These consoling 

statements helped to soothe my disturbed composure, but I felt terribly lonely and abandoned. I 

had so few years together with my family. I had always, in the terrorizing years, hoped that 

eventually the Nazis would be defeated. Then I would return home and restore my family as it 

was before I left. But now I knew this was not going to happen. How would I ever find out what 

exactly happened to my family? Where would I find their graves? Oh, Dear God, where are you? 

Why do you allow this to happen? These were the thoughts in my mind. 

Shloyme was a kind man with a religious fervor. He tried to serve God and his fellowman, but 

neither of these traits were compatible with the Nazi doctrine of godlessness and inhumanity. In 

the evening, whenever he could, after the soup had been served and most had gone to the 

lavatory, Shloyme went to the farthest comer of the barracks and said the evening prayers by 

heart with great intent and devotion. He closed his eyes, waved his body in forward and 

backward motion, and rubbed his hands. The Nazis were fanatically set against praying, in 

particular against Jews praying. As a matter of fact, whenever they came to a Polish town, the 

first thing they did was seek out the synagogues and destroy them. The Nazis must have been 

apprehensive that the Jews would pray to God for their defeat, as the Jews did to Pharaoh in 

Egypt thousands of years earlier. Keeping the hat on while in the barracks was strictly 
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prohibited under severe punishment. While Shloyme was involved with his total mind and body 

in prayer, an SS charged into the barracks and caught him praying. The SS called Shloyme to 

approach him at the only door in the long barracks and ordered Shloyme to follow him. 

Shloyme was shocked, pulled off his hat and said nothing. Shloyme did not come back to the 

barracks past the curfew. Some of his close friends, including myself, started worrying about 

Shloyme’s fate. The next morning, at the roll call Shloyme’s number and two others were 

included in the total count, but the three were declared dead. Shloyme and the two others 

became another victim of Nazi terror. We later learned that he was forced to dig a trench and 

was shot at it. To me, Shloyme’s demise was a special loss and tragedy. I had come to rely on 

his spiritual and moral support. I had become very fond of him. I was more perturbed than I had 

been when I heard of my parents' demise. I had looked up to him for shelter, protection and 

safety in this place. I recalled his first words to me, which had been “Motek be careful.” The 

savage, outrageous murder of such a good, innocent man was a despicable, horrible crime, which 

I shall never forget. 

At work the next morning the Capo delegated Schloyme’s duties to another Jewish inmate who 

had come from Vienna by the name of Vadel. Vadel was short and stocky and grossly 

undernourished, but in relatively good health. He was quiet-spoken, very cautious, methodical 

but slower than Schloyme had been. Vadel had the respect of all those who were working with 

him. He would rather do the work himself than ask others to do it. He was an experienced 

carpenter. He did not like to give orders. Vadel was a very kind, good-natured man, easy going 

who shared our miserable lot. He too was very supportive, trying to protect me from being hurt. 
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“Yug dich nisht machduspameliclT in Yiddish (Don’t rush. Do it slowly). I continued to work on 

the scaffold up high carrying the heavy boards using them as a platform using to insulate the 

different shapes, thickness, and sizes of connecting pipes. In the midst of this terrible tragedy 

that had befallen us, the Jewish people, I considered myself fortunate to have as foremen, people 

like Schloyme and Vadel, who were good religious Jewish men with Jewish hearts and souls. 
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Chapter 10 - Legacy and the Tragic Escape 

Each Friday morning the Nazis made the selection and determine who is to die and who is to 

continue to work. One particular Friday, the Nazis made an unusually large purge in the 

selection process. At this selection they picked far more inmates for liquidation than they 

usually did. Among those they picked was a Jewish prisoner about fifty years of age. I did not 

know his name. He was doomed for liquidation. On his way to the truck destined for the gas 

chamber in Birkenau, the inmate pulled out from inside his jacket a couple pieces of paper tom 

from cement sacks. When the Nazis were not looking he handed the papers to another inmate 

who was standing nearby. We later found out that this paper contained a traditional Jewish 

ethical will. It was the custom among the learned Jews in Europe to leave an ethical will for his 

descendants. Usually these wills implore the surviving progeny to follow the Jewish ethical 

religious tradition of being a charitable, ethical, religious Jew. I had the privilege and 

opportunity to learn this orally from another inmate while we were working together digging 

ditches. This other inmate could read musical notes, as well as Yiddish. The author of the will, 

whose name I do not know, ended up in the gas chamber. The text and the music of the ethical 

survived. Here it is: 

THE WILL 

Before I depart from this world 

And go to my eternal rest 
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With you my child do I want to speak? 

Come here and listen to me. 

We taught you quite enough 

Many good deeds and nice traits 

Your heart is good and your mind is keen 

My teachings will you certainly observe. 

There only remains the final hour 

Come here and listen to me 

A Jew, my child, have you been bom 

Remain a Jew well and fine. 

The name Jew goes back thousands of years 

And never be ashamed of 

Even when you have reached the highest status 

The name Jew shall not embarrass you. 

Many people disparage the name 

Believe me they are wild morons. 

The Jewish name is our honor, 

The name cost us very dearly. 
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It cost us terrible edicts and painful plots and suffering. 

And therefore are we gassed and cremated. 

Have pity on the wild beasts 

We need to educate them in our ethics. 

Do favors to needy people according to your ability 

With a full heart should you give them? 

And never ask them to what faith they belong. 

Even the poor gypsy help him in need 

He is a man (mench) and your brother 

Give him water and give him bread. 

I have told you before and am telling you again 

Be a mench and understand well 

That all men are brothers 

One God in heaven do they have 

You should well remember to 

Remain a Mench and remain a Jew. 

Prisoners including myself learned it and sang it quietly while working in the ditches. The 

melody stays with me today. 
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It was in late July, at the regular morning roll call, when something did not click. The number of 

prisoners in the Auschwitz III installation did not add up. Neither the dead nor the living 

prisoners added up. The Nazis were running berserk! They were counting over and over again 

and still the numbers did not add up correctly. Five prisoners were missing! That was an 

unheard of problem with which the Nazis were confronted. It was an extreme embarrassment to 

the Nazis with their superiority complex. As a general practice, it took about one and a half 

hours to count and inspect the prisoners before they went to work, and it took the same amount 

of time to check the inmates when they came back from work to the camp. This time we stood 

for three or four hours until the Nazis let us go to work. During the work time the inmates were 

spread out among the various work sites and other locations, and there was not much chance to 

interact verbally. That day, when we came back to the camp in the evening, rumors were 

spreading like wildfire, namely that five of the most prominent inmates in the camp had escaped. 

There were three Jews, all old timers with the best positions in the camp, as well as two Polish 

prisoners who had been in charge of the camp kitchen. I had known the three Jewish inmates. 

One of them had been in the same barracks with me in a previous camp. His name was Jurek. 

The other two were named Chayim and David. The story soon circulated that the five prisoners 

had accumulated a lot of gold and diamonds from Jews arriving to the camp. And that they 

were able to bribe one or more SS, obtained German uniforms, made their way to freedom and 

established contact with partisans (the Polish resistance movement) operating in the nearby 

forests. Within one week’s time, Jurek was back in camp with a multi-colored circle sewn on 

the back of his coat. This, in the prison world, was a sign that the prisoner had been an escapee. 

It was a puzzle to us why he was not killed since the Nazis usually killed escapees. A few days 
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after Jurek returned to the campf, I talked with Jurek, and he explained the circumstances of his 

escape and recapture, but refused to reveal any information, which could have satisfied my 

curiosity. To my questions about the fate of the other two Jewish prisoners and whether they 

also had been captured and whether the Nazis would bring them back to camp. Jurek answered 

that they would come back when hair would grow in his palm, pointing with the index finger of 

his right hand to his left-hand palm. That implied that they would never come back. 

About two weeks later during the Friday evening roll call, a gallows for two people was placed 

in the center of the huge square so that everyone could see it. They brought out the two Polish 

escapees with hands tied behind them with rope. They were led to the center, beneath the 

gallows. A rope with a loop was hanging from the top of the gallows, which was placed around 

the necks of the two Polish prisoners. The SS kicked the bench underneath. The two Poles 

dangled for a few minutes to their death and they silently expired. Following this spectacle, the 

full story behind the tragic plot became known. The five prisoners, two Poles and three Jews, 

planned to escape together. Each had big loot of gold and diamonds with him. They bribed 

several SS and got some German uniforms. Dressed in the uniforms, with the help of partisans 

who operated in the forest area not far from the camp, they were able to procure some equipment 

needed to survive in the forest. They received such things as an ax, a shovel, and some other 

tools necessary for survival. The five escapees stayed together, but one of them always stayed on 

guard a few hundred feet away from the group to watch out for potential enemies. This one 

time, Jurek returned after an hour on guard and found the other Jewish escapees absent. He also 

noticed some other disturbing signs of possible foul play. Jurek became very suspicious that the 
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two Polish escapees had murdered the other two Jewish escapees. These Polish escapees were 

big, healthy, strong guys, since they had been in charge of the kitchen and they had plenty to eat. 

Thus they were not deprived weaklings, undernourished or starved. That is exactly what had 

happened- Jurek’s suspicion was born out by the facts. The two Jewish escapees had taken a nap 

and during that nap the two Polish escapees had axed them to death. Then they took whatever 

the Jewish escapees had and covered their bodies with brushes and leaves, not far from where 

they had been murdered. We never found out how Jurek had been recaptured. We do know that 

after the two Polish men stood up, when Jurek returned from guard duty and started asking them 

questions about where the other two were, he became very frightened that they might kill him. 

He then ran away and surrendered to the German police as he feared for his life in a hostile 

Polish environment. 

We know that he related the whole story to the SS who, in turn, captured and publicly hanged the 

two Polish escapees. Jurek, however, survived. About six or eight months later, I saw him in 

Dora with his circular multi- colored red patch on the back of his coat. I, however, do not know 

whether he survived the war. It should be noted here that there were two underground factions 

among the Polish partisans: Army Krayova (land army) and Army Polska (the Polish army). The 

Army Krayova had as its objective killing Jews first and then killing Germans. We don’t know, 

and perhaps we will never find out how many Jewish partisans who escaped from the ghettos 

and camps to avoid the Nazi grip joined the Army Krayova, in order to fight the Nazis, only to be 

murdered by the members of the anti-Semitic Polish partisans. 
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In the fall of 1944, hope for a Nazi defeat began to look brighter. The Russian army kept 

advancing as the Nazis retreated. We heard of the heavy bombing of German cities military 

positions by allied air forces. We heard for the first time the heavy noise of sirens, warning that 

an aerial attack was nearing the camp. The Germans and other civilians were directed to go to 

designated reinforced concrete bunkers and to hide inside these buildings. These bunkers were 

mainly built underground. When the planes approached the Germans and civilians took refuge. 

When the siren sounded, I came down from the scaffold, and I was not quite sure where to go or 

what to do. Everybody, civilians as well as prisoners were confused and did not know in what 

direction to run. I started to run toward the nearest underground shelter. An SS saw me and 

started to scream. You pig, this shelter is not for dirty Jews! So I stopped at the closest building. 

I watched airplanes dropping bombs. One bomb fell on the shelter, which I had been barred 

from. The entire shelter, including the people who were in it, was turned into rubble. To me 

that was an exhilarating sight, a miracle. God was on my side. This sweet miracle became a 

bitter experience when I found out, a few minutes later, that one of our nicest people, Vadel, was 

also killed when a bomb hit the building where he was hiding. 

The brutality continued unabated, starvation and hard labor took its toll on the newly arrived 

Jews from Hungary. They did not fare too well. Many of them had a hard time coping with the 

hard conditions of camp life. They disintegrated physically, psychologically and spiritually in a 

much shorter period of time than did the Polish Jew. One of the difficulties was we could not 

communicate with them in Hungarian, many of them did not speak any other language. The 

Hungarian language is unique because it has very little similarity with other languages spoken in 
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Europe, so the Hungarians were not readily integrated with older inmates in the camp. I did try 

to interact with them even though there were many youngsters of my age group among them. 

The only thing I learned from them was Kitche Kenerie and Kitchy Margarine, which means the 

bread and the margarine are inadequate to survive on. I also learned a few impolite phrases, 

which I will not repeat here. 

It was very painful for them to go through the physical, mental abuse and the continuous 

starvation. The initial stages of hunger pains are by far more intense than the later stages. The 

body, of course, gets gradually weaker and thinner. You become very vulnerable to illness, 

dysentery, swollen ankles followed by death. The inmates who were able to come through the 

deadly cycle of the first six months were more likely to last much longer. A much greater 

proportion of the Hungarian and Greek Jews who came to Auschwitz were not able to survive. 

They succumbed either to starvation or illness or were murdered by the Nazis. The older 

prisoners had also been able to make some connections with those who were in a position to 

help. For instance, I made the acquaintance of a man who was in charge of the shoes left from 

those who were killed. Through this acquaintance I was able to get a pair of used leather shoes 

to take the place of my broken clogs. This was a lifesaver for me. I believe his name was Mr. 

Wholheim. I think I recognized the name and his pictures in some Holocaust publications. The 

Hungarian newcomers received the worst work assignments and were taken advantage of by the 

controlling Capos/ supervisors. Their inability to communicate with others placed a limitation 

on their ability to rise above the newcomer status. For many of the longtime inmates there was a 

climate of optimism at that time. I had an older friend in the camp who was a nurse working in 
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the infirmary. I met him through a shoemaker friend who shared a nearby bunk. Both had been 

old friends in Vienna. This nurse believed that partisans were operating around or near the camp 

and that some day they would blow up the camp and that we would all be freed. Then we could 

join the partisans in the nearby forest. I was hoping, dreaming, fantasizing about this 

anticipated event just as I did wait for the Messiah when I was small and faithful. However this 

moment never came. A Polish traitor foiled the moment. 

The story begins with four electricians, three young Jews, inmates, and one Polish inmate. They 

were in charge of safeguarding the electric fences surrounding the camp. It was their job to 

make sure that the fences were always properly electrically charged, so that whoever touched the 

fences was electrocuted. In fact, some of the prisoners who could no longer endure the 

miserable existence ran toward the fence. They were either shot by the guards before they 

touched the fence, or they were electrocuted when touching it. Many of the Hungarian prisoners 

killed themselves this way to get out of their relentless misery. The plan of the four electricians 

was to cut the electric wires at night when there was an air raid on or near the camp and then 

announce over the loudspeaker that the prisoners should run, leave the camp and join the 

partisans, who would be waiting outside the camp. Unfortunately, the Polish inmate betrayed 

the others by reporting the plan to the SS a few weeks before the planned event. Early in 

October 1944, after tortuous investigations, the three Jewish electricians were brought 

ceremoniously before a captive audience of over twenty thousand inmates to the gallows in front 

of the roll call square. A group of SS with machine guns pointing in all directions led the young 

Jewish inmates toward the gallows. 
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They had wanted to liberate us, to give us the freedom we were all yearning for. Now we were 

to witness their death, and with it our dream of freedom died. No one knew how much longer 

we would have to languish under the Nazi brutality. We all watched with trepidation, pain, fear 

and hopelessness when the ropes were placed around the necks of the three Jewish young men. 

The bench under their feet was pushed away as we heard their last words. The first said. 

Comrades, we are the last one! The second said with his last breath. Let freedom live! The third 

said. Head high! The Nazis will be dead! They were Nathan Weisman, age twenty-five; Janek 

Grosfeld, age twenty-seven; and Yehuda Diament, age twenty-eight. However tragic it was, we 

had to parade around them with tears of hopelessness and with heavy, painful hearts. We said 

good-bye to the three young Jewish heroes who gave their lives to try to save us all. Let them 

rest in peace. With the death of these heroes our dream to break out and escape from the camp 

died. That is the reason why this tragedy moved each inmate to the core of his being. 

Todek was a Polish inmate about twenty years old. We were bunk neighbors. His father was an 

officer in the Polish Army before the Polish Government collapsed right after the German 

invasion of Poland in August of 1939. A year later his father was suspected of helping the Polish 

Underground. Based on this suspicion, his father and two brothers were taken from their home 

and sent to different camps. Todek ended up in Auschwitz. We became friendly and shared the 

misery which we experienced daily. One day he returned to camp with pain in his left hand. A 

Capo had hit him on this hand with a wooden stick. About one month earlier I had suffered the 

same fate. A Capo had hit me on the thumb of my right hand with an iron bar and broke a bone 
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just above the first joint. For months it was swollen and I was unable to move my thumb. The 

injury was not treated and the thumb was not straightened so the bone healed crooked. Today, I 

still have a noticeable bump on my right thumb. I could very much empathize with Todek. 

His hand became swollen and he was unable to move or bend his palm or fingers. He was afraid 

to report the incident to a Capo or to the infirmary, since either of these actions was usually 

followed by dangerous consequences. I had a friend, a nurse, who worked in the infirmary so I 

walked over to the infirmary to seek help for Todek. There was a long line of seriously ill 

people outside the infirmary. Some of them could no longer stand on their bony legs; they were 

lying down, while others were sitting with parts of their bodies severely bleeding from beatings, 

which they had received during the day. One of them had a broken and bleeding skull. This 

reflected the brutalities and atrocities, which were, inflicted daily on the inmates. I could not get 

to see my friend so I tore a piece of cloth from an old shirt that I had kept in my straw mattress. 

I got it wet and bandaged Todek?s hand. Todek was comforted by my assistance. It made us 

both feel better, and for the first time, a stronger bond of friendship was formed between Todek 

and myself. It was the beginning of a more trustful, warm, friendly relationship. We both began 

to communicate with each other more frequently, openly, and intimately. One Sunday, late in 

the afternoon, we did not march to work outside the camp. We finished the in-house cleaning of 

the facility where the Elder resided. Todek finished his assigned chores, and we sat down at the 

edge of our respective bunks. We did not dare to lie down on the straw mattresses. Because if 

you disturbed your mattress and an unexpected inspection caught you with your straw mattress 

not being smooth, you could end up with a serious infraction of the barrack rules and be the 
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target for a few lashes on your naked hind end. Todek started the conversation and opened his 

soul. He began with. You are such a nice Jew. He then said that he was glad to have me as a 

friend and neighbor. Then he added that not all Jews were as nice as I was. He grew up in a big 

city where he had very little interaction with Jews. There were no Jews in the school he went to, 

nor did any Jews attend his church. He had heard a lot about Jews, that they were mean, cheats 

and scoundrels trying to take advantage of the Polish people; that they killed Christ, and that 

even today, they still kill Christian children and use their blood in bread for the Jewish Passover 

holiday. He had heard most of these stories on Sunday mornings in his Church which had been 

headed by a Father Tczeczak.In the late thirties, a few years before the outbreak of World War II, 

Father Tczeczak headed a large congregation in Rodom. He was a notorious, outspoken 

anti-Semite. His public pronouncements against Jews were a carbon copy of the hate speeches 

made by Dr. Joseph Goebbeis, the Nazi propaganda minister before and during the war. 

Tczeczak was later elected to the Sajm, the equivalent of the U.S. Senate, which gave him a 

national platform. His main preoccupation was to advance anit Jewish laws and hate directed 

against Jews. 

Most, if not all, Polish Catholic priests adopted his anti-Jewish preaching at Sunday Mass. I 

recall that when I was a young child my mother did not let me play outside of our home when 

the church attendees left after the services on Sunday, which were saturated with hatred against 

Jews. Periodical bloody pogroms were an integral part of the Polish relationship to the Jews. 

Boycotting Jewish businesses, preventing Jews from attending institutes of higher education, 

attacking Jews on the streets was encouraged and promoted by the clergy and high government 
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officials. The Polish term "ovszeme" (naturally) still rings in my ears. That was the response of a 

foreign correspondent in 1938, when asked whether the Polish government sanctioned anti- 

Jewish policies and practices. In 1938 and 1939, when Hitler's Germany was preparing for 

World War II, taking over Austria and part of Czechoslovakia, the Sudeten land, and sharpening 

his teeth for the rest of Europe. The Polish government was preoccupied with the question how 

to prevent Jewish ritual slaughter, since it was considered inhuman according to the Polish 

anti-Semites. During the long debate about this subject in the Polish Parliament, a cartoon 

appeared in a Yiddish weekly newspaper depicting a cow on a pedestal on the left side. On the 

right side of the cartoon was depicted a religious Jew, asking the cow what special 

characteristics it possessed that gave it distinction of receiving so much human consideration, 

while I (the Jew) received so much inhuman treatment. In 1938, a violent, bloody attack with 

knives took place in a small town by an organized group of Poles against the Jewish community. 

There were about twelve Jews killed in that campaign. Approximately four Jews who were 

trying to defend themselves and who were also stabbed in the attack were accused of being the 

aggressors. They were convicted for instigating the attack against the peaceful Polish citizens. 

During the trial the judge asked one of the Jews who was later convicted, to what underground 

organization he belonged. The accused, a religious Jew, a Chasid with a long white beard, 

responded. The organization I belong to now and always consists of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and 

Moses. 

The 1946 pogrom in Kielce, Poland became known as the only country in the world where its 

citizens murdered in cold blood forty-two Auschwitz survivors who returned to their pre-war 
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homes after they had been liberated from Auschwitz. This vicious Polish anti-Semitism has not 

changed, even since the Holocaust. Even as recently as 1993, when there were practically no 

Jews in Poland to be killed, instances of anti-Jewish hate and bigotry continues. The Polish 

anti-Semitic attitude did change a little after the Holocaust, when there were no Jews left to 

speak of. It should be noted that not too often did the Polish intelligentsia, the Polish press, the 

Polish middle class, Polish workers or a Catholic priest come forth to defend or protect Jews. 

The Poles were the most willing collaborators with the Nazis with some isolated exceptions of 

some righteous Gentiles. 

I tried to educate my Polish friend Todek, telling him that none of the stories he was told were 

historically factual. The Jews did not kill Jesus, and in none of the accusations of the two 

thousand years of history had there been factual evidence to support these anti-Semitic 

allegations. In fact, the Jewish law strictly prohibits Jews from eating blood from cows or 

chicken, much less human blood. It is, of course, difficult if not impossible, for any normal 

human being to reverse or change a set of notions or ideas that he or she has grown up with since 

childhood. Many of the people in camp, particularly Polish people, brought with them their 

prejudicial ideas about Jews, and from time to time, hostilities by Polish inmates against Jewish 

inmates became obvious by the attacking and betraying of Jewish inmates. 

During the summer of 1944, when the Russian army made advances on the eastern front, a large 

number of transports with deportees from the Lodz Ghetto kept arriving in Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

Most of the deportees ended up in Auschwitz III where I was. These arrivals from the ghetto 
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revealed a grim, systematic destructive pattern of ghetto existence. Malnutrition, sickness, 

exploitation, and frequent deportation took a heavy toll of the two hundred thousand initial 

ghetto residents. At the end there were about seventy thousand left who were deported and 

killed in Auschwitz upon arrival. About two thousand, mostly skilled craftsmen, came to our 

camp. One of the new arrivals told me that he knew one of my brothers, and that he was among 

the deportees who ended at the other camp, Auschwitz-Birkenau. I went through an agonizing 

period worrying about the fate of my brother? Was he still alive or did he end up in the gas 

chamber like the thousands of others? Trucks frequently traveled to Auschwitz with condemned 

selectees. I thought that maybe I could fake an illness and become one of the selectees to go to 

Auschwitz and perhaps find my brother if he was still alive. However, this thought was 

tantamount to volunteering to go to the gas chamber. I decided not to do it, if I wanted to live 

and survive the Nazis. 

It began to appear that the Nazis were beginning to loose their positions. I wanted to live and see 

the Nazis defeated. We did not know of the allied invasion, but there was enough optimism and 

hope to strengthen my spirit. With this will to live, I was not going to volunteer for the gas 

chamber. 
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Chapter 11 - Evacuation from Auschwitz 

On January 18, 1945, we were awakened earlier than usual. We were called for the roll call 

without receiving our usual ration of bread and the ladle of ersatz coffee. We heard the 

announcement over the loud speaker that all the barracks had to be vacated within 15 minutes, 

without exception, and we must report for roll call. Anybody found in the barracks at the 

inspection will be shot. This did not come to us as a complete surprise. There were rumors in 

the camp that the Russian army was making striking advances in our direction. The frequent 

blackouts and bombing of the I.G. Farben and other industrial installations, including our 

working sites, caused mass hysteria, confusion and fear within the last few weeks. We were not 

sure what the Nazis would do to us. We learned from prisoners of other surrounding camps that 

a month earlier the Sonder commando and four Jewish girls were executed for being involved in 

the dynamiting of a crematorium. The girls worked in an ammunition factory and supplied the 

dynamite. We also learned that a few days before the evacuation from Auschwitz I, the Nazis 

began to destroy the gas chambers and the crematoriums. We knew that something was going to 

happen; we did not know what. We also knew what the Nazis were capable of doing. We, a 

group of trustworthy friends, were talking about hiding in the camp or escaping. Neither of these 

ideas had any margin of safety or success as the Nazis used dogs when searching the camp 

facilities. The only choice was to follow the orders of the Nazis and to let fate take its course. 

We were all assembled. The inmates, the Capos, and the Barrack elders; those in the higher 
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camp positions; the strong, the influential and the rest of us in various stages of starvation and 

debilitation; and those who were so emaciated they were hardly able to stand up, let alone to 

walk. It was on that brutally cold, windy winter day of January 18, 1945, that we begun our 

ill-fated march which became known as the death march out of Auschwitz III. We started out 

about twenty thousand strong and then were joined by prisoners from other camps, marching in 

columns of five abreast. On both sides of the column were the SS with machine guns, ready to 

use them at the slightest misstep or if someone came out of line. Most of us were ill equipped 

for that march, particularly in that sub-zero, cold, snowy weather. We had no food, we lacked 

sleep, and were poorly dressed for this treacherous occasion. The linen jacket and pants 

provided little protection from the cold weather. A much more devastating and painful problem 

for many others and me were the inadequate shoes. They had holes. The white snow turned into 

brown mush. When we stepped into it with one foot, it took more energy to pull the foot out. 

Our shoes and pants got wet. It felt just as if we were walking barefoot in the snow. But we had 

to continue marching, or we would be shot. I marched with my eyes closed, napping like in a 

dream, in a twilight zone, marching to my own funeral. After a while when I opened my eyes, I 

realized to my great disappointment that I was no longer with the group of friends I had started 

out with at the beginning of the march. I became very frightened and lonely among the 

thousands of inmates. I had counted on my friends for physical and/or emotional assistance. I 

doubted whether I would get any assistance from the strangers who surrounded me now. In a 

state of desperation, people tend to focus on their own survival and are not inclined to help 

others. Of course, in any situation, you find some people who will tend to help others, even 

when their own life is in jeopardy. 
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We kept marching on and on! I woke up, opened my eyes wider. It must have been about noon. 

The sun came out. It did not get much warmer, but a little brighter; however, I was becoming 

weaker and weaker and barely able to keep up. I didn’t want to fall behind and cause a problem 

to the inmates walking behind me. I felt the urge to drop to the ground into the muddy snow and 

get some sleep. I felt like a dying dandelion after it had been sprayed with a weed killer. Many 

of the marchers were unable to continue to keep up and succumbed to this treacherous, never- 

ending marching ordeal. Many were shot. The road became paved with the dead. As one 

inmate fell or dropped, he was trampled to death by the succeeding marchers, and so we kept 

marching through the entire long day, the next long evening, the next long night, and the next 

long day - without any food. The only thing we had was enough muddy snow. From time to 

time I grabbed a little of the muddy, snowy water to put in my mouth. This gave me some 

momentary relief from the thirst and hunger. It appeared that this ordeal would last an eternity, 

and that it would not end in a lifetime. We had no idea where we were being herded or how 

much longer it would take to get there. After about three miserable, torturous days, about one 

half of the twenty thousand inmates from Auschwitz III finally arrived to the Glievitz 

concentration camp. 

Glievitz turned out to be a temporary, transitory place for prisoners marching from the 

surrounding camps, which were known by the generic name of Auschwitz with 40 neighboring 

satellites. It was estimated that about one third to one half of the prisoners who left Auschwitz 

did die during the march to Glievitz. I had no idea how many there were in Glievitz at that time. 
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The camp was filled with tired, exhausted prisoners trying to sleep, and recover from the deadly 

march. Inside and outside of the barracks, in the toilets, on the posts supporting the roof of the 

barracks and every single inch of ground was covered with prisoners like bees in a hive. It was 

impossible to move a foot without stepping on a prisoner. Hundreds of prisoners were standing 

outside the camp fence, since there was no room. Those who were unable to stand were lying 

down on the snowy, wet ground trying to get a moment of rest and sleep. 

The relentless hunger pains, the bitter cold, icy winds and the wet clothes and shoes were a 

miserable combination having a devastating effect of the prisoners’ fragile, weak bodies and 

souls. The good news of the German retreat gave us hope for survival, but the torturous 

experience of the last few days put some doubt in our minds as to whether the Nazis would allow 

us to survive. On the other hand, the thinking went, if they intended to kill us they could have 

done so in Auschwitz. They could, but did not, kill us. We therefore can assume that they must 

be taking us to another camp where we would continue to work. A rationale that supported the 

idea of letting us live and work to support the Nazi war machine. By this time the Nazis had 

liquidated those who were not able to work. I had continually tried to drive negative thoughts 

out of my mind and to replace them with optimistic thinking, in spite of the painful, dreadful 

reality. 

I was able to squeeze in between the strange prisoners. I had lost my friends during the first 

night of the march and could not find them. The prisoners, all in the same type of uniform, lying 

on the ground, looked like an undifferentiated blue and white landscape of distorted human 
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shapes, like some of Picasso’s paintings. It was only the sporadic movements by some prisoners 

that allowed you to tell that they were still alive. Many lay dead from exhaustion, starvation and 

the bitter weather. It was difficult to determine who was alive and who was dead. It was 

redundant. The place where I lay down was between two warm bodies. We squeezed together 

like sardines in a can. Occasionally, we heard arguments or cursing between prisoners, 

particularly when one tried to stretch his legs and they ended up in his neighbor’s face. I was 

able to get a little warmth from the bodies next to me. With my hands I tried to rub a little 

warmth into my frozen feet. As soon as I felt a little warmer, in spite of being in a very 

uncomfortable, cramped position, my knees were pulled up to my stomach since there was no 

place to stretch them, I fell asleep - into a real sleep. 

At dawn the next day when it was still dark, I heard the familiar scream of Anstellen. I got up 

like everybody else. In no time a bunch of prisoners were ordered to form the usual formation. I 

had been used to that dreadful screeching for over five years by then. The formation was 

columns of five abreast. They counted only the ones who were still alive. The dead prisoners 

were dragged aside by their legs and thrown into a pile without being counted. It clearly 

appeared that the Nazis were interested only in the live and able to work prisoners. They were 

the only ones who were counted. 

There were no designated Capos at that time. The SS without help performed the screaming, 

shouting, and beating of the emaciated prisoners. Another conspicuous and annoying nuisance, 

which was missing from the regular twice daily routine of the camp, was the blasting marches 
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played by the camp capela as they did in the regular camps. That same morning a dozen trucks 

loaded with SS arrived. Some SS had machine guns in their hands while other SS held the 

chains with dogs. They came to assist those who were in control of our destiny at the beginning 

of the deadly march. After one day and a night at Glievitz without food or water, the weary and 

exhausted prisoners were forced to resume the march again. While the prisoners grew weaker 

and more exhausted, hungrier and more discouraged, the SS were reinforced, so they could 

continue the terror and brutality against the helpless prisoners. 

I was at the tail end of the prisoners to leave Glievitz. The barracks, toilets, all the grounds that 

were swamped with hungry, tired, exhausted prisoners, gradually became vacant with more 

space to breathe. I began to think whether this would be a good time to sneak away from the 

column into a barracks and hide, then, when everybody was gone, I would be free to escape. 

Here again I would have to get away from the SS who were keeping a close watch on all of us. 

Even if I succeeded in sneaking back into the barracks, the trained, vicious dogs might discover 

me, and I would end up being shot. Even if the SS and the dogs did not discover me, then what 

would happen if another group of marching prisoners arrived? In such a situation I would not be 

any better off than I would be if I proceeded with the column of prisoners I was with. Finally, 

my mind continued to work overtime and my heart began to beat at a faster rate, as if I had 

already taken the first step to implement my thinking. Then another thought came to my mind: 

Suppose I succeeded in making an escape from Glievitz, where would I run? I was not familiar 

with the area. There were no visible inhabitants from whom I could seek help, food, clothes and 

shelter, which I would need to survive. Perhaps I could run into the nearby woods which were 
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visible from where I was. Then I would face another danger: Suppose I ran into a group of Polish 

partisans who hated the Jews just as much as the Nazis did? I could end up just as the two 

Jewish escapees did, being murdered by the Polish partisans. In the final analysis, I concluded 

that there was little chance for me to make a successful escape and survive. Besides that, I did 

not have enough stamina and energy to undertake such a rugged and risky adventure. While 

these thoughts were racing through my mind, I heard the terrifying voice say, Forward, March! 

And the column began to march out of Glievitz. We marched on a snow-covered field road with 

sparsely grown trees on the left side of the road. After about one hour’s march, we noticed a 

large number of railroad cars lined up on the tracks. 

As we approached the railroad cars, we noticed that there were other prisoners being crowded 

into the open cattle cars. Several cattle cars were filled exclusively with women prisoners. We 

were not allowed to mix with the women prisoners. As we were ordered to stop in front of the 

cattle cars, many of us were urgently trying to empty our bladders. Some had dysentery and had 

to defecate often. The women, also, had the same urgent needs and they had to do it in front of 

the male prisoners surrounding them. I imagine now, in retrospect, how painfully humiliating, 

degrading, and embarrassing this must have been for these innocent women. Suddenly, our 

attention was directed to a prisoner who ran at a high speed towards the nearby woods. Two SS 

started to chase after the running prisoner. After a few minutes we heard several gunshots and 

the two SS returned to their positions. We could only surmise what happened to the escaping 

prisoner; he never returned to continue the trip. Soon, we were interrupted by shouts, followed 

by blows, Mach das schneller die Judenschwine, (Make it faster you Jewish pig). Everybody 
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started running toward and into the train, some with their pants still down. Those who were 

slow or could not run fast enough, or who could not climb up into the cars were shot. I was able 

to get into a wagon. I watched and tried to help by reaching out when several people who had 

difficulty climbing into the cars were shot in the head at close range with a revolver. The 

victims instantly lost their grips and fell down while the blood started flowing from the bullet 

holes. With this violent, ferocious and sadism the SS followed other slow climbers and shoot 

them instantly. To me and to many others that was a familiar Nazi practice. Every time we 

boarded a tram to transport us from camp to another camp, I witnessed the same, identical 

murderous acts committed by the SS. 

While I was on the train I tried to squeeze through the crowded an undifferentiated mass of 

prisoners to a corner position. For me this seemed the safest based on my previous experience. I 

had two supporting walls to lean on, a benefit I could not find in the middle. I was shorter than 

the average prisoner and could readily be suffocated in the middle of a crowded car. In the 

comer I was able to urinate and even to defecate without too much notice and thus preserving 

my privacy and the privacy of others. There were open spaces between boards in the boxcars 

that one could look out to the outside world. It was much more difficult to do the same when 

one was in contiguous, tight contact with others, without them protesting. Ail these 

considerations went into my decision to choose a comer position in the boxcar. The people in 

the center did not have the luxury I had. They could not sit down as I could. If someone in the 

center had no energy to stand up on his own, he tended to lean on others. Often he was then 

pushed down and trampled to death and ultimately thrown out of the moving railroad car. The 
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train did not have the basic human necessities like food, water, toilet facilities, and adequate 

space or temperature control. Being in the dark not knowing how long it would take to get to an 

unknown destination with no end in sight compounded the desperation. 

During the first hour there was some communication between the travelers. Some who knew 

directions tried to predict or guess where we were going. Others had diametrically opposite 

opinions as to direction and destination. Others were silent, having no opinion. We also talked 

about the war and its possible outcome. The SS were sitting in closed booths on top of the 

wagon, which were located on the front and back of the cars and could not hear what we were 

talking about. The optimists predicted that this war was nearing the end and that the Russians 

would defeat the Nazis soon. The pessimists felt that the Nazis would hold out for years without 

surrendering. We could only surmise from the evacuation of the camps that the Russian army 

was making striking advances, but we knew very little of the Western front. I personally chose 

the more optimistic view that the Nazis were taking us to different concentration camps in 

central Germany to work in ammunition factories, but that they would lose the war, sooner than 

we realized. The conversations quieted down as the travelers became situated in their respective 

positions. During the march we derived our nourishment from a handful of muddy snow from 

time to time. That kept us alive and going. However, while confined to the cattle cars we did not 

have even the luxury of the muddy snow. 

The darkness of nightfall permeated my outlook. I was becoming weaker. As time went on, I 

felt that my inner body was devouring itself. I was beginning to feel more pain from thirst than 
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from hunger. Some people were dozing, having pulled down the concentration camp caps over 

their eyes as far as possible to protect them from the icy, cutting wind created by the speeding 

train. Some men were still talking to each other. One man was telling his neighbor who was 

standing next to me that according to the direction of the train and its relation to the moon, it 

would seem that we were heading westward in the direction of central Germany. This prisoner 

impressed me as if he knew what he was talking about and that he knew his geography. I was 

willing to believe him as this confirmed my hunch that the Nazis were taking us to another 

concentration camp to work in another ammunition factory perhaps similar to the work which 

we did in Auschwitz III. The first nagging question that we all wanted an answer to, was how 

long it would take until we got to where they were taking us. The second nagging question was 

would the Nazis let us survive until then? The third question was whether our weak bodies 

would allow us to be able to hold out until the eventual Nazi defeat. Of course, no one among 

the forced travelers could give an answer to these vexing questions. Suddenly, the train slowed 

down and came to a stop. It still was in the dark of the night, but we did not know what time it 

was. We did not see any railroad station, nor did we see any sign of a village or city. We figured 

that the cities were blacked out at night because of frequent air attacks and, therefore, not visible 

as they would have been if the lights had been shining. Finally, we realized that we were 

temporarily on a siding of the railroad in order to free the main track for more important trains, 

which passed by periodically. The train stopped for several hours until dawn. 

In the meantime, several arguments broke out between prisoners. One prisoner was complaining 

that one prisoner leaned on another prisoner. The latter became violent and pushed back. It 
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seemed that the leaning and pushing against each other was one of the main sources of friction. 

Another cause for friction was the problem of urinating and defecating, which one had to do 

even in a crowded, moving train. It was impossible to maintain any semblance of privacy. The 

tight and close proximity between the prisoners invariably and directly affected each other’s 

actions and behavior. There was practically no other issue that caused friction among the 

travelers. We had nothing to argue about, nothing to barter or bargain with each other. We all 

had an equal distribution of personal misery with various levels of tolerance or endurance. Some 

of the prisoners seemed almost completely stripped of most human attributes, while others were 

able to maintain a limited level of normalcy, even assisting others emotionally with their positive 

attitude. Some were extremely agitated and easily resorted to abusive, vulgar language. They 

often physically attacked other prisoners at the slightest or without any provocation, while others 

were trying to intervene and neutralize the situation to avoid internal violence among us. None 

of the prisoners ever displayed a sense of humor under these conditions. 

It was day two in the early morning when we started rolling again. I was trying to sit down in my 

comer when I noticed, in my very comer of the cattle car, a squashed, tiny round can apparently 

thrown away by a preceding transport. I picked it up hoping to find in it something left over 

from its content. Even a few crumbs that I could lick off my fingers to wet my lips would be a 

lifesaver. As I picked it up, I realized that its original contents were indeterminable. I tried to 

restore the can to its original shape so it could be used as a dish or a container. I started to 

straighten the metal with my bare fingers, as we had no tools. Suddenly, I got the idea to use the 

buckle of my belt and it worked. I was able to straighten it enough to make it useful for picking 
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up snow outside the wagon. When the can was ready to catch the falling snow, it stopped 

snowing. However, there was some snow on the ground outside the rolling cars. By then my 

mouth, tongue, and lips were bone dry. I felt that a flaming liquid fire was burning inside my 

body. 

As we were waiting impatiently for the snow to come down, I got another idea. Perhaps we 

could scoop up some snow from outside the train near the tracks. The best way to try this was to 

attach a string to the can and throw it out over the open cattle car. Then we could let it dangle 

over the snow and perhaps the can would automatically fill with snow while the train continued 

to move. The only reservation I had was that if the SS sitting at the end of the car noticed the 

string, he might construe it as a contraption for an attempt at escape and shoot at us in the car. I 

dismissed this as an unlikely possibility. I was determined to go ahead with my plan. The next 

thing I needed was a strong, thin string to withstand the bumping of the can due to the wind, the 

speeding train and the possibility of hitting some obstacles on its way. However, none of these 

possible impediments prevented me from continuing with my project. The next question, which 

had to be solved, was where to get the needed string. Fortunately, several prisoners used string 

to tie their buttonless jackets around their bodies. Two prisoners volunteered to give up their 

precious strings in exchange for some lifesaving snow. At least, it would be wonderful to wet 

our dry lips and mouths. 

The can was about the size of an American 12-ounce Coca-Cola can, but half as tall. With the 

buckle of a belt we were able to make two holes in the upper part of the can so that we could 
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attach the string safely. At this point, it had become a group project and almost all the 

passengers became involved. We anxiously looked forward for the harvest of snow. It took our 

minds away for a few moments at least from the cruel misery we still had to face. As it turned 

out, it was a successful project. We were able to scoop up some snow and share it with the other 

passengers in the car. As the can of snow was lifted, everybody in the car started pushing to my 

comer, eager to get a lick of snow. Chaos and arguments followed until two of the prisoners 

who had retained some sense of sanity established order by giving each the opportunity to 

benefit from the retrieved snow. This, I believe, was a lifesaver for many of the passengers. Of 

course, I was proud of myself for initiating the project. 

The little snow, which we were able to scoop up, had only a palliative effect in light of the 

overwhelming enormity of the tragic and deadly voyage. The relentless thirst, hungers, cold and 

crowded conditions were more than we were able to endure. Dozens of prisoners succumbed 

while moaning in pain. No one was in a position to assist them. A drink of water or some other 

nourishment could have helped to sustain their life a little longer. But there was no way in 

which we could get the life-saving support to them in a sealed, moving cattle car. Once a 

prisoner lost his balance and collapsed, he was stepped on by others who yearned for a little 

more floor space. After a prisoner died or was about to die, he was thrown out of the speeding 

train. The SS did not stand idly by, they shot the dead people as they were thrown out of the 

crowded cars to make sure that they were not escapees. So the road from Glievitz was sown 

with dying or dead prisoners. 
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These tragic events became a daily routine during the long voyage from Glievitz. During the last 

days of the voyage, the cattle cars had more room, and vve could sit down and even lie down 

without disturbing the neighbors. The idle, boring time while we were on the train with no end 

in sight had a demoralizing effect on our physical and mental state of being. The primary 

preoccupation was would this tortuous trip ever end? Each minute seemed like an eternity. I 

found myself in a twilight zone between not being fully awake and not being fully asleep. The 

periodic stops and idle waiting for the train to resume rolling added a new dimension to our 

misery. Frequently, the train stopped on a siding in order to free our track line for other trains 

with more important cargo. We usually stopped near or under an overpass on the outskirts of a 

town. Sometimes curious civilian onlookers would gather on top of the bridge and greet us with 

hostile acts by throwing stones at us; some took pictures of us. One time when the train stopped, 

we were ordered to dispose of all the dead passengers by throwing them out of the cattle cars 

into the fields. 

The longer I was confined to the cattle car, the more intense became my longing for a drink of 

water. Not every place had snow, which could be scooped up with my contraption. The pain 

from thirst turned out to be more severe than the hunger pains. My tongue and mouth were so 

painfully dry. I put my tongue to the wooden boards of the cattle car with the hope that, perhaps, 

the cold board would soothe the dryness and the burning sensation in my mouth. After seven 

long, torturous days and six long, torturous nights, we arrived to the concentration camp Dora, 

near Nordhausen, in the darkness of night. 
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Chapter 12 - Dora - Buchenwald - Liberation 

Dora was a satellite camp of Buchenwald, not too far from it. It was on a high terrain in a forest, 

surrounded on one side by high, rocky mountains. The barracks were randomly spread over a 

wide area, the camp lights were out due to frequent air attacks by the American Air Force. The 

SS used reflector lights to carry out their murderous jobs. As soon as the train stopped, the seals 

on the cars were broken and the doors from and to Hell opened. The SS screamed at us loudly 

accompanied with blows and shots. I tried to move, but after the extended period of 

confinement in the cattle cars where we couldn’t use our legs to walk for three nights and four 

days, I was unable to walk. The legs just could not be made to walk. I could not bend or stretch 

my knees; every joint in my body was stiff. But under the hail of shouts, blows and revolver 

shots, I did the impossible. After I received a few blows on my shoulder and the fear of more, my 

adrenaline built up, and I started to gain some speed and walked into camp Dora. The first thing 

I was eager to find was the toilet facilities, hoping of finding some water. There were some 

faucets with running water. I put my mouth under a faucet and drank, drank, drank until my 

stomach and the rest of my body got full of the lifesaving cold water I had been deprived during 

the trip. 

The water gave me a new lease on life. I also washed and refreshed my face and wiped it with 

the comers of my linen jacket. I knew then that I was ready to meet the new challenges that 

Dora had in store for us. I was almost fourteen years old and I had survived over four years of 
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torture. The Nazis began with the usual roll call, but this time, there was no selection for work 

details because only the healthier survived the arduous voyage. We were assigned to a block on 

top of a hill with mostly Polish prisoners. That worried me a lot. We were twenty prisoners who 

arrived together and we got to know each other better while in the cattle car. The Barracks Elder 

also was Polish. All they spoke was Polish. I was assigned the bottom of a three-layer bunk. 

The top was empty. I always preferred the top bunk where I felt safer, out of easy reach. I 

politely asked the Elder in Polish, Sir, could I have the upper bunk? Pointing to it with my 

finger. He responded with a forceful whack with his hand to my face as he pointed to the bottom 

bunk. I considered this incident as a relatively mild initiation fee to Dora, barracks number 23. 

There was a small light in the Elder’s sleeping quarters, while the rest of the barrack was dark 

and cold. Sleeping time arrived, but I could not fall asleep. I was concerned as to when we 

would get our ration, as I was very hungry and weak. I was afraid to ask any questions to avoid 

drawing unnecessary attention to myself. I was afraid to be in this predominantly hostile Polish 

environment. I knew, from my bitter experiences with Polish prisoners that they were just as 

predisposed to hurt and kill Jews as the Nazis were. I thought that I would be required to be 

extraordinarily cautious to avoid becoming a target for both the Polish and the Nazi brutality 

directed against the Jewish prisoners. 

The Dora prison population was comprised of Belgian, English, French, Hungarian, Italian, 

Yugoslavian, Dutch, Russian and Jew - all, of course, dressed alike in the striped blue and white 

pajamas - like uniform. The prisoners had different color triangles attached to the left front of 

their coats which served as classification and identification badge. For example, red for political 
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prisoners, black for social misfits, pink for homosexuals. There was an informal social hierarchy. 

German prisoners were on the top echelon of the social strata. They occupied positions of 

control such as supervisors. Capos, and in the food and clothing distribution centers. Longevity 

of prisoners in the camp was another mark of distinction that merited some privileges, such as a 

better jobs or lighter work. On the bottom of the social scale were the Jewish prisoners. Russian 

prisoners, who reached a position of control over other prisoners, surpassed the SS in their 

cruelty toward other prisoners. Some Russian prisoners brutally murdered other prisoners during 

the night to take their piece of bread that the victims were saving for the next day. 

The height of Nazi absurdity was the establishing of a brothel in Dora. Most prisoners had no 

sexual desire, energy or inclination. In Dora’s dangerous and precarious existence, we were 

starved for food, not sex. Yet, the Capos who had extra food could avail themselves of the 

services the brothel provided. Those privileged prisoners who carried out the work of the SS 

were given bonuses for the superior cruelty they practiced over other prisoners. The brothel was 

a camp within the Dora camp similar to the one the Nazis maintained in Auschwitz. A fenced-in 

barrack, which the SS guarded around the clock in order to keep out the better fed but 

non-privileged customers from getting into the brothel. I presume that the entire project was a 

reflection of the Nazi morality to compensate those who assisted the Nazis in their brutal 

atrocities perpetrated against the Dora prisoners. 

At dawn the usual, standard procedure of the other camps prevailed at Dora as well. Get up 

quickly; get dressed quickly; get out of everybody’s way and out of the barrack. Get out of the 
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facilities, even you could not use them (i.e. if the line was too long) and get in the line for the 

ration. My first troubled disappointment was that the barracks Elder distributed the bread ration. 

He had two piles of the sliced portion of the bread. In one pile were the larger pieces and in the 

other were the smaller pieces. The Polish prisoners got the larger slices, while the non-Polish 

prisoners got the smaller slices. This practice had a great adverse psychological and moral effect 

on me since I had not had any food for a week. However, I was glad to get whatever I could and 

eat it in its entirety in violation of my established pattern to divide and save half for later. The 

next sequence of the procedure at Dora was no different than at the other camps except that in 

Dora, there seemed to be an unusually large number of SS that seemed to be more violent and 

ferocious. It looked and felt as if I was in a jungle with wild, hungry, ferocious animals. They 

were running around beating and shooting prisoners indiscriminately. Dead prisoners and some 

still alive were lying all over the place while the band with the same Polish conductor as in 

Auschwitz directed his capela playing the same marches as in the previous camp. 

There were no gas chambers at Dora, but there were three crematoriums and each could 

accommodate three bodies at a time. These crematoriums, however, were not sufficient to 

accommodate the daily casualties of dead bodies. There were about two dozen hangings daily, 

so they supplemented the crematoriums by digging big ditches and piling the bodies into them. 

They then covered the bodies with wood and fuel and burned them in the open. The flames went 

up toward the sky. The terrible obnoxious odor of the burning bodies could be smelled for 

miles. Additionally, they had a number of gallows at different campsites; hanging prisoners was 

an ongoing activity at Dora at all times. As a matter of fact, the butchery at Dora was so obscene 
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and so wild, and brutal, that I looked back at Auschwitz with nostalgia. They were behaving like 

hungry lions released from cages. 

At the time we arrived in Dora in January 1945, the camp was already a complete manufacturing 

establishment. A complete city with wide streets had been drilled under the high, rocky 

mountain by slave labor under extremely miserable conditions. It took thirty thousand lives to 

dig the underground facility. In August 1943, the first transport of slave labor arrived and started 

to build a subterranean complex of tunnels with factories called mitelverke. When I arrived at 

Dora, there were already two tunnels, two miles long, fourteen yards wide and ten yards high. 

Then there were about fifty passable tunnel side streets about two-hundred twenty yards long to 

accommodate the V I and VII rockets which were about sixteen to eighteen yards long. The 

digging of more tunnels continued and was expanded to accommodate more factories for more 

ammunition production. The smell of ammonia mixed with the dust and the mist oozing from 

the stone walls made most prisoners sick. The work inside the factories was never interrupted, it 

continued around the clock. With two shifts of twelve hours each, the prisoners, who were 

walking skeletons, worked under heavy SS guards. Railroad lines were laid to supply raw 

materials and take away the completed VI and V II rockets. The deadly rockets were highly 

complex scientific achievements that caused great devastation in London with virtually no 

protective defense against them. The work on the rockets was a heavily guarded secret and 

heavily guarded against sabotage. Dozens of prisoners were hanged daily in the tunnels on an 

electric crane. Signs in German attached to the front and the back of the victims' read that’s 

what is happening to saboteurs. Their hands were tied in the back and a piece of wood put in 
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their mouths to prevent crying and yelling. To survive a day in Dora was indeed a miracle in 

view of the random killings. The private German companies who were in charge of the 

manufacturing and the scientist who developed and engineered the weapon system were 

unaffected and unfazed by what was being done to the prisoners. (In Dayton, Ohio, I met the son 

of the chief scientist who was in charge of the VI VII operation in Dora. The son and I belonged 

to the Dayton Jewish Christian Dialogue. He claimed to be too young to know what was going 

on at the time.) 

The rockets were assembled on a specially built railroad platform that could be directly 

transported to anywhere under the Nazis control. When the missiles neared completion, they 

were automatically moved toward the exit for final inspection. Before all the openings on the 

missiles were covered, we could see dozens and dozens of interlocking wires and cables of 

different sizes, thickness and colors stretching in different directions. At completion these 

became the Nazis’ deadliest and most destructive weapons in the war. These missiles caused 

substantial damage when they hit a target destroying everything in their path. When I looked at 

these rockets while they were being manufactured, I was thinking of how I could render these 

destructive weapons useless. Perhaps I could cut or tear out a few of the wires, but there were 

too many Nazis around watching every move we made. There was no way that we could do 

damage to those deadly weapons without being noticed by dozens of military and civilian 

guards. Only civilian Nazis were directly engaged in the production of the missiles, particularly 

in the last stages just before completion. At the early stages of assembly of the hardware, 

prisoners participated. There were about sixty thousand prisoners, slave laborers engaged 
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around the clock in the production of these missile weapons. 

The prisoners who came from Auschwitz were assigned to cleanup inside and outside the 

facility. A Polish Capo was in charge of our group. We started by digging a long ditch. The 

ditch was over six feet deep and about six feet wide. It appeared to be too long for a gravesite. 

When standing straight in the ditch, I could not see the ground above me. I was hoping that the 

Capo would not see me either; but unfortunately, he was standing at the edge of the ditch and 

could see everything. I had a big shovel with a long handle trying to dig deeper and deeper. As I 

lifted a shovel of dirt and tried to place it on the top edge, some of the dirt fell back into the 

ditch. The Capo approached me and ordered me to climb out of the ditch. He gave me a few 

blows with his open hand on my face, accompanied by a few vulgarities in both Polish and 

German. Then he reassigned me to move the top dirt, which had been dug out of the ditch, place 

it in a wheelbarrow and move it to another pile of dirt. Another day I was detailed to clean up 

wood and rocks from a nearby field. On several occasions I was detailed to clean inside the 

tunnel, the street where the rockets were produced. There was an advantage to working inside 

the tunnel. I was protected from the cold, the rain and snow, but the dampness of the tunnel and 

the moldy smell made me dizzy and sick. However, I had no say and no choice in these matters. 

I had to do the best in all conditions and circumstances to avoid the rap of the wild beasts. 

One day while working on a cleanup project, I recognized a friend of mine from home. We used 

to sing together in the Alshtetiche Shul Choir. This young fellow, my age, had a pretty voice. 

He sang solo several Saturday morning prayers, passages from the "Kedisha Hu Eloyhainu Hu 
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Yashmyanu" and "Talmiday Chachumim". I was so eager to have a chance to talk to my friend, 

but it was not possible under the circumstances. A few days later we both worked in a 

ditch-digging project next to each other. We were then able to talk and exchange a few words 

without drawing any attention from the guards. I was able to find out what barrack he was 

residing in, and a few Sundays later, I had the opportunity to meet with him in his barrack. We 

were able to exchange our respective miserable experiences of the past several years. He was 

captured in Lodz about the same time I was at the end of 1939. His experience was similar to 

mine, although we had been incarcerated in different camps. He had not heard anything from 

the rest of his family. After we reminisced for awhile, we parted with a mutual commitment to 

meet again. We never did. I don’t know what happened to him. Dora was a very wild and 

unpredictable place, not conducive for social interaction with your friends. The Nazis were 

constantly shooting, hanging prisoners and bringing prisoners from other camps. Each day was 

full of hazards and confrontation with death. I never knew whether I would make it to the next 

day. This may have had something to do with the Nazis' deteriorating war position. The 

frequent American air attacks on Nazi cities, manufacturing and transportation centers made us 

feel good and we were happy to witness it. 

During this period the American Air Force made routine raids of the installation. The bombs 

were ineffective for the destruction of the actual facility, which was impenetrable, with huge 

layers of rocks. The Americans bombed and were able to demolish the railroad line, which was 

the access to and the exit from to the installation, making it impossible to get out or into the 

facility. However, as soon as the American planes left, we prisoners had to rebuild and restore 
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everything, which had been destroyed in order to maintain uninterrupted production. This 

became a wild chase. The Americans apparently were able to observe things. As soon as we 

restored, straightened, or installed new railroad tracks and filled the holes in the ground, the 

Americans came back with their low-flying planes and demolished all they could again and 

again. 

One time when the siren began to sound, indicating American planes were coming back, we had 

to hide from these planes, even though we were happy to see them do a good job of destroying 

the Nazi war machinery. The nearest shelter in which to hide was a small locomotive with a 

Nazi sitting inside. As I approached the locomotive, he started using profanities and said. Dirty 

Jew, you can not come inside my locomotive. So I dropped down to the ground nearby, as the 

Nazi rules required so we could not give signals to the American planes. Within seconds, an 

American plane dived down very low and hit and destroyed the locomotive with the Nazi inside. 

To me it was a small victory. Once the planes did their job and left, we had more things to 

clean up and to repair. This went on for days and nights. We were forced to work for 

twenty-four hours without interruption. The Nazis brought a barrel of watery soup to the work 

site. We got no bread ration. The bread did not arrive because of destroyed commuting lines, so 

we often had to go without bread for several days at a time, but this was not new to us. Our 

sufferings were now laced with hope and optimism, knowing that the Nazi era was approaching 

its end. 

A few days later my optimism began to wane, as I became a target of a ferocious and beastly SS, 
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who was known to brag that he was not able to eat breakfast unless or until he killed a few dirty 

Jews. For weeks this beast came out from somewhere, every morning, with a deadly weapon in 

his hand: a revolver or a gun, sometimes a shovel or a pick. He randomly selected a target and 

shot, stabbed or beat anyone in his path to death. Only after his murderous act was he able to eat 

breakfast. One tragic morning I happened to be in his path. While I was feverishly trying to 

work and to avoid him, nothing saved me this time. I was bending down trying to dislodge a 

piece of tangled metal from a pile of rubbish that I was to clean up. This SS, in his usual rage, 

approached me from behind and stabbed me with a sharp instrument twice on the right shoulder 

and once on my upper right back. I dropped to the ground. He presumed that I would die and 

left me, while he went to eat his breakfast. A couple of prisoners were ordered to pull me to the 

side. They pulled my bloody jacket and shirt off. Then they covered the three holes with my 

shirt and put some dirt on top of the shirt to help cover the open wounds to stop the bleeding. I 

was lying on my stomach in truly agonizing pain. Two prisoners had to help me get back to the 

camp after work in the evening. The wounds became infected, red and swollen. I was unable to 

move or lift my right arm. Every movement was excruciatingly painful. However, I had to 

continue to go to work. I was afraid that if I would seek to get off work and go to the infirmary, 

I certainly could become the object of being transferred for liquidation. I desperately wanted to 

avoid this possibility. I wanted to live and to survive the Nazis. The crucial question was how to 

do it. I went to work. I shivered with fever from the infection. 

Fortunately, my detail on this day was inside the tunnel. There I had one less enemy to fight - 

the cold weather. Inside the tunnel one of the civilian workers needed a person to sort out a box 
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of screws and bolts and to place them into separate groupings into a metal box with many 

compartments. Luckily, I was chosen for this job. I was fortunate to get this job. It seemed it 

was miraculously created for my benefit. I worked for several days with very little interference 

from the Capo or anyone else. I could do the job with one hand, and this was another blessing. 

After a few weeks the swelling, fever and pain subsided a little bit. I still was not able to move 

my arm, but as long as they let me work inside my chances for recuperating were much better. 

After a few days working in the tunnel, the Nazis returned me to outside work. The cold weather 

and the hard work aggravated my condition, slowing down my recovery. 

Sometime about the middle of March at the morning roll call, the Nazis counted and separated 

about twenty-five young Jewish prisoners including myself that appeared dilapidated. We were 

ordered to a truck, and headed once again, to an unknown destination and destiny. Speculation 

and fear about our life ran in all directions from one extreme to the other. It was the usual 

collision of thoughts between pessimism and optimism. We had experienced similar transfers in 

the past, however in this instance we had the feeling that they wanted to liquidate us as the Nazi 

defeat was rapidly approaching. The depression and fear overtook me as it did to the others in 

the group. To us it seemed that there was no escape in the last days before the Nazi collapse. It 

looked as we were doomed to perish like so many did before us. We traveled several hours until 

we arrived at the notorious camp, Buchenwald. We were a small group. It turned out that this 

transfer was our salvation, a triumph of hope over experience. 

The admission to Buchenwald did not take long. We disembarked, we were counted with little 
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violence or shouts, and the group was split up into smaller groups and assigned to different 

barracks. I was assigned to block No. 25. To my surprise many of the prisoners in the block 

were very young; some were my age, and altogether they were between ten and fifteen years old. 

They worked in a brick factory around Buchenwald. I was still suffering from the stabbing and I 

still had difficulty moving my right shoulder and arm. At times it felt that the infection was not 

going away. The pain persisted during the day, as well as during the night. This injury seemed 

to be more painful, and it seemed to take longer to heal, more that I could endure. Maybe that 

was because I was weak, debilitated from a long period of undernourishment. I had less energy, 

less resistance, less physical and mental stamina. However, I was determined not to give up at 

this stage of the tragedy, when I could see real signs of the coming destruction of the Nazis. 

I had been assigned to the brick-making factory. Buchenwald, however, seemed to be a 

paradise compared to the savagery that had taken place at Dora. The rations were regular and 

there were virtually no beatings in the barracks or at work. Yet, it was more and more difficult 

to maintain my physical and mental balance, I was frail and ready to collapse. 

After about a month in Buchenwald, we heard the familiar announcement one morning that 

everybody, without exception, should report immediately to the anstellen (roll call) square as the 

entire camp was being evacuated. Anybody who was found not reporting would be shot. We 

knew that the American army had made advances and the Nazis were attempting to liquidate the 

camp and its prisoners. This time I decided that I would not make another trip, much less 

another march. My instincts were telling me they are going to kill us and I must find a way out. 
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I began looking for a place to hide. I got the morning ration and the ladle of coffee. I ate and 

drank it all. It was still dark, but I knew from earlier times that there were piles of bodies behind 

some barracks. I thought that one of these piles of dead would be a good place to hide, and so it 

was. In the darkness of dawn, as prisoners were coming and going from different directions, it 

would be an ideal situation for me to sneak away from the crowd. I headed towards the back of 

a barrack where dead bodies were piled up high enough making it a suitable place where I could 

dig in without being detected. 

I was terribly frightened of being discovered. But I thought that this was my last chance and 

hope for survival. I must take that last chance if I wanted to survive. I approached one pile of 

the bony, skinny cadavers randomly piled on top of each other in disarray. I pulled down my 

beret-like hat to cover my eyes so I couldn’t see the horrible sight, and I covered my nose with it 

to minimize the nauseating stench of the dead prisoners. I began to move some bodies aside so 

that I can make entry into the pile. I pushed with my feet forcing myself deeper into the frozen 

stiff icy cold bodies like stiff four by four boards so as to prevent being detected. I curled up 

with my knees toward my chest and then tried with my bare hands to move some bodies to cover 

the open space above me, so as not to be seen when daylight appeared. Within a short while I 

started to doze off in a state of fear and pain. I felt like I was in a twilight zone half-asleep and 

half-awake afraid of being detected and that I would not get out alive from that unbearable 

situation. 

I do not know exactly how long I was in this precarious position among the frozen dead 
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cadavers; but suddenly, I heard a strange language, unlike the languages spoken in the camp. I 

tried to dig myself out of the pile of dead bodies. While I was moving about I saw a soldier in a 

different military uniform with a camera hanging on his chest and other military paraphernalia, 

like a gun, a belt with bullets, etc. This soldier was attempting to pull me out of the pile. The 

first word he spoke pointing to himself, American! I began to cry for the first time in five and a 

half years. My tears were a mixture of joy and sadness. I came out alive from the pile of 

cadavers as a free person. I could hardly believe that it was real because of my repeated dreams 

in the past that I was liberated and home with my parents that turned out to be just a dream. I 

was disoriented, confused and disbelief that I was free. The soldier helped me out of the pile 

and talked to me. He wanted to know how long I had been in the pile, what my name was and 

where my home was. He opened a can of tuna fish and handed it to me. I gobbled it up before I 

even realized what it was. I showed him my infected right shoulder, the result of a stabbing at 

Dora Concentration Camp. He looked at it and said he would take me to the First Aid station. I 

was barely able to walk due to my poor physical condition and hiding under the dead people for 

an extended period of time. I became like the stiff corpses barely able to move about. With the 

soldier’s help I was able to make it to a nearby waiting jeep. He had to lift me up into the jeep. 

When we arrived at the First Aid station, the American guard refused to admit me saying 

technically that this was only for military casualties and as a civilian, I could not be admitted. 

After some discussion that I did not understand, the guard was persuaded to ignore the 

technicalities and I was admitted to the facility. I was given a shot of penicillin and they dressed 

up my wounds. The soldier then took me back to Buchenwald to the camp infirmary where I 

was given some good thick potato soup with pieces of meat in it. I could hear other sick 
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prisoners moaning and groaning, desperately struggling between life and death. 

One of the prisoners I recognized. He had been with me in the first camp, Selchov. He was a 

cheerful person with a smile on his face and a golden tooth shining from his mouth. He was in 

severe pain and died that night. From his missing gold tooth I surmised that he had been through 

the selection at Auschwitz where they pulled golden teeth from the prisoners on there arrival. 

His name was Montzash, from Lodz. 
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Chapter 13 - After the Liberation 

Once the Americans took over the administration of the camp there was plenty of food available, 

civilian clothes and shoes were distributed to the prisoners, and we began to breathe the air of 

freedom. Many prisoners of different nationalities began to go home to their families. The 

Polish and Russian prisoners were not too eager to go home. Instead, they were busy looting and 

ransacking the abandoned SS offices and quarters. Whatever they could not take, they destroyed 

and threw outside. Typewriters, guns, and office supplies were thrown all over. Then they 

began celebrating the liberation from oppression to freedom. Dancing, drinking, singing and 

going wild was the order of the new day. 

The Jewish prisoners, particularly from Poland, were happy about the liberation, yet sad about 

the tragic loss of their families. We knew that there was no one left of our families in Poland and 

that there were no homes to return to and nowhere else to go. Our joy of the liberation was 

covered under a veil of sadness and hopelessness. By then I found out for sure that the Ghetto at 

Lodz where my family had lived had been completely liquidated, just a few Jews who were able 

to hide were left there. It seemed pointless for me to attempt to go home. Besides, there was no 

means of transportation or communication from Buchenwald to Lodz. While in the infirmary, 

dozens of GTs came to visit us. Among them was a big black American soldier with a belt 

across his shoulder and around his waist full of bullets, plus the other paraphernalia the soldiers 

were carrying. This is the first time I had ever seen a black person. I looked at him with the 
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same amazement as he looked at me. He seemed shocked and speechless, and we did not talk, 

but in our hearts we felt profoundly grateful to those great American heroes. For the first time 

in five and a half years I had enough food, and it was a miracle that my undernourished body did 

not collapse from over stuffing. I felt better and began to move about in and outside the facility. 

In the late afternoon, another survivor and I tried to test whether we were really free or whether 

this was another dream of being free which would end in disappointment. As we approached the 

gate, we were cautioned by the American military not to leave the camp because escaped SS 

guards were still armed and were hiding in the vicinity. While I was gone, the soldier who 

pulled me out from the pile of dead bodies stopped by to visit me. Regretfully, I was not there, 

but he left me a towel, a bar of soap, a toothbrush and toothpaste. These were precious 

commodities but more so for the kindness shown to me by a human being in so many years. I 

began to realize more and more that I was really free in a free world, and that the world of 

murder, torture, pain, misery, and hate had really come to an end. 

That same evening, the joyous moments of liberation were dampened by a sad report that a day 

earlier the Nazis evacuated Buchenwald and Dora and had marched about 2000 prisoners to an 

isolated village between the camps. They herded them into a closed cattle yard and set the 

prisoners on fire by throwing grenades into it. Only a few had been able to escape. My mood 

rapidly changed to depression as I wondered whether one of my brothers might have been among 

them. On the third day after the Liberation, my soldier, the liberator, came to visit me. He 

brought me more civilian clothes, food and other useful items. Then he took me to a place 
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where he was stationed, where many GI’s had been eating and drinking and having a good time. 

I was happy to be there, but at the same time, I experienced the loneliness more and more. I 

began to realize and feel the loss of my family and friends, and felt alone even among the joyful 

Americans. I realized I would have to face the reality that I am alone in the world. I had to meet 

new challenges and make new adjustments. This melancholy didn’t last because I thought to 

myself that if I was able to come through alive, surviving numerous confrontations with death 

itself, then I should be able to rely on my own inner resources and with God’s help I would make 

a new life in a free world. Things would get better from now on. I began to forge an optimistic 

outlook for my future. 

The same evening I met Ludwig Hanstrom, a German about age fifty-five, who was liberated 

from Buchenwald. He was imprisoned in 1939 before the war started for his alleged Communist 

activities. He was in the infirmary working on a radio address to the German nation about his 

horrible experiences in Buchenwald at the hands of the Nazis. He told me about his background 

and family. I told him how lucky he was to have a country and a family to return to. I felt like I 

was in the middle of an empty desert where everything around me was destroyed. I have no 

family to return and I am uncertain how and where I could start rebuilding my life? My newly 

acquired freedom did not immediately enhance my spirit and my well being. Ludwig then took 

my hand and said to me. You’re a young boy with blond hair and blue eyes. You look German. 

You can come with me as my son and forget about being part of a suffering Jew. Didn’t you 

suffer enough as a Jew? Come with me and forget about continuing your life as a Jew. I was 

surprised about this offer. My response to Ludwig was without hesitation. I cannot do that. I 
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was bom and raised in a religious Jewish home. The Jewish background, the tradition I was 

raised in was still vivid in my being. I could not switch allegiance and abandon my feelings and 

belief in the Jewish people, Jewish tradition and Jewish religion. I thanked him, but declined his 

offer. I told him that I had to go look for my people where I belong. I was still hopeful that I 

might find some of my family alive. I must go where I might be able to find them. I indeed 

suffered and paid a high price for being Jewish and it would be against my feelings and 

conscious to abandon my Jewishness after I was liberated. I would not be able to live with 

myself. I shall remain a Jew in a Jewish environment. I therefore must not accept your offer. 

Thank you again for your kind offer Mr. Ludwig Hanstrom. 
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Chapter 14 - Paris 

Several weeks after the Liberation, President De Gaulle of France offered to admit into France 

and to adopt about 40 children from Buchenwald. We were referred to as Les Enfant De 

Buchenwald” under the direct auspices of the OSE (Oeuvre De Secours Aux Enfants). This is a 

French Jewish organization dedicated to the protection of children. Like the Jewish family and 

children’s service in the United States. I was very fortunate to be included in that group to go to 

France. Many of the youngsters were in the age range from ten to fifteen years old. Being 

escorted out of Buchenwald was the most exhilarating day of our lives! Within several hours, 

via a passenger train this time, we found ourselves in the Lutecia Hotel, one of the most 

luxurious hotels in Paris. A staff of French nurses awaited our arrival with baby equipment, 

cribs, diapers, bottles and a variety of infant toys. They thought we were infants. They were a 

bit surprised to greet a group of grown up boys. However, they quickly adjusted and adapted to 

our age. We were treated royally with good food, medical care, entertainment and a promise to 

help us look for our families. None of us were used to this cordial treatment. We all were 

exhilarated from the loving ambiance. 

After a week’s restful and playful recovery, we were taken to Equi, a campus facility about 100 

kilometers from Paris. It was like a summer camp equipped with dorms, dining and entertaining 

halls, sport facilities and a swimming-fishing lake. The facility provided us with an excellent 
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opportunity to recuperate from the tragic nightmare of the past. We were able to relax and 

regain some semblance of normalcy. We played volleyball, soccer, and other sports, and we also 

did a lot of crying and singing. Very fine people who spoke our Yiddish language, along with 

psychologists and social workers were ready to help those who were willing to accept help 

surrounded us. Many were suffering from depression and many had traumatic nightmares about 

there past. Many acted out their anger against the staff without justification or provocation. We 

spent three months at Equi and were deemed sufficiently recuperated, “normalized'’ and 

physically fit to assume a normal life like others our age. 

In early June we returned to Paris and were placed in-group homes with about twenty youngsters 

to a home. My friends and I were offered three choices as homes and we selected the Palaix de 

Beacicoux. During the French Revolution, this was Robespierre’s headquarters from which he 

issued the order to chop off the heads of those who allegedly were disloyal to him. The 

architecture outside and inside was modeled after the Palace of King Louis the XIV. Gold¬ 

framed mirrors were everywhere. The doors and cabinets were of French mahogany, each 

bedroom had a fireplace and beautiful classic paintings were on the walls. It was an exquisite 

place with beautiful gardens and a gazebo in the center of a beautiful lake. . Four youngsters 

including myself shared a bedroom. A large and pleasant staff of educators, psychologists, 

cooks and nurses were available to take care of our needs. 

Most of us suffered from an educational deficit, as our schooling was disrupted by the war. 

From about age ten to fifteen, I had had no academic education. I had a reasonably good 
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background in Jewish-Hebrew education, but my secular learning was rather limited. I had lots 

of catching up to do. Since we could speak no French and had missed out on our regular 

education, we could not attend the public schools. Instead, the home provided several teachers 

who helped us with the language and other subjects, math, science etc. that we needed to catch 

up. After we gained some command of the French language, we were given vocational tests and 

were assigned to different public schools, depending on each student’s interest. I selected and 

entered a dental school, Ecole de Dentist au Neuilles. It was a six-year program necessary to be 

a licensed dentist in France. The school was developed and sponsored by the OSE. 

My life in Paris radically changed my previous outlook and attitude. During my incarceration I 

experienced man’s cruelty to others, a system where the stronger and more powerful dominated 

or destroyed the weaker. I entertained the idea that if I survived this beastly society, I would 

move away as far as possible from other people to an isolated wooded area and take my life 

closer to nature as advocated by Rousseau. Flowever, once I began to breath the free air and 

spirit of Paris, its people, its beauty, its culture, its warmth, I quickly decided that living in Paris 

was more appealing than living alone in an isolated place, as I previously thought. 

Making the transition from my wretched life to a free life in Paris required a radical 

transformation of my mental and emotional attitude. While I was physically free, it was still 

difficult to free my mind from the fears and traumas that had been embodied in my youthful 

mentality. The trauma followed me like a shadow while I was awake and while I was asleep. 

Yet, slowly I was getting used to the idea that I could walk on a sidewalk without being hurt. I 
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was able to be in touch and talk with other people without being hurt. I was able to go to stores 

and make purchases without being hurt. I could even sit down in a Parisian cafe and be served 

food and drink without standing in line for a bowl of soup. The routine activities that most 

people take for granted, I greatly appreciated. It was, of course, extremely gratifying to be able to 

do these mundane things. I had to remind myself that this was not a dream that I was really free 

to do all those things that free men do in a free society. 

Paris, the city of light, is an extremely stimulating place to be and to start a new life. It is a 

landscape of startling exhibition with many cultural, artistic sites of great beauty. Just to name a 

few: Place de le Concord, where King Louis the XVI was guillotined in 1793, the Eiffel Tower, 

from which you can see a spectacular panoramic view of Paris; the graceful Notre Dame 

Cathedral, The Champ Elyssees, the Arc of Triumph, the Bastille, the Palace of Versailles. It 

was at the French Opera House where my love of opera was initiated after I attended several 

performances. I was exposed to these and many other significant artistic and historic places 

during my first months in Paris. I began to learn and to appreciate the culture and beauty of the 

city. I attended French and Yiddish musicals, movies, and many other cultural and literary 

events. A group of us survivors wrote a Yiddish play that we directed and performed in one of 

the biggest theaters in Paris. It was full of anecdotes about concentration camp life, we played to 

a full house. At the same time I took French lessons and other subjects that are taught in 

elementary and high school which I had missed during my incarceration. I gradually became 

involved in social and political life within our group and outside the group. I renewed my 

appetite for reading Yiddish as I did before my incarceration and reading the same books in 
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French, thereby learning the French Language. 

In our group we had young people, some younger than I was, who displayed spells of depression 

and had repeated traumatic nightmares and crying over their lost families. They refused to meet 

with professional psychiatrists and psychologists as they thought that only crazy people needed 

them. I was better able to relate to them and to help them. Talking to these children about their 

feelings and problems was very helpful to me also. I became the elected spokesperson to 

represent the group to the administrators of the home to resolve grievances that had arisen while 

living together. I was the spokesperson also when important people from the French or 

American government or entertainers came to pay us a visit us. I was instrumental in 

establishing a close link with a Zionist youth organization. This provided us with the 

opportunity to establish and maintain friendly relations with young Jewish French people. Some 

of us actively participated in organizational activities, which helped survivors settle in Israel. 

In October of 1947, a group of Holocaust survivors met at a training camp in an Italian village to 

prepare for an illegal voyage to Israel and I was among them. During that period, England had a 

protectorate over Palestine and rigidly controlled and limited the access of Jewish survivors of 

the Holocaust to Palestine for its own geo-political reasons. The Zionist movement organized a 

program to resettle survivors of the Holocaust who languished in the postwar German displaced 

persons’ camp named Aliya Bet, in spite of England’s opposition. The English navy increased 

and intensified its blockade of the Mediterranean Sea, making our voyage extremely risky. The 

trip was indefinitely postponed. My hope of reaching Israel was shattered and I began to redirect 
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by goals. 

I had a fully creative, productive life in Paris, but it did not make up for the loss of my family or 

the lost years of my childhood. The burden of the past was, and still is, difficult to shake off. 

My engagement in constructive endeavors was the only way I could begin to rebuild my life and 

my future to overcome the wretched past. I had to use the same inner strength, courage and will 

that sustained me during the years in the camps to help me build a new life. To allow my Nazi 

experience to impede my effort to achieve, and to grow and develop into a creative, productive 

Jewish person would be tantamount to allowing the Nazis a post mortem victory. Only by 

becoming a productive, contributing, and helpful human being as expected of me by my parents 

is my survival justified. 

In early 1946 I ran into a survivor in Paris who told me that my middle brother had survived and 

that he saw him after the liberation in Germany, but he did not know where he lived or where he 

could be found. I immediately started a search with the help of various agencies dedicated to 

help find and reunite families who survived the Holocaust. It took about two months until I 

received a personal letter from my brother who was living in Lemperheim, Germany in a 

displaced persons camp. Ultimately, I was able to obtain a permit from the French military 

office. I went to meet with my brother whom I had not seen since the winter of 1939. After an 

initial embrace, he began to tell me in detail the tragic story of my parents’ suffering from 

hunger, and how and when they were deported to Chelmo and were gassed. He told me about the 
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rest of the family, and he told me about his own terrible experience. I shared with him some of 

my experiences. We of course were very happy to find each other alive. 

My brother Hennik did not have the same advantage that I had in Paris. He was eager to get out 

of Germany, but the doors of all nations were closed to Jewish survivors. For humanitarian 

reasons, the Vatican had an elaborate, clandestine program to help Nazi criminals to escape to 

different countries in North and South America. The Vatican did not extend this humanitarian 

gesture to the Jewish survivors who languished in the displaced persons camps. The Polish 

people killed many Jewish survivors who returned to Poland. Because of this dilemma, my 

brother decided to go to Israel when possible. I agreed to meet him there after I finished my 

education in Paris. My aspiration was ultimately to settle in Israel following the completion of 

my professional education as a dentist. 

About a month later, I received a communication that my sister Esther was alive in Poland. She 

received my letters inquiring about the family, but it was difficult and risky to go to meet her. I 

did not want to take the risk of making a trip to Poland because both the Poles and the Russians 

were hostile toward the Jewish survivors who returned to their homes in Poland. In many 

instances, they were arrested, prosecuted as German spies, and sent to Siberia or killed. I was 

not ready to take any chances after surviving the Holocaust. I hoped, however, that in time things 

would stabilize in Europe to make travel more secure. My sister Esther knew the fate of the rest 

of the family, the brutal murder of our parents, our oldest sister, her two children and our oldest 

brother, his family plus several uncles, aunts and cousins. I urged my sister to leave Poland and 
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go to Lempertheim, Germany to meet our brother there, hoping that we could all get together 

when things got normalized. I began having happy fantasies that we the survivors of our family 

could form some semblance of a family again, a bittersweet feeling. 

Towards the end of 1947, the generous support from the French government began to diminish 

and some programs had to be curtailed. We were encouraged to become independent. The 

dental school I attended demanded more money to cover their cost of a rampant post-war 

inflation in France. If they will not get additional funds the school will have to be closed. I 

began to realize that 1 would not be able to continue school without outside support. I was not 

prepared to support myself at that point, yet I had great desire and motivation to go on my own. 

I was able to secure a job in a dental laboratory. Leo, another member of the group was in a 

similar situation, he also got a job. We rented a one-room apartment in Paris not far from Place 

de Etoil and we began an independent life. We thought that we made a considerable 

improvement from the life in the group home. By that time, I had a circle of good friends. I was 

socially and romantically involved with a beautiful young Jewish lady, Fela, adding a new 

dimension to my life. I courted Fela, we came from similar prewar Polish families and enjoyed 

simple interests like going to the movies, theatre, operas and dancing. We parted when I left 

Paris. 

Several months later, Leo and I received a notice to fill out certain papers for a visa to the USA. 

About four months prior to this notice, visitors from the US State Department came to our group 

home and apparently were very moved and impressed with what they observed and heard. They 
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finally asked us if we would like to go to the USA. Several of us expressed an interest, and they 

promised to get us admitted into the USA. I was one of the five boys to get a visa, and after 

several months of red tape, we boarded an American ship in January of 1950. The ship was 

called the Ernie Pyle, named for the American war correspondent killed by the Japanese during 

WWII. It was an eleven-day journey, but it was worth it. The excitement and exhilaration was 

overwhelming. The five of us decided unanimously to close our bitter chapter of the 

concentration camp experience by throwing overboard everything that reminded us of the camps, 

including our camp uniforms. We hoped, naively, to eradicate the past. On January 22, 1950, 

we arrived at New York Harbor which was the singularly most exhilarating moment of my life. I 

had a suitcase with some clothes and $7 in cash and a heavy baggage of memories I could not 

leave behind, even when I tried hard to do so. 
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Chapter 15 - The USA 

At my arrival in New York Mr. Appelbaum who had been a friend of my father’s in Poland 

greeted me. He had discovered my name on a list of Holocaust survivors listed in a Jewish 

newspaper the “Forwards”. I corresponded with him from Paris and we became very friendly. 

He was my father’s age. As we walked from the harbor I noticed an elderly lady carrying a bag 

with laundry on her back. She was poorly dressed with a pair of tom shoes and was walking 

through the snowy sidewalk. I stopped to look again at the poor woman and said in Yiddish to 

my mentor. Is this the Goldene Medina (Land of Gold) I perceived America to be. His response 

was that even in America there are many poor people. The second day after my arrival I went to 

an agency that was helping resettle newly arrived Holocaust survivors with jobs and living 

quarters. The agency advised me that they had a job and a place for me in Mississippi. I had 

read enough literature by Upton Sinclair and Mark Twain to be aware of the racial bigotry and 

hate discrimination by the dominant white population against the poor black minority. I flatly 

refused to go to live in such a hateful environment. I expressed my feelings to that person, 

explaining that my personal bitter experience of being a subject of hate and bigotry would be 

very uncomfortable for me to live in such a place. My preference was to stay in New York or go 

to San Francisco where I had a close friend from Paris. The lady who interviewed me to help me 

adamantly insisted that both New York and San Francisco had already become saturated with too 

many refugees and neither of these two cities could accommodate me. She finally said. You 
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take it or leave it, that is, go to Mississippi or be on my own. I went on my own. My older 

friend was not too happy with my decision either, as he feared that I might become a financial 

burden to him. When I told my friend about my vocational objective, to continue my studies in 

dentistry, he was not too thrilled either. He advised me that in the USA a coal miner and a 

dentist were equal. He did not elaborate what equal meant, and I told him I would still like to 

explore the possibility. The next day he took me to his dentist. The dentist was not too 

encouraging either, but he advised me correctly that I should take any job to make a living, learn 

the English language, and I would be in a better position to make an intelligent vocational 

choice. His suggestion made sense, and I listened and took his advice seriously. 

The same evening, I contacted a good friend from Paris who had come to the USA a year earlier. 

He was already settled with a job. He told me to meet him in a clothing factory where he was 

employed. He thought I could get a job, so the next day I met him and he introduced me to the 

owner of the shop who was Jewish and spoke Yiddish. He hired me and put me to work 

immediately. He showed me how the sewing machine worked and let me practice for a half- 

hour. Then he gave me endless rolls of white cloth to sew into pleats. My grasp of the 

mechanical process pleased the owner, and I was given a starting wage of seventy-five cents an 

hour, enough to pay for room and board. My friend also found a place for me to live with a 

family in East Manhattan near Delaney and Livingston Streets, not far from Bernard Baruch’s 

public bath. At the same time I enrolled in night school to learn English. At this stage I was 

busy working, going to night school, making new friends, and adopting to the American lifestyle, 

so I did not have much time to brood about the past. I very much missed my friends, though. 
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particularly my girl friend with whom I was romantically linked in Paris. She could not come to 

the U.S. so by virtue of long distance separation, our romance came to an end. 

1 faithfully continued to work and to attend evening classes. The boss owner of the factory was a 

nice cheerful person. He called me “Motke the thief’ a title of a Yiddish book by Sholam Ash. 

My name was Motke. My response to him was I am Motke but you are the thief. 

My English was not too refined at this point. One evening after class, the teacher asked the class 

who knew how to make cider. I thought she meant a Passover Seder, the observance of the 

religious ritual. So I raised my hand, telling the teacher that I knew how to do it. She asked me 

to step forward after the class and I did. Then she asked me to make a list of the necessary 

ingredients. I started to name the ingredients we used for a Passover Seder. You need a plate 

with an egg, three matzos, parsley, a burned chicken neck, and chopped apples mixed with nuts 

and wine. The teacher was Jewish and she knew what I was talking about, but she had asked 

how to make apple cider, not a Passover ritual Seder. It was a moment of embarrassment and 

laughter. This was a positive stimulant for our friendship. The last day before the classes ended, 

the teacher told me that she and her husband would be driving to California for a vacation and 

invited me to come along. They had enough space in the car, and it would not cost me anything. 

It would give me an opportunity to see the country, so I accepted the offer without any 

hesitation. I informed my employer and my landlady and neither expressed any objection to my 

sudden departure. In fact, they encouraged me to go. We stopped in several cities where both 

the teacher and her husband had relatives and I was their guest and was treated like their child. 
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One memorable stop was at the wife’s sister in Minneapolis. As soon as I was introduced to the 

hosts, they immediately recognized my accent and they started asking me questions about where 

I came from and what camps I had been in during the war. A young teenage girl there was 

surprised and said that her boyfriend, Johnny Schulman, had been detained in the same places. I 

was pleasantly surprised to hear his name because he had occupied the bunk next to mine for 

nearly two years in Auschwitz III Buna Monovitz. He was from Germany my age who worked 

as an electrician in the camp. We were separated during the death march from Auschwitz to 

Glievitz. I did not know whether he had survived, or did he know that I had survived. After 

Glievitz he was transported to Mathausen camp while I was taken to Dora. His sister had been 

living in Minneapolis since the mid-thirties. She was able to bring Johnny to the United State 

two years before I came. By that time he was well adapted, spoke good English, and he had a 

good job as an electrician. He encouraged me to stay in Minneapolis and said that he’d help me 

get a job. Again without hesitation I was persuaded and accepted his offer. I said good-by and 

separated from the teacher who had invited me for the trip in the first place. 

I stayed in Minneapolis for ten years. Johnny Schulman and I became very close, like two 

brothers. We dressed alike and associated with the same circle of friends who referred to us as 

twins. I got a job in a clothing factory, joined the union, and became a cutter, a more prestigious 

and better paying vocation in the garment industry. The hourly rate for a cutter was about ninety 

cents. I got paid eighty cents per hour, but when I asked my foreman for an increase to the 

prevailing rate, he retorted, “Did you get more in Europe? If you don’t like it here, go back 
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where you came from.” He was not too friendly to me. His meanness was, however, made up 

by the friendship and kindness of the other workers. They were eager to help me with work and 

with my English. When they spoke to me and I did not understand a word, I would ask them to 

spell it for me, as this was a good way for me to learn the language. However, some of the 

people were not good spellers and they became annoyed and called me Spell it for me. By and 

large, they were good people and some became good friends. 

During one hot summer, the factory was not air-conditioned and the work place became very 

uncomfortable. There were a couple of fans, but the foreman did not allow the fans to operate 

because they consumed too much electricity. Most of the workers would rather suffer in silence 

than talk or argue with the foreman. I knew that if I asked him to let the fans run he would send 

me back to where I came from. I saw no point in that. Instead, I decided to go to the owner, not 

to complain, but to offer to take out the cost of the electricity from my weekly check to pay for 

the running of the fans. The owner was a very friendly, decent man and was surprised to hear 

about the restriction on the fans running when it was hot in the factory. He did not visit it often. 

He embraced me and thanked me for bringing this issue to his attention. He went with me to 

the factory and realized how difficult it was to work in those conditions. He issued a verbal 

order and later, a written one, to have the fans turned on, as needed when the temperature 

reached a certain degree. He did not deduct the cost from my check. 

After this experience, the foreman assigned the most difficult work to me to be completed in less 

time, and he became extremely hostile and critical of my work. I reached a point where I could 
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no longer tolerate the abuse. I decided to quit the job, and I walked off and went to the public 

library, which was my usual escape in my spare time. When I got home that evening there was a 

message from the owner to come to see him. I learned that soon after I left the factory, the entire 

crew of about twenty-five cutters walked off the job. They had a meeting in the union hall, 

demanding that the foreman be reprimanded and apologize to me and quit badgering me. The 

owner, of course, did not know what was going on, and he apologized to me and reprimanded 

the foreman. I continued to work there until I enrolled full time at the University of Minnesota. 

My parents ingrained in me a strong desire for learning and I had a strong desire to get a higher 

education. 

William James, the American philosopher-educator, observed that. Those who are concerned 

with making the world a little more safe, a little more free, a little more just, a little more equal, 

had better start with themselves. Developing a personal source of strength through education is, 

in the long run, the best contribution one can make to himself, to his fellow man, and to the 

world we live in. His statement very much influenced my decision, it added strength to my 

motivation and desire for advanced education. While working in the factory I was trying to 

attain a good command of the English language, the first prerequisite for formal education. 

Every evening I picked ten to twenty words from the dictionary to learn their meanings. I wrote 

them out on a small piece of paper on one side, and on the other side I put their definition. Any 

occasion I had, I pulled out this list of words and tried to memorize them, even when I went to 

the rest room. I remembered what my father told us about our time between birth and death. He 

said that we have a limited time span and we ought to use it beneficially. I began to read books 
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that I used to read in Yiddish. I took out books on subjects taught in high school in preparation 

for an examination to obtain a high school certificate, a necessary prerequisite for admission to 

college. After a year of self-teaching, I took and passed the high school equivalency test in St. 

Paul, Minnesota. Then I focused my attention on the university. In 1952 I took my college 

admission test and passed it. The university admission committee refused to give me credit for 

attending the dental school in Paris for two years. I was disappointed, but it did not deter me 

from pursuing a formal education at the University of Minnesota. In the fall of 1952,1 enrolled 

as a full time student. I took a part time job at the University hospital to support myself. 

During the first semester at the university I lived in south Minneapolis about ten miles from 

school. Hitchhiking was the only means of transportation to and from school. Drivers who 

picked me up were very kind and generous; often some even went out of their way to get me to 

school on time. This is my opportunity to express my collective appreciation to those kind men 

and women who always extended their compassion and help to me in my time of need. I do not 

recall the different topics of conversations I had with different drivers, but one in particular 

sticks in my mind. It was the most unusual conversation between two human beings. He started 

out by saying that Hitler was the greatest man in history, and that his attempt to kill all the Jews 

was the best thing for mankind. He thought that is was too bad that Hitler did not reach the 

American Jews and do the same thing that he did to the European Jews. This invective tirade 

continued until he stopped to let me out. At this point, I told him that he had given a ride to a 

surviving Jew and that his hateful diatribe had no place in America or in the world. I told him to 
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seek psychiatric help to clear up his hostility toward others, so that he might free himself of this 

hateful burden and live better and longer. He slammed the car door behind me and moved on. 

I took advantage of every opportunity to attend lectures given by scholars in the fields of 

religion, philosophy, psychology, biology and social-economics. This was my extra-curricular 

activity. I also ushered for the symphonies and was a super or stand- in for the operas when the 

Met performed at the university. This gave me recreational opportunities. I was an active 

member of the MBX Jewish Fraternity and the Hillel House. Towards the end of the spring 

quarter I was offered a scholarship that covered food, lodging, and transportation to attend a 

three month leadership training camp for the summer in New York. It was sponsored by the 

Ethical Culture Society of America. I was one of two students from the University of Minnesota 

to be selected for this excellent program of American history and government. The criteria for 

selection included the completion of first year studies, a B average, good character, and potential 

leadership qualities. I was very appreciative and excited and looked forward for this great 

opportunity. 

The camp was located in the Bronx, New York, at Fieldston School. It was a beautiful facility 

perfectly suitable for the programmed educational purpose. The first day I arrived was devoted 

to introduction, meeting the nearly two hundred young American boys and girls selected from 

nearly one hundred universities across the country. It was a highly intelligent group of young 

people who showed leadership qualities in their respective schools. The staff, too, was all 

experienced professors and public leaders representing labor and management, religion, politics. 
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philosophy and human relations, American history, the Constitution, and the American 

government. Part of the program included scheduled field trips to public and private institutions, 

federal agencies, private institutions and visits to families in the vicinity. One family we visited 

lived in a huge, beautiful, exquisitely decorated home. They were the owners of a prominent 

weekly publication. They showed us a film depicting their historical European background 

leading to their current lifestyle in the USA. The home was beautiful elegant furniture, classical 

paintings, two Cadillacs, and a large yacht. At the end of the presentation, the man said that this 

is the life of the average American. During the question period, I asked, “How do I become such 

an average American?” His response was that in the USA, under our system of free enterprise, 

everybody had the opportunity to become an average American. One must aspire high, study, 

work hard, and today’s dream might become a reality tomorrow. After years living and 

observing life in America how the social economical system of free enterprise works, I became 

convinced that the statement the host gave me is generally speaking correct. 

For me this leadership training program was an eye opener in many respects. It was a most 

valuable learning experience. It gave me the opportunity to learn about America and to 

understand and to appreciate America’s history and Constitution and the government’s 

infrastructure and operation. It gave me the opportunity to live, study, and interact with nearly 

two hundred Americans, all young men and women. I will always cherish the experience and 

relationship with them. It also gave me a chance for the first time to tell the students and faculty 

about my experience during the Holocaust and teach them a few Hebrew songs that we often 

sang together as a group. 
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Following my return from this exhilarating educational program, I joined the Encampment 

Alumni. Our objective was to put into practice the theories we learned. We had periodic 

meetings discussing social and political issues of the time, and we participated in political and 

social activities, like working and supporting political candidates, specifically Hubert Humphrey, 

whom I admired. We annually held Minnesota Encampments modeled after the New York 

program. The objective was to keep the spark and spirit of the New York encampment alive. 

Continuing my education was a fulfillment of my strong desire for learning, and I was stimulated 

and challenged by my first year of study. Eagerly anticipating the second year of undergraduate 

school at the University of Minnesota, I looked forward to attending classes and listening to 

lectures on a variety of subjects of my interest. I absorbed each subject matter like a sponge. In 

addition to the intellectual gratification of the learning, attending the university had a positive 

psychological impact on my emotional well being. I was enjoying full freedom, full equality, 

and friendships with many American young people in an institution of higher learning. 

Attending school was extremely uplifting and gratifying to me. Only a person who has 

experienced the abyss of evil and darkness, of physical and spiritual deprivation, where freedom 

of choice was completely obliterated can truly appreciate the spiritual value of this new 

ambiance. I was a free person in a free society in an academic setting - free to make choices that 

was of interest to me and guides my destiny. 

While making steady progress in my endeavor towards building a new life in the U.S.A., I, by no 
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means, was free of the shadow of my wretched past. In addition to frequent traumatic 

nightmares about my experiences during the Holocaust, I had an uncomfortable feeling when I 

encountered a German or Polish person, especially if I believed they came to the U.S.A. after 

World War II. I first conjured that he might be a possible escapee from justice. Someone who 

may have killed or participated in the killing of my parents, sisters, brothers, grandparents, 

uncles and thousands of other Jews. And not until I found out from him that he was not involved 

in the Nazi terror did I begin to feel at ease with that person. By and large, I have tried to avoid 

encounters with people I suspected of being collaborators with the Nazis in the Holocaust. 

During my second school year at the University, I gamed a little more psychological 

understanding of human dynamics of behavior, and I began to introspect my feelings, attitudes 

and behaviors. I began to realize that carrying the burden of hate for others hurt me more and 

impeded me from becoming a really free person - free of my terrible past. 

During the second quarter in the second year at the university, I was granted a stipend that 

required me to work about ten hours a week doing research for a psychology professor. 1 was 

assigned a small office in a small building where I was to do the work. A university guard was 

also assigned there. He wore a dark, blue uniform similar to the uniform worn by some 

concentration camp guards. I found out from other students that this guard happened to be a 

German immigrant after WWII. A negative feeling towards this guard made me uncomfortable. 

When the guard made his daily 5:00 P.M. tour to inspect the offices in the building, I became 

anxious and walked out of my office and away from the building, returning only when I was 
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assured the guard was finished with the inspection and had left the building. This unfortunate 

game went on for several months. Finally, I began to realize that I could no longer go on living 

with fear and hate towards others who may not even be the ones I perceive them to be i.e. Nazi 

killers. I then decided to confront the guard and have a frank, honest talk with him. I told him 

about my problem and why I had been avoiding him. I wanted very much to overcome my 

corrosive disease of hate originating from my Holocaust experience. He told me his background 

and that he served in the German army during WW II, but was not involved in or connected with 

the killing of civilian people. After this encounter we became friendly. In fact, the following 

Christmas I was invited and spent the holiday in his home with his family, his wife and two 

young children. It was a gratifying experience of diminishing, if not eliminating, my suspicions 

about German and Polish arrivals to U.S.A. after WW II. 

When I approached graduation time, I began to think about continuing with graduate work at the 

school of social work. My advisor suggested that I work for a year or two to get some 

experience in the outside world before making a final vocational choice. I followed this advice 

and after graduating with a BA in Industrial Psychology, I accepted a social work position with 

the Minnesota Department of Social Services in the most northern tip, Roseau, Minnesota. 

Roseau is a sparsely populated farm area noted for its severe cold winters and beautiful 

summers. It's surrounded by forests and many good fishing lakes, about 500 miles from the 

nearest urban city of Minneapolis and about 120 miles south of Winnipeg, Canada. While in an 

earlier era I had the inclination to live closer to nature, now the new experiences of the big city 
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changed my thinking. I missed the many advantages the big city had to offer particularly the 

many good friends I made in Minneapolis. Here in this community I was the first and only Jew 

who ever set foot in Roseau. The people in Roseau were very cordial and readily accepted me. 

Soon I began making good friends that I still keep in touch with even after nearly 40 years since I 

left Roseau. Some weekends I traveled to Winnipeg where I established some contacts and 

made some friends, thus broadening my social and intellectual horizon. During my spare time 

after work, I did a lot of reading, learned to ice skate, took piano lessons, and listened to my 

favorite classical records on a hi-fi I built at the University workshop. One particular book I read 

that stands out in my memory is Ulysses by James Joyce. It is a large volume of about 600 pages 

of solid print without any punctuation. It reflects a stream of - consciousness that took place 

within a two-hour period at a family breakfast table. The New York Times book review 

characterized the book as "a huge mass of accumulated nonsense" and it was banned in the 

U.S.A. You could not buy it because during the McCarthy era in the late 50's the book was 

banned. I purchased the book in Winnipeg without any questions or problem. The bookstore 

owner, however, advised me to put the book in a cook book cover to get it through the American 

border customs. In subsequent years the book was elevated to classic literature on the required 

reading list in English departments of many universities. 

The job responsibilities in Roseau included visiting families or individuals that applied or were 

referred to our agency for financial and/or social-psychological assistance. I had to assess and 

identify the need of the applicants, then try to write up a program and provide for their needs. 

One visit was to a remote isolated area where two brothers lived. It was two separate one-room. 
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dilapidated wooden shacks a couple hundred feet apart from each other. The shacks had no 

electricity, no inside plumbing, no running water. In the center there was a wood burning stove, 

a bed, a bench, a table all homemade of logs, a few utensils, a blanket and other rags on the bed 

and no linen. Both brothers in their seventies were single, having never married, and they led a 

bare, rudimentary existence separately. I asked each of them separately why they lived alone 

and suggested that perhaps by living together they could improve their standard of living. One 

brother responded that they always lived separately, they hardly if ever spoke to each other, and 

when I asked "why?" he told me that they have nothing to say to each other. The second brother 

answered the same question by raising his shoulder, saying nothing. They were not willing to 

talk about their family background. 

The second noteworthy story is my encounter with another set of brothers, Elmer and Alfred. A 

farmer in the vicinity reported to our office of his suspicion that a human being was roaming in 

the vicinity at night. In disbelief, I invited a police officer to come with me to explore the 

farmer's story. Sure enough, as we traveled through the fields and approached a shack, we 

noticed a person running away from the shack into the nearby woods. We cautiously approached 

the shack, entered, and there, was sitting, a man who identified himself as Elmer. He spoke a 

little English mixed with Swedish. He told us that he and his brother Alfred have been living 

there for many years. But Alfred is afraid of people and he runs away when he sees people. 

Elmer related that his family of ten settled in the area at their arrival from Sweden in 1890’s. 

Most of the family members, including their parents, died from illness, cold weather and 

starvation. The climate here was heavy snow and below freezing in winter and flooding in the 
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spring which made living extremely difficult, if not impossible. The shack was built of logs with 

grass weeds as a roof and had no windows. Inside it was primitively furnished, dark and dirty 

like a graveyard. There was no electricity, no running water, no plumbing. They survived on 

trapping and killing animals and what they could get from the neighbors' fields. They never 

attended school or learned anything beyond their ability to survive. For several weeks I made 

frequent visits to the vicinity, leaving food inside the shack, trying to allay Alfred's fear of 

strangers. I wanted to be able to meet with Alfred. 

Eventually, with the help of Elmer, I was able to meet with him. As I entered the shack, Alfred 

was sitting on a wood log near the stove using his brother as a shield in front of him. His head 

was bent down towards his knees and he was shielding his head and face with both hands. He 

appeared like a primate, as the boy from Avignon from France who was left in the woods as a 

young baby and grew up like an animal. Alfred's head and face hair were overgrown, covering 

his face, as he never cut or washed them. His body was wrapped in rags held together with 

branches or weeds. The parts of his body not covered were black from dirt and sod, as he 

probably never washed. He had several of his front teeth missing, and it really was pitiful to 

look at this tragically neglected human being. He spoke one word in English, "good-bye" and a 

few more words in Swedish. When I asked, through his brother as interpreter, what he would 

like us to help him with, what his needs were, Alfred stood up and motioned with his right hand 

pointing to his open mouth, implying food. We tried but were unsuccessful in taking him to a 

doctor, a state requirement before we could give any help. He was very frightened to get into a 

car so we finally secured a wagon and horse to take him to a doctor. When we approached the 
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office, he became uncontrollable and ran away. 

The following is a summary of the state social service response to Alfred's application for 

services. "I would first like to tell you that this is an excellent report, one of the best I have ever 

seen, because you really "see" this man. And though it may be best to have him admitted to one 

of the state hospitals in order to help him adjust to people and congregate living. Doctor Carl 

feels that it would be best not to remove him from his environment. Dr. H., head of the 

psychology service, thinks that Alfred is completely a cultural and it would be difficult to work 

with him outside his environment. It may be difficult to have Alfred see a doctor, but it will be 

necessary to have a physical examination report. But it may also be the beginning of some 

contact between Alfred and the outside world...It does not seem possible that this kind of 

situation could occur in the state of Minnesota." I left Roseau for graduate school. Several years 

later I learned that Alfred made no significant social progress-however, the basic needs were 

provided for him, thus improving his life. 

I saved enough money from my job as a social worker and decided to go to Israel. 

In July 1957,1 landed in Israel. A feeling of exhilaration overwhelmed me. My brother and his 

wife and a two-year old baby boy and my sister and her husband and a two-year old baby boy 

met me at the airport. It was a joyous feeling. Yet the gathering was mixed with sadness for the 

missing family members. It was the greatest triumph of hope ever experienced. It was a great 

moment to be together with the survivors of my family and their beautiful offspring. 
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I was instrumental in getting my sister and her husband out of Poland where anti-Jewish 

Pogroms continued, even after the Holocaust. They went to Poland after the liberation from the 

camps to search for our family. Fortunately, with my urging and my help, they were able to 

leave Poland for Germany to a displaced persons camp. Following the United Nations partition 

of Palestine and the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, both my sister and husband, my 

brother and his wife went to Israel. After 2,000 years of Jewish yearning to return to our 

homeland, it became a reality. Unfortunately, the surrounding Arab neighbors refused to accept 

the United Nation decision to the partition and the establishment of a Jewish state. Instead, they 

invaded the newly formed state and made war on the newly bom state of Israel. Through great 

Jewish heroism and sacrifice the newly declared state of Israel has been victorious and defeated 

all six Arab attacker nations. However, Arab nations' boycott of Israel caused an economic 

hardship, which was very difficult for the people of Israel. 

My brother and his family settled in Natanya, a beautiful city on the Mediterranean coast. He 

started a cement factory and built roads and houses. Israel had enough rocks to make cement, 

but not any lumber needed in the construction of houses. My brother discovered used lumber 

near the Haifa ports. That lumber was from cargo ships that imported grain from overseas. It 

was used as partitions in the cargo vessel to maintain the proper weight balance of the ships. My 

brother purchased the lumber and used it in his construction projects and made a modest living. 

My sister settled in Bet Shan, a small community in Israel where the biggest archeological dig 

was taking place. My sister's husband worked for the city of Bet Shan, taking care of the city's 
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physical facilities. In the early years the newly established State of Israel endured severe 

hardships economically as well as politically and strategically. The Arabs kept continually 

infiltrating into the Israeli border towns and murdering Israeli citizens in addition to imposing a 

worldwide primary and secondary boycott of Israel. Not only did the Arabs refuse to deal with 

Israel, but also used their oil influence to prevent others from dealing commercially or otherwise 

with Israel. Food was in short supply and rationed; inflation was high and it was generally 

difficult to make ends meet. 

My brother urged me to make my life in Israel, hoping that the few of us who survived would be 

together. He said that I could join him in his construction business. It was a very difficult 

decision for me. I was very favorably impressed with Israel, its beauty, its climate, topography, 

the Mediterranean Sea, and the people of Israel with whom I have a fond historical bond tracing 

back all my life and beyond. Living in Israel would be realization of an old dream. On the other 

hand, I liked the U.S.A., its people, the country, its opportunities, a country that fought and 

sacrificed its best men and women for my liberty. It was an American soldier who dug me out 

from a pile of starved, emaciated dead people, and who gave me life and liberty, for which I am 

eternally grateful. From a pragmatic point of view I reasoned that I would not have the same 

educational opportunity in Israel as I have in the U.S.A. I would like to continue my advanced 

professional education, I thought, and this is only possible in the U.S.A. Furthermore, with the 

Israeli open immigration policy to Jews I can always go to Israel, and with professional training I 

may have a better chance to make an independent living in Israel. My decision was to return to 

the U.S.A. to continue my advanced education, and to hold my settlement in Israel in abeyance. 
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On the other hand, my sister wanted to come to the U.S.A. It took about a year, after my return 

from Israel but to obtain a Visa for my sister and her family to join me in the U.S.A. Forty years 

later my sister's three children obtained Ph.D.'s in biophysics from the University of Minnesota 

and are holding good jobs in private industry. 

In the fall of 1958,1 enrolled in a two-year program in the graduate school of social work at the 

University of Minnesota. At the completion of my first academic year, I took a summer position 

with the Juvenile Domestic Court in St. Paul, Minnesota. I liked the work so much that I 

decided to postpone returning to graduate school in the fall. After about six months I was 

promoted to consultant in the Marriage Counseling Division. Two instances are worth noting: 1) 

On a Friday afternoon a federal probation officer brought a young man to our office who was to 

be released from federal detention and jurisdiction to the state jurisdiction for various juvenile 

crimes he committed in the county prior to his federal detention. The young man had a long 

history of juvenile crimes tracing back about ten years. The federal officer left this young man 

with me for further legal processing. After reviewing and interviewing him, I concluded that he 

appeared to be dangerous to the community and he should be detained. The judge with authority 

to order his detention was away for the weekend, and the police refused to detain him without a 

written order from a judge. It left me with no choice but to release him to his mother. The next 

morning I got a call from the police that they arrested this young man for an attempted robbery 

of a grocery store and the murder of its owner. This incident still weighs heavily on my 

conscience. I do not believe that I should have released the young man to his mother as he 

appeared to me to be of danger to the community. 
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In my position as a family and marriage counselor I came in frequent contact with judges and 

attorneys. To become more proficient in my work I needed to learn their legal jargon. I, 

therefore, enrolled in Minnesota School of Law, the night program, and completed the first 

academic school year in Law, while working full-time. I began to realize that social work and 

law have somewhat different forms of linguistic fiction. In my field as a marriage counselor I 

had to have the knowledge of both forms. Following three years on the job, I decided that it was 

time to complete my second year of graduate school in social work. I chose Ohio State 

University where I enrolled and graduated in 1962 with my Masters in Social Work. The few 

days of thrill from achieving a milestone in my professional education subsided and were 

superseded by a more, if not the most, important event in my post liberation life. I got married 

to a very intelligent and charming young lady, Marianne, whom I met while attending O.S.U. 

She was a graduate with a Masters from Western Reserve in library science and held a library 

position in Cincinnati Public Library. We settled in Cincinnati. 

I took a supervisory position with a public service youth agency, the Citizen's Committee on 

Youth. The purpose of the agency was aimed at the prevention and reduction of juvenile 

delinquency in the Cincinnati area. The agency program was to get together high school age 

students and dropouts of multi-racial, multi-ethnic, multi-socioeconomic backgrounds, and guide 

them towards wholesome social recreational and cultural group activities designed to help them 

get along together and stay in school. Preventing juvenile delinquency through early detection 

and timely intervention was the main focus of the program. High caliber volunteers who 
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operated under professional supervision essentially carried on the program. The volunteers were 

corporate executives, attorneys, priests, accountants and other professionals who were willing 

and able to commit at least four hours per week to supervise and lead a group of about ten to 

twelve youngsters. At one point we had about 400 youngsters in this highly cost-effective and 

successful program. 

To measure the results of this program, and a Ph. D. psychologist, Regis Walther, who was 

associated with the National Institute of Mental Health, Washington, D.C. developed a research 

plan - a longitudinal study to determine the effectiveness of our program. For five years we 

followed with questionnaires and interviews those who returned to school and completed high 

school, and those who returned to school and dropped out again. The result of this study was 

published in National Institute of Mental Health publication under my name. 

The desire to pursue my legal education persisted unabated. The full-time job and my young 

family did not prevent me from enrolling in Cincinnati Law School at night. I graduated in 1965 

with a degree of Juris Doctor. I passed the Ohio State Bar and became a licensed Lawyer. 

Becoming a father of my first child by far superseded the joy of becoming a lawyer. 

My first legal case was to handle a divorce for my next door neighbor and landlord. He was 

contemplating divorcing his third wife. He did not like children, particularly when they cried at 

night. The day after my son came home from the hospital, the landlord came to our apartment to 

give us notice to vacate the apartment. The baby cried during the night and he wanted no part of 
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it. I pleaded with this man and promised to handle his divorce at a substantial discount if he let 

us stay until we could find a new place. He agreed. 

The completion of my legal education left me with some spare time. To fill this vacuum I 

accepted a part-time position as a Regional Director for B'nai B'rith Youth Organization 

(BBYO), the Youth Division of B'nai B'rith, the National Jewish Fraternal Organization. The 

purpose of BBYO is to help Jewish teenagers, boys and girls, acquire a greater appreciation for 

the Jewish religion, the culture, and its heritage. To prepare them for their active participation in 

Jewish and general community life and to become supportive of social welfare, social justice, 

and good citizenship, as well as in leisure time sports. The programs were designed to bridge the 

gap between traditional Jewish values with contemporary young peoples' interests. For example, 

religious services combined with modem dance. 

Much of the program planning of the many activities was conducted through correspondence 

with local volunteer advisors and the youth leaders in the various communities throughout the 

tri-states. Each weekend I traveled to a different community to meet with the local chapters who 

were implementing their planned activities. Observing a teenage girl in a mini skirt (a novelty at 

that time) reciting the Shabbos prayer (Kiddish) over the wine was gratifying to me. Ithad more 

charm than incongruity. I was able to carry on in this challenging program with the help and 

support of my wife and family who made a mini vacation some weekends by joining me in my 

trips to the different cities across the tri-states. 
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In 1970 I accepted a position as Executive Director of Mental Health and Retardation for 

Montgomery County - Dayton, Ohio. This program was also known as the 648 Board, the 

number of the Bill that mandated the services. In the 70's it was the prevailing national belief 

that it was best to take care of the mentally disabled in the community. The old outmoded large 

mental institutions, referred to as human warehouses became out of style. Instead the 

community had to provide the necessary psychiatric, social, and economic assistance so that they 

could be integrated into the general community and become productive citizens. Ohio, as well 

as many other states, enacted similar laws with the focus on the community-instead of mental 

hospitals to take care of our mentally ill people. Federal, state, and local funds financially 

supported these programs. Under strict federal and state guidelines I developed a comprehensive 

plan which readily gained the acceptance and support from the federal, state and the local 

community. We were successful in passing a mental health levy that generated about four 

million dollars, which was matched with federal and state funds. The guidelines called for the 

establishment of a community mental health center staffed by professional personnel for every 

150,000 people. In Montgomery County the plan called for the establishment of four mental 

health centers, on the south, north, east and west sides of the city. These centers were to operate 

semi-autonomous under my supervision as the executive director and a board of directors. Each 

agency had to submit a detailed plan of operation for approval from the Board in order to receive 

funds. After a few years problems began to develop when agency’s accountability became an 

issue. As manager responsible for the overall operation I wanted to know how many clients each 

agency served. How effective are the services? What criteria do they use to determine the 

quality of the services? To assist the agencies we were trying to develop a Management 
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Information System (MIS) to standardize the reporting method that would lend itself to objective 

evaluation of the services. This plan was met with fierce, hostile resistance. The agencies 

simply refused to be subjected to strict service and financial accountability. 

After 10 years in this position, I felt like Joseph K. the fictional character in The Trial a novel by 

Franz Kafka, where he was accused of an unidentified crime he allegedly committed. He was 

investigated, arrested, and tried. However, Joseph K. was never given the opportunity to 

confront his accusers or find out what he was accused of, what the charges were against him nor 

was he given the opportunity to defend himself... 

At this point my wife and I decided that I should pursue my second professional career option, 

namely the practice of law for which I was qualified. In response to an ad in a legal professional 

magazine, I had the first interview with a sole practitioner who wanted to expand his legal 

practice. During the interview the attorney who interviewed me kept repeating several times that 

he was looking for a lawyer of the future. When I asked him what he meant by an attorney of the 

future, he responded that the attorney that he would hire would have to work now and be paid in 

the future. He did not define the word future. I advised him that I had a family with three young 

children who depended now on my support. I could not tell my family to place their livelihood 

in abeyance until the unknown future would begin. Frankly, I thought that the attorney was "off 

his rocker." I told him I would not be interested in such an arrangement and left the interview. 

As it happened in my life many times before, whenever I was in difficulty, there was always 
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someone who came to my rescue or assistance, and this time was no exception. Several days 

after it was announced in the press about my dilemma, I had a visit from Harold, a friend of 

mine. Harold was a retired Air Force attorney after thirty years of service. He suggested that I 

seek a position as an attorney with the US Air Force. I agreed to pursue the suggestion and gave 

him my resume. Two days later I had an interview and was offered a position as a civilian 

attorney advisor with the US Air Force in Dayton, Ohio. 

This was the period when President Carter, by executive order, gave the federal employees full 

recognition with the right to organize and to conduct collective bargaining with federal agencies 

concerning conditions of employment. Wages were set by Congress and excluded from 

bargaining. The union leaders representing over 80,000 federal employees were gearing up for 

negotiations. The Air Force Logistic Command was equally preparing for the upcoming 

negotiation. My first responsibilities were to develop management position papers for the 

negotiations, including profiles of the union negotiators. I welcomed the new, challenging 

assignments. 

My immediate supervisor, however competent in his job, was a devoted lay Bishop in the 

Mormon Church. He knew I was Jewish, but he thought I would be a good candidate for 

conversion to the Mormon faith. He spent a lot of time during working hours discussing my 

Jewish faith, the strength of my Jewish belief and Jewish observance. Then he gradually 

introduced me to the Mormon faith. He brought me Mormon literature to read and later 

discussed the content with me, all of which was prohibited by federal regulation. Then he 
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invited me to speak to his youth group about my Holocaust experience and finally, he invited my 

wife and me to attend his Sunday services. I reached a point where I had to stop him without 

jeopardizing my job. Under federal employment regulations a new employee must be on 

probation for the first six months of employment. The immediate supervisor has the power and 

authority to summarily dismiss any employee with a stroke of a pen during the probation period, 

leaving no recourse or right to a hearing or to appeal. I was reluctant to "rock the boat," and 

report this to higher authorities. 

Also, at the same time I got befriended with a high ranking civilian lady, a devout Baptist. She 

was very cordial to me and a little subtler than my supervisor in her design to convert me to her 

faith. She too invited me for a Sunday evening to make a presentation to her church members. 

One Monday morning she came to my office and said, "Murray, yesterday at the church I prayed 

for you for three things." (1)1 would forgive the Nazis for what they did to me during the 

Holocaust, (2) I would be successful at my work and advance in my new career, and (3) I should 

become a good Christian. 

Unlike the lady who was praying to save my soul, my supervisor on the other hand, boldly and 

openly pursued his objective to make me a Mormon. He didn't take "no" for an answer. As he 

persisted and I resisted, our relationship cooled. He asked me to come for Sunday service and I 

declined. I told him that I was not interested in activities outside of my assigned duties. I 

refused to sell my soul for the price of the job. After due consideration of several options, I 

decided to talk it over with the Colonel the top lawyer and requested a transfer to a different 
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legal division. Fortunately, my request was granted. I was transferred to the litigation division 

where I had a more satisfying professional experience for the subsequent 18 years until my 

retirement in 1994. 

The vast majority of the personnel at the Air Force legal department both civilian and military 

were extremely fine people for whom I had great respect as individuals and professionals. Most 

of them, particularly the military, were always ready to go the extra mile to help others. Once, 

however, I had an unpleasant experience with one civilian colleague. This individual was of 

Irish descent. His father was a psychiatrist and his mother a psychologist. We frequently had 

lunch together and discussed politics, psychology, and other social subjects in which he and I 

were very well versed. After having daily interaction over years, I thought I knew him well. At 

one point we both were assigned to defend a suit against the government in California. While he 

was driving the car we engaged in the usual friendly discussion, when suddenly he asked me 

what the Jews think of Jesus. I responded, "I cannot speak for all the Jews, but I can give my 

personal opinion. I said that Jesus was a great man and teacher, he was bom from a Jewish 

mother and father. He was raised as a Jew, he practiced and observed the Ten Commandments 

of the Torah, he was circumcised, he spoke Hebrew, and he studied and preached in the 

Temple." I noticed that my companion became discomforted with what I said. He said, "I see 

you referred to Jesus as a 'man'." "Yes," I said. "Then how do you account for all the miracles 

including the rise from his grave after His crucifixion and death?" I stated: "Who were the 

observers of these miracles? Were they trained observers? Were they trained accurate 

reporters? Most stories were written long after the alleged events. The death of Christ and most 
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of the stories told about Jesus seem to have a mythological origin." This upset my companion. 

My answer made him feel uncomfortable and angry. He started yelling with insulting remarks at 

me. "Get the hell out of my car!" He slowed down the car and stopped on the highway shoulders 

in the middle of nowhere. I was frightened that he might physically eject me from the car. After 

a pause of silence I said, "You asked for my opinion and I expressed my personal opinion and 

you do not have to agree with me. I did not intend to offend you, or to impose my views on you. 

In most instances," I continued, "individuals hold on to their religious beliefs not because of a 

conscious choice of what religion to embrace. Rather it is a cosmic accident as to what kind or 

type of religious family one is bom in to and what religious upbringing one is subjected to while 

growing up. If I would have been bom and brought up in the same religious environment you 

were brought up in, I am sure I would hold the same belief you do and reject all other religious 

beliefs. Conversely, if you were bom and raised in the religious environment that I was, I am 

equally sure, that you would hold on to the same religious beliefs that I do." This statement 

pacified my angry companion. He proceeded to our destination in complete silence - a silence 

that has lasted beyond our trip to the office, almost for the remaining period I was in the position 

with the Air Force. 

After fifty-five years in the work force, I decided that it should be enough work for a mortal 

human being. I retired from full-time employment with the U.S.A.F. with no specific plans how 

to use my time. I did not intend to become rich or famous or conquer new mountains. I was 

only eager to explore new options and to make free choices about how to use the remaining time 

allowed me in this world. At that point, my intentions were to read, to write, to continue to 
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make presentations, as I do now, do some community volunteering and travel. And especially 

spend some time with our charming grandchildren. 
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Chapter 16 - Epilogue 

In the course of human events we experience some tragedies such as sickness, death of a family 

member or dear friend. However, with passing of time, the pain and grief tend to diminish and 

we gain a deeper introspection and broader perspective. On the other hand, my painful 

memories of the Holocaust do not seem to diminish, nor does the passage of time provide me 

with a better understanding or perspective. In fact, it becomes more mysterious with the passing 

of time as to why an alleged civilized nation in the twentieth century would embark on a national 

plan to kill all the Jewish people and me. When I, we, committed no crime nor did I have any 

religious, economic, or territorial claim against the Germans. On the conscious level I am 

constantly struggling with myself to get rid of my inner anger, hostility, and hate against those 

who hurt me so profoundly. I do not believe in collective guilt, much less do I hold responsible 

the younger generation of Germans and those subsequently bom. However, based on my own 

bitter experiences, I am inclined to agree with the findings and conclusions of Professor David 

Goldhagen in his published works Hitler's Willing Executioners. He convincingly demonstrates: 

"That the murderers who shot defenseless Jewish men, women and children...who led the Jews 

on death marches and who helped deport them to killing centers were entirely ordinary 

people... Most weren't members of the Nazi Party. 

Dieter Gruett, a prominent German writer, wrote in the Stem magazine in the July, 1974 edition. 
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"Only a few Germans can be described as true resisters to Hitler's plans and actions. The vast 

majority of the German people, also its soldiers, readily accepted and participated in the tyranny 

with dull, unquestionable loyalty. Yes, they didn't even feel it." For most, if not all, it was a free 

choice to accept and participate in the Hitler Tyranny. There were over 2,000 camps in Germany 

during World War II of various categories: detention camps, transit camps, labor camps, prison 

camps, concentration camps, and death camps exclusively for Jews. It is estimated that it 

required nearly five million Germans to serve those camps. Not all of them, but most were 

volunteers, eager to participate in Hitler's Final Solution. After the war most Germans claimed 

they did not know about the Holocaust or they blamed it exclusively on Hitler himself.. 

On my voyage to the U.S.A. I decided to make an abrupt break with my past, tragic experiences 

by throwing my concentration camp uniform aboard the ship into the high sea with the intent to 

wipe out any painful memories. Unfortunately, the loss of sight in my left eye, the vicious dog 

bite at Selchov, the brutal beating at Christianstadt in Auschwitz, the bayonet stabbing of my 

right shoulder in Dora Concentration Camp, and my knocked-out front teeth are all reminders 

which require continued medical attention. These are tragic reminders of what the Nazis did to 

me. I would like to exorcise those memories, but they won't let go. It is over fifty years, yet I 

still miss my parents, sisters, brothers, uncles, aunts, and grandparents, particularly during 

holidays when none of them are around. 

More difficult for me is to cope with the psychological impact the Holocaust experience has on 

my life. When my first child, Rebecca, was bom and I picked her up in my arms, invariably the 
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most horrible, vivid picture came to my mind of the scene when I arrived to Auschwitz. There 

and then the SS guards ripped away the children from their parents and threw them like 

inanimate objects onto a nearby truck for liquidation. With this terrible reminder I clutched the 

baby harder to my chest. I prayed that such a tragedy would never happen to my child, to any 

child - never, never. This terrible vision repeated itself with all my children when they were 

small and I held them in my arms. 

These horrible reminders that reappear on the conscious level I am able to control by diverting 

my thinking to more positive, pleasant thoughts that I am now living in a different world and a 

different reality. The tragic world of the past is gone forever. However, the power of conscious 

controlling and redirecting my thinking to a different focus and reality is not available, 

unfortunately, when I am asleep. During my sleep I still suffer from frequent recurring traumatic 

nightmares of distant past Holocaust events over which I have absolutely no control to stop or 

divert as I do on the conscious level. The nightmares I experience are vivid Holocaust traumatic 

events, very intense in nature and I find myself helpless, wanting but unable to escape the danger 

or to yell for help. When I wake up I find myself in anguish, soaked in perspiration, trembling 

from fear, screaming and jumping out of bed. Only after my wife's solicitous attention do I 

regain my composure. There was a period of time severe years ago when the traumatic 

nightmares adversely affected my emotional and physical well being which manifested in a high 

level of tension, anxiety and pain in my chest. I once mentioned my pain to my friend, Larry. 

He literally forced me to the emergency section at the Kettering Hospital where I was advised to 

have a thorough examination. Doctors found that my heart was in good shape, and that my 
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problem is probably caused by recurring traumatic nightmares. 

To what extent my Holocaust experience and its disturbing legacy influenced or affected my post 

war life and behavior towards people and events including my family is open to debate. No one 

could tell what my life and the life of my family could have been had I not experienced the 

Holocaust. 

In the 1950’s and early 1960's it was not popular to talk about the Holocaust. Most people were 

not interested in what had happened during the Holocaust and the extent of devastation of human 

suffering and human lives took place. In the 1960's when I was Regional Director of BBYO 

(B’nai Brith Youth Organization), I came to Dayton to meet with the local three BBYO chapters. 

It was Yom Hashoah Commemoration Day. We attended the program to commemorate the 

Victims of the Holocaust held at Temple Israel, which could accommodate 1500 people. The 

attendees consisted of twenty-five members of the BBYO chapter and six other people. Many 

chairs were empty. At recent Yom Hashoah Programs there were no empty chairs. 

At our home we did not talk about the Holocaust. My wife and children shied away from this 

topic on the belief that talking about the Holocaust or my personal experience would hurt me. 

On the other hand, I was not eager to talk about my personal suffering, as I did not want to 

burden them with the heavy baggage of my horrible experience. When they grew a little older 

and observed the physical signs on my body, the tattooed number on my left arm, the three 

lacerations on my back and shoulder, the marks of the dog bite, and the injured left eye which 
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appears swollen and red most of the time. They began asking questions about these injuries. I 

briefly told them that the Nazi guards inflicted these injuries on me while I was incarcerated in 

the Nazi Concentration Camp during World War II. On several occasions when I publicly spoke 

about my Holocaust experience, I found the children sitting in the audience listening and crying 

while I was speaking. I have been trying to protect them from potential harm of listening to my 

suffering, however long past. We were trying to raise our children in the Jewish tradition. We 

provided a Jewish kosher home, observing most rituals; we regularly attended shabbot services, 

the children attended Sunday and Hebrew School and each had a Bat and Bar Mitzvah. 

When I was thirteen years old, the Bar Mitzvah age, I was then incarcerated in a concentration 

camp and there we did not think of celebrating Bar Mitzvah. When Rebecca, my eldest child, 

time came for her Bat Mitzvah, the family agreed that I should have my Bar Mitzvah together 

with my daughters Bat Mitzvah. Our Rabbi objected saying that his occasion should be her 

celebration and I should not overshadow it with my Bar Mitzvah at the same time. I told the 

Rabbi that I do not seek any glory at the expense of my daughter. I quoted to the Rabbi what 

Judge Berger once said about me in a public statement. That when I took a job to help 

dysfunctional families and delinquent children in St. Paul, Minnesota, I mock the Nazis--who 

were trying to send me to the gas chamber in Auschwitz. Celebrating my Bar Mitzvah jointly 

with my daughter's Bat Mitzvah obviously mocks the Nazis. The Rabbi changed his mind and 

we had a great joy celebrating our joint Bat and Bar Mitzvah, but it was laced with sadness that 

my parents and the rest of our family were not with us. 
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My wife and I have been trying to instill in our children the value system my parents instilled in 

me to become and remain a Mensch and a Jew. Meaning to grow up as a compassionate 

concerned Jewish human being. Stand up and speak up when you witness hate, injustice, or 

harm being committed against others. Resist evil, if you believe that the idea you stand for is 

right by your conscience and by your heritage. 

We as parents are proud of our children for their achievement and humility. Each is committed 

to serve men and God. Rebecca, a graduate from Brandies University with a BA, a JD and LLM 

from Golden Gate Law School, she is now practicing law and is very active in the feminist 

movement. Neal, our son, is a graduate of a six-year medical program at Northeastern Ohio 

Universities School of Medicine, and is now practicing medicine and is attempting to apply the 

fairness doctrine in his practice. My youngest daughter, Lisa, has a BA and a Masters Degree in 

Public Administration from Ohio State University and is engaged in serving the underprivileged 

members of a local community. All three are married and we are blessed with two charming 

grandchildren, a granddaughter, liana Beth and a grandson, Adam Benjamin. The late Supreme 

Court Justice Warren Burger made a comment that Murray’s educational attainment, his family 

and his services to the community mock the Nazis. 

Since the early sixties I have been speaking about my Holocaust experience to countless 

religious and civic groups on television and at universities. I have been telling the audience what 

happened during the Nazi era, how the Holocaust started, how it was implemented and that the 

Holocaust did not start with Auschwitz. The Germans elected Hitler in 1933, knowing well what 
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he stood for. His book, Mein Kampf published in 1924 spelled out his racist ideology and his 

ambition to transform the German nation to superior status: "Deutschland uber alles" with utter 

disrespect for the human lives of others. It was a gradual process of formenting and promoting 

hate of others particularly the Jews. In most instances it is not difficult to inspire hate of another 

group or nation when it is economically laced. The promotional seed was that if Germany could 

get rid of the Jews, each German will be better off economically. 

Invariably the listeners have been asking repeatedly the following questions. How I survived 

five and a half years under those horrible conditions? Do I believe in God? Am I practicing my 

religion? What have I learned from my experience? In the following pages I attempt to respond 

to the questions. 

The Holocaust is not a divine act of God. It was created and implemented by people, and it 

could have been prevented or stopped by people if there had been enough people of good will to 

speak out. It seems that most Germans had no moral scruples during the Nazi period to protect 

the Jews. This was clearly demonstrated in the case of the Euthanasia program when the Nazis 

started their liquidation action of killing their own mentally and physically handicapped. In this 

situation, the families of the victims and some of the clergy spoke out against it, and the murder 

program was discontinued. Denmark is another case in point. When the Danes learned of the 

Nazi Plan to deport the Danish Jews to a death camp, the Danish people under the leadership of 

King Christian proclaimed that the Danish Jews are not different from other Danish citizens. 

They undertook a rescue program to protect and save the Jews from the Nazi reach. The action 
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by the Danish people saved 8,000 Jews. 

We must note that evil does not start in a vacuum; it is a real dimension of human existence. We 

should also remember that man could display both brutality as well as noble acts of heroism. 

Some even were willing to risk their own lives to save others, while other men can inflict 

horrible pain to each other. Conversely, man can do much good for each other. The bond of 

civility is indeed very fragile. The lesson we must learn from the Holocaust is that each of us has 

a responsibility to stand up and speak up whenever, wherever hateful, prejudicial 

pronouncements are made against others. It is much easier to stop bigotry and hate at its earliest 

stages before it spreads. 

All responses, verbal and written, to my presentation were positive and sympathetic. On one 

occasion, however, when I spoke to a university graduation class, one black student started 

arguing and telling me that the black people have suffered more than the Jews did during the 

Holocaust. I tried to explain to her that it is not very useful to compare. But under the Nazi plan 

of final solution six million Jews, including two million children were murdered. This is unique 

and has no equivalent in human recorded history. Unfortunately, I was not able to change her 

opinion. About a month later she saw a Holocaust film on television portraying the horrible 

scenes of starved and dead skeletons. I was invited to comment on the film. The following day 

a lady called me at home. She was very anxious and eager to talk to me. It was the same lady 

who argued with me on the previous occasion that the Blacks suffered more than the Jews. She 

came to apologize for her remarks and to ask for forgiveness. 
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The chances of surviving the Holocaust were like hitting the jackpot in the lottery. There were, 

however, circumstances, situations or instances that demanded fast decisions, opportunities to 

make a choice that could either hasten death or save your life. I continually entertained the idea, 

perhaps a fantasy, that I would escape from the camp. I was always looking for the opportunity 

to escape: however remote unrealistic such an opportunity was, it was a helpful, positive, and 

optimistic thinking. I weighed the chances of success or failure and I made a decision. When I 

decided to jump from a truck in Auschwitz destined for the gas chamber, I made a split second 

decision without much deliberation. During the famous death march from Auschwitz to 

Glievitz, again I weighed the chances of succeeding or failing in an attempt to escape and I made 

a decision not to risk it. When we were in transit in an open but guarded train from Glievitz to 

Dora, I again weighed the chances of success or failure in my attempt to jump from the train in 

the darkness of night. I made a decision. I was tempted to act on my impulses. In most of these 

situations, I was guided by my rational reasoning by weighing the odds of success or failure. 

There were many instances where a Nazi made the decision for me. For example, during an air 

raid I wanted to seek protection from the shooting planes in a nearby locomotive. The Nazi did 

not allow me to enter the locomotive, saying that the protection is not for a Jewish inmate. A 

few moments later, a bomb dropped from an American aircraft destroyed the locomotive and the 

Nazi in it. I made the fateful decision not to respond or report for the last transport from 

Buchenwald to an imminent death a few days before the liberation (unknown to us). Instead, I 

decided to hide in a pile of dead bodies. These decisions, whether to act or not to act, tilted in 
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my favor. 

There are many unexplainable factors that have combined to my survival. Thousands of 

prisoners succumbed to epidemic of severe devastating illness without any medical care. I, too, 

was subjected to some illnesses, but somehow I was fortunate to recover without any more 

medical care than those who perished. Perhaps my fortitude and indomitable inner strength 

helped me from a complete disintegration and collapse under the Nazi terror. For example, 

when a Nazi beat me in the early days of camp, I had an impulse to jump up and hit back. 

Instead, I ground my teeth. He then beat me more. I finally learned not to show any emotions 

while being beaten. Instead, I had an inner reaction; I thought, "You are not going to kill me, I 

will survive you." It was a much safer reaction. This attitude I shared with my fellow inmates. 

Perhaps it was my boundless optimism I shared with my fellow inmates that was the core 

element in sustaining my relative balance and well being. Being a cheerful friend in those 

difficult times was much appreciated when there was very little cheerfulness around. These 

friends, in turn, provided me with friendship and emotional support when I needed it. In an 

atmosphere where misery, terror and death dominated the life of the inmates, I was striving to be 

human in any way possible. Having said all this, in the final analysis, I can only say that it was a 

quirk of fate or we may call it a miracle from God that my life was spared when millions of 

others, smarter, stronger, younger or older than I were perished. Why my life was spared still 

remains a mystery to me. It must have been God’s will to save me, perhaps for a purpose I 

cannot fathom. 
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Dostoyevsky in his novel The Brothers Karamazov, he portrays one of the brothers named 

Alyosha as a monk below average in appearance. This monk was a good-natured person who 

always tried to serve God and man. Yet some evil people tried to abuse and intimidate him. 

However, in every difficult situation in which he found himself there was always someone who 

tried to help him out. I had similar experiences in the concentration camps as well as in my life 

after liberation. In every difficult situation, somebody was there to help me. 

It is past a half-century since the death of Nazi Germany and the Germans defeat. Yet today, 

some fifty years later, some anti-Semitic hate-promoting groups continue to operate in some 

European countries as well as in the U.S.A. They call themselves the Neo-Nazis, the Holocaust 

deniers-or Historical Reviewers--I called them the "Pascudniacs” (ugly hateful). They are well 

financed groups using the most sophisticated technology of the Internet and the World Wide 

Web to spread and promote their pernicious gossip and falsehoods to deny or diminish the 

Holocaust with the sole purpose to discredit and vilify the Jewish people. These groups have the 

unmitigated gall and arrogance to deny and distort recent historical facts that are established and 

supported by mountains of credible oral, written, and hard physical evidence. Evidence that 

comes from thousands of eye-witness Jews and non-Jews alike (including yours truly) who 

personally witnessed the gas chambers, the crematoriums in operation, the mass graves piled 

with men, women and children, the rolling trains. There are accumulated tons of German, 

U.S.A. military and civilian documents. There are thousands of post-Holocaust observers who 

verified the factories of death in the concentration camps; all are documented and publicly 
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available. How can all this evidence be ignored? Would a debate open their closed mind, would 

it change their agenda, or are they only interested in a platform for publicity to help them 

promote and legitimize their false distorted rendition of history? They are not interested in the 

true reality of the Holocaust. They are hate-mongers. 

These vulgar, racist hate-mongers hide and take advantage of the right to freedom of speech 

accorded by the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, thus making it difficult to shut them 

up. Very few Americans would want to curtail the cherished right of freedom of speech, 

however repugnant and repulsive the message is. However, I think that the forefathers who 

wrote the freedom of speech provisions did not intend to give a license to hate mongers, racists 

and bigots to promote a venomous poison. Free speech should be honored. However, it should 

be used responsibly. One is not entitled to the freedom to yell (falsely) "fire" in a crowded 

theater. Similarly, one should not be allowed to spread verbal hatred and violence in a 

vulnerable environment. Verbal violence begets physical violence. In history there are countless 

examples where verbal violence was followed by physical violence. I believe that in our society 

we should be able to restrain or curtail verbal violence without impinging on the principle of free 

speech. 

Under our system of civil law freedom to make hateful or derogatory statements against another 

individual or group is subject to punishment. I believe that the same principle should apply to 

the promoter of racial hate and bigotry. In fact, a number of states have passed laws allowing 

state courts to increase the jail time for offenders whose crimes have been motivated by 
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prejudice on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity, gender or sex-orientation. I dare suggest that 

the same principle should apply to the free press. They have a grave responsibility to shy away 

from publishing hateful material by one hateful individual or groups against another group when 

the material to be published has no other redeeming value or purpose except to promote and 

spread hate. Allowing bigots and racists to promote their gospel does not strengthen the 

principle of free speech. On the contrary, it undermines it. When those who use it as a shield 

for their hate subvert the principle of free speech, it presents a greater danger to the freedom of 

all Americans than by curtailing some free speech to the few hate-mongers. 

My belief in God was formed early, as I was bom and raised in an Orthodox Jewish home. I was 

brought up with a firm belief that God created and is mling the universe. He determines all 

actions and destiny of his creations, particularly the actions and destinies of man whom he 

created in his own God-like image. To me it means that man should behave in a God like 

manner. 

I witnessed the horrors and the bmtal murders of Jews, many, if not most, dying with a prayer on 

their lips in the gas chambers asking the compassionate God for mercy. Included in the victims 

were two million innocent children who were thrown into the crematoria, some still alive. It is 

difficult to comprehend why a compassionate God would allow this to happen, especially the 

slaughter of innocent children. I have been searching in vain for an answer to this 

incomprehensible mystery. I have read volumes and consulted Rabbis, Priests, theologians, 

philosophers, psychologists and other scholars for an answer to my quest about where God was 
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and way God tolerates evil. Most maintain that God was not involved, neither in its planning or 

execution. The Holocaust resulted from the actions of evil men. The question remains, why did 

God allow evil man to commit evil acts? Some argue that God has an eternal plan, which is 

beyond human comprehension. But my question is would it spoil the vast universal eternal plan 

if he would deliver the Jews from the Nazi grip as he delivered the Jews slaves from the bondage 

of Egypt some 4,000 years ago? 

The Holocaust experience has profoundly shaken and altered my childhood belief in God. I do 

not conceive of God in the same way I did in the Pre-Holocaust period of my life. I believe in a 

God who will inspire me to become a better and more sensitive person—mainly to avoid and 

prevent hate and violence against other human beings. I believe in God as a divine force in 

nature that is spiritually uplifting, a force that can help me rise above the natural evil instincts or 

impulses, a God who can help me strive instead towards self-fulfillment and goodness toward 

other human beings. 

In this century mankind has witnessed two Godless societies, the Communist and the Nazi 

governments who, combined, are responsible for the killing of nearly 60 million people, more 

killing than in all the wars in the recorded history. But I do not believe that God planned or 

could have prevented these events from happening. The Holocaust was created and executed by 

man alone. This, however, places a greater responsibility on man to work on behalf of good and 

to prevent the recurrence of evil to perpetrate against man. 
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The final comments I usually made to my listeners was and still is the expression of my deepest 

sense of gratitude to the American people and the American government and the American 

armed services for giving me life, liberty and the freedom to pursue my goals. Had it not been 

for the America armed services great heroism and sacrifice to defeat the Nazi regime, had it not 

been for the American people/govermment who opened the door for me and giving me the 

opportunity to pursue and rebuild my life. I would not have been here to accomplish what I did. 

For all this I am eternally grateful. 
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